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ABSTRACT

Intake variables determine the extent ,to which the

Operation New Hope Alternative School youth are at-risk for

delinquency or reduced life, outcomes, and descriptive
statistics account for the relationships between risk
factors.

The thesis also evaluates the effectiveness of

the school for both delivering services and improving
student attitudes and behavior.

Findings indicate no

positive effect on student attitudes toward school, the
law, and police officers.

It does not reduce arrest or

association with negative peers, nor does it improve
student living arrangements.

No meaningful improvements in

self-esteem or academic achievement occur, and the school

is not successful in working with more troubled juveniles.
Some social skill improvements were found, and perceptions
of crime, victims, and violence improved, while school
violence, weapon possessions, and substance abuse were

reduced.

Any improvements are probably artificial or

short-lasting because only a very mild treatment effect is

provided.

The school has a very low quality program that

suffers from fundamental deficiencies, such as very

incompetent management, unqualified teaching staff, basic
curriculum problems, and low educational standards.
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- CHAPTER ONE 

. INTRODUCTION

. ..Juveniles who fail.in sehool, are chronically truant,
suspended, expelled, or .drop out of school, and who exhibit

aggression,.violence, and. anti-social behavior, some of

which includes the commission ..of criminal offenses,
constitute a serious problem for themselves, for the
American educational system, and for society.

In this

thesis, the.probiems that at-risk or troubled juveniles
experiehce and;produce in the. school context and in society
are examined.

The thesis establishes a relevant context,

for examining the effectiveness of alternative education as
a treatment solution for juveniles, who are at-risk or

delinquent.

In consideration of the problems of school

drop out and delinquency and.the requirement of the public ^
schools to educate all. juveniles, it is essential in this,

thesis to evaluate the success or failure of the Operation
New Hope Alternative School in working with at-risk or
troubled ■juvenilesc

School Failure and Dropout
School drop out is a widespread and serious problem in

the . United States. . According .to .Cahtelon and LeBoeuf
(1997) "a 1992 study by the.National Center for Education

Statistics found that;■3.4 million young people between the

3ges of 16 anci 24 dropped out of school

(p. 1).,

This represents about 11% of the people in this age group.

Snyder ahd Sickmund (1999) indicate that 14% of young

adults in 1996 did not finish high school (p. 12).
Research indicates that in some urban,,areas the school drop
out, rate is upvto 60%: (Harranack, 1985; Kaplan, 1985; Levin,.
1986,- Rush & Vitale,, 1994). Whereas, . overall, twenty-five

percent of 9^^ grade studehtS in the U.S. drop out:of ■
school before graduating (eatelon & LeBoeuf, 1997),

.

Schpoi Drop.; out occurs among certain groups of at-risk
juyeniles .more,t

, For example, the school drop

..out rate : is: much hig

minorities \and :for juveniles

living: ih: urban areas :(Pervarics, 1998.). : Kortering (1999)
indicates .tliat/ : in; comparison. ,to ..general education

students, the school dropout rate for special education
students is :twice .as high, according . to the Office of

Specia;l:,;EducatioK Programs.

Research findings indicate .

that "56.1 percent of the i6-through .24-year-olds reported
with .mental . iline

1 pe.reeht of those: reported: with

mental retardatidn,'^

23..6 ,:perc.ent of those reported with,

a .serious ,eKiotiOnal:.diSturbahce: had

out of school

:by 19.95" (.Natidnal Center forj(Education Statistics, 1995) ...
Inaccurate. Drop, out Data. .

. /.

While the U.S. Department :df Education indicates that

the overall school dropout rate has been going down, this
claim is misleading because definitions of dropout vary,
across states, reporting procedures are often different,,

and dropout data are inaccurate (Fossey, 1996, p. 140).
For example, the half a million students who often leave

school and who fail to graduate on time, but who eventually
receive a General Education Development (GED) diploma, are
used to artificially boost graduation numbers (Fossey,
1996).

State education departments, school districts, and

school Officials.may manipulate school dropout measurement

techniques and definitions because they are under.pressure
for improving school accountability and performance
measures (Fossey, 1996).

Too often schools are "allowing

marginal students to slip quietly away, of they may
encourage some students to leave through suspensions,

expulsions, and grade retentions" (Fossey,, 1996, p. 144).
.Skill Deficits and Unemplovment
There are many personal costs inGurred for those who

have trouble in school or dropout.

School difficulties and

dropout may be a source of significant stress and.low.self

esteem for at-risk or delinquent youth.

Being without the

necessary socialization, life-skills,. and job-skills, these

individuals are.at a disadvantage in the job market.

Juveniles that are at-risk of failing in school or who drop

out of school are more likely to bS: unemployed or
on welfare , during their lifetimes .{Catterall, 19871,
According to the Na:tional Center for Education

Statistics, U.S. Department of Education (1993), sixty-

three percent of high school dropouts were.unemployed in
19,93 (Ingersoll & LeBoeuf, 1997, , p. 1).

Ellickson and Bui

(1998), rely on Markey 1988; ;Rumberger, 1987; the 0.3.

General Aceotinting Office, 198*6; and the U.S. Department,of
CoiTimerce 1986, to indicate that "High school dropouts
experience higher rates of unemployment and receive lower

earnings than do graduates with no college degrees" (p.

357).

School undefachievers and ,dropduts may only be

qualified for low,'-skilled jobs that , do not have job,
security and employee benefits (Boesel,1998). .

Better attention needs to be provided to understand
the significant problems that are produced by at-risk or )
delinquent juveniles that experience School failure and

dropout.

The\times in which.we live,make.it necessary for

the new generation to have higher skill and education

levels and advanced or specialized knowledge.

Fdr.the

United States to be competitiye, the new generation must, be
able.to think independently,

moral and

,

responsible peo'plg,. and apply innovation to job tasks;.that

are now more complex.

The.youth today need' tb have the

prerequisite skills and understanding to be in'demand by
employers, to fit. into the eGOhomy of the future,. and to..
provide gOod citizenship for a stable society.
Unfpftunately, public schools are too often/unable to

prepare troubled youth for the world of today and .tomorrow.
Criminal Justice Svstem Involvement

School problems,, such as failing grades, repeated
suspensions, expulsions, problems with social skill

■.adjustment,: and school dropout can place troubled juveniles
or potentially place them in a life trajectory that is,
fraught with a variety of diminishing returns, such as

criminal justice system'involvement/ incarceration, wasted
time, and low quality liveS:.

Ellickson and Bui (1998)

indicate that school dropouts are more likely to find their
way into the criminal, justice system. In. fact, "as of 1985
nearly 60% of all jail inmates across the nation had

completed less than 12 years of school", (p. 357) .

More

current:research has found that 75% of prison inmates „

dropped out of school (Beck, 1991; Brodinsky, 1989; Capuzzi
& Gross, 1989; Edmondson & White, 1998; Morris, 1991; Myll,
1988) .

Moreover, "Many .youth who are habitually truant and

experience school failure are the Same youth who bring
weapons to school, bully.or threaten their classmates, or
regularly disrupt the school's learning environment"

(Ingersoll & LeBoeuf, 1997, p. 3).

Those youth that are

not in school and without employment, are at greater risk of
delinquency and crime (Ingersoll & LeBoeuf, 1997).

For :

instance. Walker and Hill (1999) estimate that 80% of

day-time burglaries in the D.:S. , are committed by juveniles
that are. not in" school'.:/ ' -l
Negative-Societal Costs

,

Schdol problems and dropout produces negative costs .

for

society.

It is very costly for society and/to

employers when(basic Skills trailing or remedial educatioh
has to be provided to,individuals.,

Ingersoll & LeBoeuf

'

(1997) indicate that "Each year's class of dropouts costs

the Nation more than $240 biliion in lost earnings ahd .
foregone taxes over their life, times.,'); and billions more
are;: spent: On crime, control (.including law. enforcement and

prison programs),, Welfare,„healthcare, and other social
services", (p. 2-3).,

Research findings from Catterall

(1987) and ,Rumbe,rger (1987) demonstrate that

"dropouts

have greater need of social services such as welfare, , ■

medical,, and .unemployment assistance" (Ellickson & Buif,' ,

1998, p.l).

If youth can be .influenced to stay in school

or become: employed, then crime rates can be reduced; and the

level of income in' the community can be improved (Alspaugh,
,1998).

Public School Performance-

Public schools are expected to influence favorably the.

acaderaic, moral, and sdcial, deveiopment of juveniles and to'
help them become,.well-functioning adults, but public ,
schools, axe having." difficulties performing this task.
Public schools oftentimes demonstrate a lack of ability to.

effectively manage, motivate, treat, or, work with juveniles,
that have problems .:with attitudes, communication,
listening, aggression, violence, substance, abuse,.. pr
serious ao.ademic deficits.

But absent programs that

provide.meaningful seryices, public schools often just rely,
on out-of-schobl .suspension or expulsion to deal with the

dysfunctional.behavior. exhibited by. a.t-risk or delinquent
juveniles. .

y

Skiba and; Reese (1999)' suggest that the public .

education system has been under pressure to. improve .
teaching and curriculum standards, school achievement, and

accountability (p. 373.).

Under this , pressure,

consequently, school districts may. be less tolerant. Of
students■that are experiencing academic problems or

producing behayior problems.

This lack of tolerance may

actually increase . the number of students who are expelled
or who dropout of school (Riley, & McDaniel, 1999; Skiba &
Reese, 1999) v.

- ;!; ;

:: .

.

School truancy and dropout is a problem facing many

schools in the UhitedyStates.

Students who are excessively

absent from schodl often get behind in required school
credits for grade promotion or high school graduation.

Many juveniles that are chronically absent from school will
probably dropout of school once they are convinced that
dropping out is easier than correcting large deficits in
required class units for graduation or grade promotion.

Research indicates that forty percent of school dropouts
leave school because they do not like school or because
they were, failing in their classes (Cantelon and LeBoeuf,
.1997).

,

Other juveniles drop out of school for a variety of
reasons, such as behavior problems, repeated suspensions
and expulsions, personality conflicts with teachers,
family-related reasons, and the need to find a job
(Cantelon and LeBoeuf, 1997), .rncreasing numbers of

.

students are being removed from the educational mainstream

because of weapo.ns possession, . substance abuse, disruptive
behavior, and assaults.on school staff (Ingersoll &
LeBoeuf, 1997).

Serious problems are produced today for schools,

society, and organizations of society,. by juveniles who

fail in school, exhibit behavior problems, and drop out of

school. : These, realities suggest that,.both the education
system and agencies of society need heW pdlicies, and

practices to better deal with these issues.

.

In this . .

thesis, a.determination will be made'relative to if

alternative education is a viable solution ,to the many,

problems that are pfbduced by, at-risk or delinquent
juveniles who are not served well by the present
educational and human service system.

CHAPTER TWO

ALTERNATIVE EDUCATION, IN THE UNITED STATES
History of Alternative Education

Historically, alternative, achools were designed to be

different from public schools (Bauman, 1998).

Alternative,

schools attempted to provide different .curriculum and

infrastructures to try and improve on academic and

.

political limitations of traditional public schools
(Bauman, 1998,).

The alternative school movement of the

1920's emphasized student centered learning approaches
(Bauman, 1998).

Neumann; (1994) attributes the creation of

alternative schools in the 1930s to John Dewey and the

progressive .education movement (p. 547).

John Dewey

advocated fot; an educational experience .that was more open,

person-oriented,, exploratory,. and richly interactive (Tice,
,1994),.

. Sullivan (199:6.) explains that The ;.pr.ogressive

movement in education was .influenced by John D.ewey, Maria,

Montessori, . Susan Isaacs,..RudoTp^ Steiner,. ..Celestin '

Freinet, and A..S.. Neili.,.(P. 349),.

The progressive



.education, movementtwas based in,p>a;rt .on the following ; '
principles:/

..

,7 . : /

A radically different approach to teaching and .a
new curriculum were central to the movement. Its
main aim was to; loosen the shackles of .

traditional.education which was..characterized by
:

rote and,decGntextualised learning in an
unstimulating and strictly controlled classroom

.1;

.7.' 7

t-t-

■,::7:;7-

.

■ ■ . ■ . :;,/7..

often, led by an untrained and unskilled teacher.
It aimed to replace this with a considered and
more humanistic approach to education. In the

American context there, was an emphasis on ,
learning through experience tied to democratic
and community involvement with a sense of social

responsibility (Sullivan,. 1996, p. 350).

However, Bauman (1998) attributes the progressive
alterna:tive education movement to an alternative school in

England, known as the Summer^hill school.

This school

influenced the Summer-hill movement in the. United States

during the 1950's (Bauman, 1998).

The Summer-hill movement

attempted to create alternative schools that would foster

the development of non authoritarian personalities, and the

approach was based on the belief that juvenile delinquency

was a result of repressed conditions (Bauman, 1998).

While

Summer-hill schools died out, they later influenced the
creation of alternative schools because the movement

provided an alternative example to more traditional .

.

methodologies (Bauman, 1998).

In, 1942. a study was published that was calXed the

^Eight-Year-Study,' and it provided empirical evidence that
thematic, learner-directed approaches to education were as
effective as, if not more effective than, conventional

teacher-directed, discipline-centered instruction"

(Neumann, 1994, p. 547).

Regardless of these findings, and

notwithstanding the Summer-hill school movement in the

11 . '

/

U.S., during most of the 1940Vs and. 1950's the alternative
edueation movement did not exist.

Besides Summer-hill . .

alternative schodlSf . there were other private alternative,
schools in the United States that, adhered to humanistic and

progressive methodologies,, even during the 1940's and .
1950's, but very little is known about' these other schools.

An older participant at the 23'^'^ International .Conference
on Alternatiye Educatioh in Boulder, Coloradb, explained
why the alternative education movement was generally dead

during these;' years:

''

, [The 1940's and . 1.950:'.s was] a period of
entrenc.hmeh.t; of. functional and mechanical
. conceptions, of education,, . which resulted in, a. ..

refinement of school.organization and operation
for the purpose of sorting and processing young
people'for roles in the economy (Neumann, , 1994,
-P- 547')'

./During the 1960's the alternative school movement

b

sought to create schools that were innovative and
experimental in theif methodologies (Baiiman, 19,98)..
Katsiyannis and .Williams 11998) indicate that the '■^free
schools movement" of the 1960's created thousands of

alternative schools in urban areas (p. 277) . .

These schools

were intended to "empower the poor.and minority students"
(Katsiyannis and Williams, 1998, p. .277) .

They were also

based on "concepts, thebries, and ideas advanced by

12

humanistic psychoiogy''^;

p. 547)., : Humanistic

psychology emphasizes the "uhigueness of individuals and

the dynamics of ..their, intripsic motivation for growth . .
(Neumann,. . 1994, p. 547).

The humanistic education

movement likewise emphaaized' ideas of openness, choice, and

academic . freedom, and these .concepts, influenced the way
many of the alternative school: organizations operated.
(Neumann,. 1994). ,Influenced by these P^ij^ciples,
alternative school educators, developed individualized

learning plans and interesting ..and .practical . curriculum
(Neumann, I994)v.7 . :

v.; ; .

.Public alternative schodls.existed during the 1970's
and they were known as Magnet., schools. ..These schools .were

incorporated into the existing public, education system to
try and desegregate students (Bauman, 1998).

The plan was

to provide "a. unique, curriculum or . approach which would
attract a broad cross section of the community": (Bauman, .

1998, p. ;259).

Magnet schools were .also intended to

provide an alternative to forced, bussing and local schools
(Bauman, i9'98).. .

y.

., Fundamental alternative, schools also existed .during

the 197.0 Vs and early 1980 Vs. (Neumann, 1994)..

These schools

emphasized "formality/' deference to authority, conventional
curriculum, drill-and-recitation instructional strategies.

13.

and rote learning" (Neumann,. 1994,. p. 548).

While they

adhered to the ..alternative education principle of

diversification, they were ''"'not ideologically connected to
progressive education of the 193Q's or humanistic education
of the I960's" (Neumann, 1994/ P- 548).

Some private

alternative schools that were progressive and based on
humanistic psychology.existed in the.l970's, but little is

known about these individual.schools. . During the 1970's,

for example, some of these, private progressive and often
free^ alternative schools operated in both San Francisco and
Sacramento California, and some were,based in the small
Sierra towns of California.

Alternative education and alternative schools today

mean something different from the progressive and
humanistic education mpvements Of the past.

While

alternative schools do provide innovation and creative

curriculum, students often attend .alternative school.s today

because they are having problems in traditional public
schools (Bauman, 1998).

Many alternative schools now

emphasize a behavioral component that attempts to improve

Student self-discipline and social-skiils, while changing
problematic student behavior (Bauman, 1998)..

Relying on

Raywid (1994), Bauman (1998,). suggests that alternative

schools historically meant the providing of educational

14

choice to juveniles, but "now many are; seen as a last
chance" (p. 259)..

Neumann (1994) confirms that "the term

.

■^alternative' is, no longer generally regarded as applying
to a variety of models, but instead has become associated

exclusively with nonconforming programs for
'bad'

^at-risk' or

students" (p. 548) . .
Franklin (1992)

relies on Dollar's

(1983)

research to

indicate that there were thousands of public alternative
schools for troubled youth in the United States during the

late 1970's (Franklin, 1992) . . The growth of.publically .
sponsored alternative schools for at-risk kids has

increased dramatically since the early 1980's in the United

States. During the early 1980's "Reilly and Reilly (1983)j

reported the existence of more, than 5,000.alternative ;

schools nationally" (Franklin, 1992, p. 239-240) .

^

During

the 1980's, "the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency
Prevention . : . . promoted alternative education programs .
for delinquency prevention" (Cdx,/ 1999, p. 323) .
(1992)

Franklin ,

cites research that indicates that alternative

schools were considered a very promising approach to

helping at-risk and dropout juveniles during the 1980's

(Foley, 1982, 1983; Hahn et al., 1987; Hargroves, 1987;
Mann, 1986a, 1986b; O'Connor, 1985; Ranbom, 1986; Whalen,
1985) .

Consequently, 80% of the largest public school
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districts in the United states had alternative, schools by
the early 1980's (Alschuler, 1982; Franklin, 1992).

Public

alternative schools that serve at-risk or,delinquent youth
are popular today and their numbers continue to increase.
Contemporary Alternative School Movement

- Franklin (1992.) describes how past events and trends
have shifted the pressure, to the education system to
provide greater social and mentals health services to

juveniles. Because traditional public schools could not

comply with the demands placed on them to provide greater
services to troubled juveniles, alternative schools were
created to deal with these pressures (Franklin,. 1992).
There are. four trends that increased the movement of

alternative education in the U.S. and shifted pressure from
mental health and social service to

(1) the Education for all Handicapped Children
Act of 1975, mandating that.school districts ^
provide appropriate services to handicapped
youth; (2) the deinstitutionalization of, youths
previously treated in residential facilities

(Mesinger, 1986); (3). increased emphasis on
raising the standards and excellence of the
public school system (Dollar, 1983); (4) the
increased emphasis over the past decade on

restructuring the school system and decreasing
the dropout rate (Franklin, 1992, p. 244).

In addition, deficient family strength and changes in
culture have influenced the drastic increase in alternative

education in the U.S.

Thus, weakened family units today
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too often do not prepare juveniles, to succeed in

traditional public schools.

Impoverished socialization

from the family means that juveniles are more likely to

have problems with discipline, behavior, and school
adjustment.

The influence, from negative peers is very

powerful and often sets the sfandards for values, norms,
and behavior.

Juveniles are also influenced by a culture

,

today that is less moral, more violent/ „and accepting of

improper.forms of behavior. Traditional public schools have
failed to respond to these changes that have taken place in
society and among families during the last 30 years.
Traditional public schools are often still designed and
operated,, in a way that assumes that youth are properly
socialized from their families. , With the declines of the

family unit as a socialization force today, along with a
culture that is more hedonistic and less stable, public
schools are under greater pressure to take the place of the

traditional family unit.

That,is,, public,schools are under

greater pressure to be more powerful agents of

.

socialization.

"

But traditional public schools are often not prepared,

to fill this role. ; They often fail to provide social-skill
and behavioral training, innovative curriculums and

teaching, and a' nurturing l,earriing environment into their
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operations. " It is no .surprise, . therefore,, that juveniles
will experience problems in school and that schools will be
unprepared to deal with these at^risk or troubled

juveniles:.

Consequently, alternative schools today often

exist because of the failure of traditional public schools
to educate juveniles that have behavior problems and social
skill deficits.

. Unfortunately, traditional public schools for many
troubled or at-risk youth fail to provide an environment
where they can experience feelings.of success; where youth

can feel connected to learning, teachers, and. themselves.
The problem is that many public schools do not have

programs to provide troubled or at-risk youth with what
they heed.

To these youth, public schools seem too strict

and loaded down with excessive regulations, and they
provide: limitations on the types of learning experiences
that can be derived.

.

Many youth become dissatisfied with these schools and

drop out or become excessively absent.

Nonattendance makes

pressure worse for many students because they get behind in

credits that are needed for graduation and they develop
uncertainty or a lack, of hope for the future.

Their,

feelings of self may disintegrate when they internalize the

realization that somehow they have not measured up to the
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requirements that- are set forth for them in traditional
school settings.

Traditional schools for some youth may

limit their life, interests and aspiratidns, especially if
these .students feel disconnected from the. school

environment, teachers,. culture,, subject matter, and .
requirements.

Many at-risk and dropout youth consequently end.up at
public or private alternative schools where a way is

supposedly provided for them to learn, change, and improve
personally and academically.

Alternative schools are

thought to be different from,.regular public schools, and
alternative schools have been proposed by some to be an

effective treatment method.for improving the lives of
troubled or at-risk juveniles.

:

Alternative School Characteristics

Alternative schools are thought to provide a better

learning environnient for at-risk or troubled youth (Cox,..
1999):. .Neumann (1994) indicates that "common
characteristics of alternative Schools include small school

size, small class size, extended roles for teachers that

include student counseling and guidance .. . ., student
involvement in governance, and absence or minimization of "

tracking, ability grouping, and other forms of labeling"
(p. 548).

Individual instruc'tipn is. able to take place
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because more time for such activities are obtained by using

a self-paced curriGulum (Cox, 1999). : Alternative schoolsare also thought to.provide a more supportive environment

.

that includes, psycho-educational treatment for behaviorally
disordered juveniles (Franklin, 1992,).

The" alternative

school environment and methods, to include certain forms of

treatment interventions, are supposed, to; improve a variety
of student academic and personal outcomes.
Types of Alternative Schools Today

Most alternative schools are, publicall.y sponsored.
Alternative schools for behaviorally troubled kids are

often units attached to public schools and school
districts.

These .types of schools may also be attached to

juvenile correctionai..centers,, juvenile court schools,
group homes, or youth camps.

They may be known by a

variety of names, such as dropout schools, continuation
schools,, second chance,schools, district alternative

schools. County Community Day .Schools, opportunity schools,
or independent study schools.

.

On the other: hand, there exists a number of different/

types, of private alternatiye. schools in the United States.

There are private military academies, private alternative .

religious schools::for high functioning and behaviorally
appropriate individuals; at the same time, there are well
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funded: private schools that help prepare; wdalthy and ofteh
white/ students for . college..

There are /in existence some

private schools that/.serve well fuhcti^

uveniles from

di.verse backgrouhds,./ that afe not financialTy well-off., but

that seeb.'the benefits .associated wfth cpirmunity-based/
prbgressiveTy: oriented: eduCafion..
:.

There are also priyate,..religious and nonsec.tarian

:

alterriative schools thaty mainly servp at-ris/k or trdubied ^
juveniles that have dropped out of school or that have been
expelled from/traditional public: .schools.

Having searched ,

through various electronic and print research: sources, it

is hereby, estimated that there are less, than/750 private, .,
nongecfarian, alternative high schools that treat troubled
kids in the United States. /,.
Effectiveness of Alternative Schools

Alternative schools that ...serve , at-risk or troubled

juveniles have become popular., in recent years, but their
effectivehess in providing . solutions to juveniles with
academic problems and misbehavior is questionable.

Most

studies of alternative education are conducted on

publically sponsored alternative education.programs or

schools, and little research exists about these types of
schools (Franklin, 1992).

There is even less research in
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existence concerning the effectiveness of private,

nonsectarian schools that serve at-risk or troubled youth.
There is indeed a very impoverished collection of
information in the field concerning the effectiveness of
alternative schools.

In fact, Katsiyannis & Williams

(1998) report that "little is currently known about the
governance, statistics on students served, program

effectiveness, or consistency of such programs" (P. 278).
Several authors have concluded that research is very

inadequate and problematic in this area (Baenan, Stephens,

& Glenwick, 1986; Beck & Muia, 1980; Cox & Williams, 1995;
Cox, 1999; Duke & Muzio, 1978; Franklin, 1992; Hawkins &

Wall, 1980; Mann, 1986a, 1986b; Messinger, 1986; Rosenthal,
1979).

There are also difficulties in assessing the
effectiveness or non-effectiveness of alternative school

programs (Nichols & Utesch, 1998).

Most research in this

area has been descriptive or anecdotal (Franklin, 1992).

Prior.evaluations have suffered from methodological
problems, such as "a lack of control .or comparison group .
. ., failure to randomize when sampling . . ., a tendency
to eliminate data on program dropouts. . ., [and] a lack of

follow-up data on students who leave early or graduate from
alternative school" (Cox, 1999, p. 324-325).
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Research

literature is so limited and flawed in this area that,
based on Wolfs (1986) research. Cox and William (1995)

suggest for readers to be careful when interpreting

literature because it suffers from the following:
(A) selective inclusion of studies, (b)
differential subjective weighting of studies in
the interpretation of a set of findings, (c)
misleading interpretations of study findings, (d)
failure to examine other study characteristics as
potential,explanations for consistent results
across studies, and (e) failure to examine the .

. effect of moderator variables in relationship to
the outcome variable (p. 221).

The way effectiveness is.defined has posed
considerable problems for researchers and educators.

Some

research has defined effectiveness in terms of academic

progress (Alschuler & Myers,. 1994), reduced discipline

problems,(Davis, 1994), improved attendance (Gettys &

Wheelock, 1994), and obtainment of employment in the
community (Meixner, 1994) ..

It is also difficult to compare

public school performance with alternative school
performance because "alternative school students are under

less pressure to perform at the same level as other

students, because success is measured by individual

achievements rather than by comparison to the entire class"

(Cox, 1999, p. 323).

The learning environment at.

alternative schools, the sense of community that exists
within them, and the quality of student-teacher
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relationships may be difficult to assess (Nichols & Utesch,
1998, p. 213).
The Good, the Bad, and Mixed Results.
Notwithstanding

significant information and

methodologica 1 deficiencies found in the literature on

.r

alternative ,s chools.. Cox,; Davidson, & Bynum (1995) report

.

that some "pr lor reviews have found that alternative

schools improve school performance, attitudes toward .
school, schoo1 attendance, and self-esteem, while

decreasing, delinquency" (p. 219).
were found to

The following programs

be "effective in achieving positive outcomes

in student attitudes, academic achievement, self-esteem,

and student behavior (Young 1990; Garrison 1987

Reilly and

Reilly 1983;:Barr, Colston, and Barrett 1977)" (Cox,
Davidson, & Bynum,, 1995, P. , 219)
review.Concer

In their literature ;

:

ling alternative education programs,

Katsiyannis & Williams (1998) found:
[That they] have met with some success in (a),

providing GED completion, remedial assistance,
and vocational training and/or employment
opportunities (Dillinger, 1985); (b) developing
communication, coping, and.self-Control skills
. (Ja.Ckard,- 1988);. (c) keeping students in, school
, (Swanson & Williams, 1990; Zachmeier, 1,987); and,
(d) reducing student engagement in delinquent,
. activities ,(U.S. Department, of Justice, 1980) \
(P-
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From Young's (1990) .findings. Cox, Davidson, & Bynum
(1995) report *that srrtall school size, a supportive and
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noncompetitive environment, and a student-centered
curriculum were structural characteristics.commonly
associated with program success" ,(p... .220).

Nichols &

UtesGh, (1998) emphasize that alternative schools that are,

successful provide an engaging learning, environment and a
sense:of community within them (p. 273).

Raywid (1994^

also believes that successful alternative schools have an

organizations.! structure that Creates a caring: community, a

healthy learning environment,, and favorable relationships
between- students.and teachers.
.Neverthe less,
effectiveness

other research concerning, the

of alternative schools has "generally found

that these pr ograms failed to produce positive evidence of
effeGtiveness

(Cox, 1999, p.,324),

Raywid (1994) .

documents research that indicates that .alternative schools

that provide social/emotional rehabilitation or academic
remediation a re not successful for the following reasons:

. They are costly, because they usually represent . .
low student-teacher ratios;, and they are often
only temporarily successful. When students return

to their regular schools, the problems of
disruptive behavior,, truancy.,, or a lack of effort
recur (Fraser and Baenen .1988, McGann and.Landi

1986). The typical conclusion is that the program
has failed to fix the.students. Rarely is it
concluded that the environment makes the

.

difference and is what enables these students to

succeed (p. 28).
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, Alternative.programs for troubled kids have also been

found to , suffer from, limited resources (Cox, 1,999, p. 324).
They have been found to be used as a form of,punishment,
,whereby youth that cause problems are sent to them without
much concern for the effectiveness of services or the

quality of programming (Cox, 1999, p. 324).

Alternative

schools have been found to oftentimes target students that
would not benefit, by the alternative school experience
(Cox, 1999, 324)..

A meta-analysis of 57 alternative schools found that

they did not change, delinquent behavior, but they did
improve self-esteem, attitudes toward school, and school

performance (Cox, & Davidson, 1995, p. 219).

The meta-

analysis also found that "alternative education programs,
that target a specific population of at-ri,sk delinquent or

low school achievers produce larger effects than programs
with open admissions" (Cox & Davidson, 1995, p. 219).

In

comparison to research designs that include control or

comparison groups, they also found that more positive
results were produced with pre-post research designs (Cox,
1999, p. 325).

They reasoned that "pre-post research

designs are less rigorous and are more.prone to internal
validity threats (history, maturation, and statistical

regression)" (Cox & Davidson, 1995, p. 226).
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After reviewing the alternative education literature,

it appears important to examine and evaluate the Operation
New Hope Alternative School for a number of reasons.

This

current evaluation is important because much of the
research on alternative schools occurred in the 1980's and

only few studies have occurred recently; almost nothing is
known about private, alternative schools; and prior reviews
of effectiveness have been inconclusive due to mixed,

positive, and negative findings, and methodological
problems.

This reseafch is also important because the

O.N.H. School is private and alternative, it targets atrisk youth who fail in school and/or who exhibit behavior

problems, and it incorporates a unique lifestyle treatment
modality into its programming.

Findings will contribute to

an understanding for the relevance of alternative education

in reducing a number of negative outcomes for juveniles and
society, such as school failure, dropout, and delinquency.
Perhaps there is no way to make accurate
generalizations about alternative education and alternative

school effectiveness because programs vary so much. Perhaps
findings may only apply to alternative schools that are

similar in their approaches, services, or program
components offered.

In the most general sense, the O.N.H.

School offers program components that are similar in some
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characteristi.es to other private and public alternative

education programs;

Nevertheless, as opposed to public and

other private alternative ■sGhoolSf the 0.N.H. ,School

v

incorporates a verY unique lifestyle treatment model into

its program.

For.' these reasbns, therefore, in the

remainder of this thesis it will be ■ . important to examine
the O.N.H. School and to determine the effectiveness of

this school based on its unique lifestyle treatment
approach and other program features.,:
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CHAPTER THREE

The;OPERATION NEW HOPE ALTERNATIVE SCHOOL

Purpose. Goals, and History

After more than two years working on this thesis, from

2/98 to 4/00, detailed knowledge has been obtained, about
the Operation New Hope School.

Below is a description of

the school relative to the school history, purpose, and

philosophy, the program of alternative education and
lifestyle management, the daily activities, the
environment, and the organization.
The Operation New Hope Alternative School of Corona,
California was opened in 1996.

Since then, over 130

students have been admitted to this school designed for
troubled and at-risk teenagers who are no longer attending
public schools.

The O.N.H. School.is private,

nonsectarian, and alternative..It offers,a special
education and lifestyle management program that is

interdisciplinary and operating to provide the necessary
educational, cognitive, and behavioral life-skills, and
delinquency prevention, services and support to at-risk out

of school Corona teenagers who are in need.

Some of these

youth produce delinquency related problems for the

community, as well' as offer potential problems for the
community.

The school also serves those that have special
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education needs...

Some o.f these needs include, learning,

disabilities, attention deficit hYperactive disorder
(ADHA), .substance abuse,. as. well as attitude, emotional,'

and behavioral problems.

In accordance with its philosophy! the O.N.H. School
attempts to provide students with ah environment of trust

where they can grow emotionally,: intellectually,

artistically, socially, and physically. .'The courses are
taught in an open environment that is conducive to the

emotional needs of each juyenile.

The learning environment

at the school teaches Students that differences are an

asset and a strength.. The school proposes that no dogmas
or doctrines are taught but that universal, values, human,

needs, and spiritual grOwth are encouraged.

The learning

environment of the school is planned to allow freedom to be

creative.-

A key element of the program is the daily group

process that focuses on .developing lifestyle management

skills.

The goal of the school is to become a catalyst for

change,in a student's life.

The school tries' to help each

student discover new possibilities in their life.

The

O.N.H. School attempts to be an alternative to.the public .
school system.
At the O.N.H School, students attend both academic and

lifestyle counseling classes. Group Lifestyle Counseling
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classes are conducted three times a week^ for 45 minutes
eachclass session.

The school indicates that at other

times individualized lifestyle counseling is provided.

^

During mornings at the school students attend remedial

education, or;regular academic classes designed toward
either academic skill development or high school

completion.

Students attend the school 4 hours a day for

five days a week.
quarters, a year.

The O.N.H. School offers 4 academic
There are estimated to he 192 O.N.H,.:

School days a year, which provides, at least 45,600

instructional minutes a year., ..Full tuition at the school

is $325100 dollars a month pet student, although some
students pay a reduced rate of tuition because of limited:,

family incomes. , While this school is private and. tuition
based, it is similar in model to public., non-tuition based.
Riverside, County Day Schools.

Both at the O.N.H. School

and at Public Riverside County Day Schools students attend

school on a part-time.basis and curriculum programs are
individualized and self-paced.

The educational programming at, the school is organized
to serve different types of client needs.

Educational,

intentions of the school are to provide an alternative

education program that assists program youth make up
deficient classes,, subject areas, and total academic units
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.

so that they can mainstream back into the local public,

education system.

For other youth, the O.N.H. School is

designed to provide literacy and remedial programming.

It

claims to provide high, school instruction in accordance
with California state guidelines.

The O.N.H. School

provides high school diplomas to some youth.
The school reports that it strives to perform better
than local public alternative or contihuation schools in

providing services to improve the lives of troubled youth.
It strives to improve or positively change student social

skills and lifestyles, decision-making, self-discipline,
academic achievement, attendance, self-esteem, attitudes,

and behaviors. . In doing so, it is supposed to be geared to

reduce student school suspensions, expulsions, and
dropouts, including ending school violence, aggression,
weapons possessions, drug use, and arrests.
To achieve the goals and vision of the school, the

school reports that it provides both a literacy and

education program, high school diplomas, a program of
lifestyle management, individual and group counseling,
individualized attention, tutoring, small class sizes, a
positive learning environment, curricuTum, and culture, and
a dedicated and motivated staff.

Staff at, the school are

required to model good listening skills, demonstrate
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acceptance of differences,, model finding solutions,
demGnstrate anger management and stress management skills,

model honesty, demonstrate critical thinking skills, and
offer'instruction and tutoring for amelioration of student
personal pr educational deficits.

O.N.H. School officials report that parents or
guardians are ■encouraged to become- involved at the school.

Meetings with parents occur more often when students
manifest problems at home, .in the community, or at school.
Parents seem to communicate or meet with the staff at the

school often.

Some, parents or guardians are on the board

of directors at the school.

.Due to. the relaxed

disciplinary policy and the close, attention paid,to
students by faculty and staff there have been no serious

incidents or problems reported at' the school.

The school

claims that individual problems are. addressed swiftly, with
certainty, and in a Way that is restorative.

Student Behavior Policy

The formal disciplinary policy and procedure at the
School is less stringent than at traditional public
schools. The school never uses sanctions such, as out-of

school suspension or expulsion.

At the worst, the

principle" of the school,will have a combined student,
teacher and parent meeting to cdnstructively improve
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student behaviors in accordance With school goals.

A

primary goal of the di.sciplinary policy of the school is to
emphasize and develop student self-discipline, which is.
learned through encouragement, tolerance, trial and error,

listening, peer interaction, restofation, and observing
positive staff, role models.

The disciplinary procedures

used at the: school are designed to improve student
developmental.behaviors, sbcialization, and social

:

attitudes,.

Lifestyle Group Classes
The lifestyle group classes consist of activities that

ultimately attempt to instill the required information,

strategies, and rationales for healthy and appropriate
perceptions, feelings, communication, problem solving, and

decision-making.

Lifestyle group classes also attempt, to

change problematic or unmanageable lifestyle behaviors,
many of which,involve substance abuse, aggression,

violence, and misdirected productivity.

As enunciated by

the program director Bill Degnah, the following consists of

additional focus areas and goals of the lifestyle
management program:

1) Recognizing and controlling your, emotions; .2)
Confronting disruptive unmanageable behavior; 3),,
Problem solving and decision making; .4)
Developing communication skills; 5) Learning
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healthy family relationships; 6) Gaining or
regaining self-esteem; 7) Learning self-care
through wellness and life-skills.

Lifestyle group sessions are based upon,a structured
format that consists of 25 individual modular topics.
According to Josi & Sechrest (1999) "each module represents

a three-hour program: 1.5 hours for lecture and 1.5 hours

for group discussion" (p. 60-61).

Many sub-topics are

addressed within each module, and the modules are organized

in a sequential manner so that topic progression occurs.
The O.N.H. Lifestyle program is based on a 200-hour course

covering the following twenty-five lifestyle topics:
Dealing with anger, hate, guilt, jealousy,
isolation, loneliness, despair, separation,
grief, death, obsession, compulsion,
unmanageability, denial, family, addictive
personality,• abstinence, sobriety, change,
selfishness, alcohol, fear/stress, expectations,
resentments, forgiveness, love, and developing
positive, self, establishing new belief system,
managing fear/stress, living with addiction,
improving communication skills, and issues of
progressive recovery.
Lifestyle Counseling Process

Lifestyle sessions consist of part group interaction
and part individual learning and working through module

issues.

In the initial part of the group session, students

are encouraged to identify the feelings that they are

experiencing that day.

After each group member is given

the chance to share -his or her feelings, the group leader
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introduces the topic through an activity and group
discussion.

The activities are designed to provide a

structured group counseling experience.

The lifestyle

curriculum are designed to help students express and learn
more about their feelings, values, goals, and problemsolving skills, decision making, self-esteem, peer
relations, and communication.

At the end of each group session, the students are

encouraged to evaluate their participation in the group ■
that day.

They sit in a circle and group members share

their feelings about the group session.

They discuss what

they learned about themselves and/or others in the group.
The topics that are discussed in the group are reinforced
and carried away with the student.

Prior to the close of

sessions, students write in their journals.

Journal

keeping is a tool used for gaining self-understanding,
nurturing self-esteem, while strengthening communication
skills.

The journal topics offer students an outlet to

express feelings and thoughts, acquire the habit of selfreflection and self-expression, and develop a greater sense
of responsibility.

Development of the Lifestyle Approach
, The Lifestyle treatment program was developed over the

years by Bill Degnan, based upon Glasser's (1965) "'^reality
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therapy" ■approach . . . (Josi &, Sechrest, 19,99) .

According to .Dr.. Glasser (1976) , "if clearly understood,
reality therapy can .be taught not only to trained ;

psychotherapists, but by everyone who comes in contact with

the young.offender"(p. 511) .

The following six principles

of William Glasser's (1965). Reality Therapy approach
influenced the development of the O.N.H. School Lifestyle
management program:

1) the idea of individual responsibility rather
than the concept of mental illness; 2) an .
emphasis on the here and now rather than the not.
changeable past of an individual; . 3) the
treatment facilitator can get personally involved

, with the.person being treated; 4) an individual
^

must take responsibility for their behavior and
not make excuses;. 5) emphasizing the morality of
behavior helps solidify the therapeutic ,
involvement; 6) teach improved ways of living
that are practical .and that include an

examination, of daily activities (Czajkoski, 1976;
Josi & Sechrest, 1999) .

The lifestyles program.evolved over the years based on

Bill Degnan's experience working with at-risk or delinquent
youth and^ young adults, both in the community and in
detention, facilities.

As exemplified at the California

Youth Authority's Los Osos drug treatment program at El
Paso, Robles School (Paso Robles,. California) , the Operation
New Hope approach was used to improve drug treatment

outcomes for institutionalized youth (JOsi & Sechrest,

1999) . . The institutional program was.adjusted and applied
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to effectively assist (substance abuse prone) California

,

Youth Authority parolees reintegrate back into the

community (Josi & Sechrest, 1,999). . Based on the successful
application of this approach in the past, the lifestyles
approach was logically combined with an education program,
thereby creating the O.N.H. Alternative School in 1996.
That is, the school was created to better address the needs

of juveniles that manifest a variety of risk factors,

including experiencing problems at School and in the
community.

Research on the Lifestyle Counseling Program
The O.N.H. lifestyle approach has been well studied

and utilized for a number of years in a variety of
contexts, including juvenile institutions, and juvenile
parole aftercare (Sechrest & Josi, 1992;. Josi & Sechrest,
1993; Josi & Sechrest, 1999; Palm, 1992; State of

California, 1989; Werkhoven, 1991;).

The Lifestyle

management counseling program has received significant
acceptance and support prior to 2/98. .For example, records

show a . 8/19/88 letter of .support from the Monterey. County
Probation Department.

There is a 2/25/91 letter of support

for the O.N.H. Lifestyle counseling program from the

Custody Division Commander at the San Luis Obispo County

Jail.

There is a 5/9/93 letter of support for the
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alternative Lifestyle classes from the Sanger Unified. ,

School District.

There is a'4/14/94 letter, of support from

a teacher at the Riverside County Juvenile:.Hall.

There .is

a 4/5/95 Tetter of support for the O.N.H..Lifestyle program
from am administrator at the Moreno Valley Community
Learning Center — Charter School..

An evaluation of the O.N.H. Lifestyle Counseling
Prograiti occurred before the O.N.H. organization crea:ted a
formal alternative school where youth could graduate with
high school diplomas.

In 1996 findings were; obtained

concerning research on reintegrating parolees using the
Lifestyle treatment methods.

This research was performed

by Josg, D.A., & Sechrest, D...K. (.1999), and, even though
research ended in 1996, findings, were published in Justice
.Quarterly during',1.9.99.

Josi/ . 0.A.,. & Sechrest, D. K. .

(1999) indicate that the lifestyle approach "is designed to
treat the improperly.socialized offender by using a series
of lifestyle and life skill treatment modalities in a well-

integrated. educational approach to healthy decision making
(p. 59.). . In their research they found .that, the O.N.H..

Lifestyle/Lifeskills program for. parolees reduced shortterm rates of recidivism (Josi & Sechrest, 1999, p.76).

They also identified certain potential characteristics of
the program that may have influenced improvements in a
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number of areas for the parolees..

Thus,,they found that .

the program provided a positive atmosphere, individualized

treatment, and training that was designed to improve,
socialization and self-esteem, substance abuse awareness,,

and treatment aftercare. . .(p. 75,) .,

While, these findings

appear, positive and promising in providing an effective
reintegration treatment program for papolees, it has to be.
determined if this Lifestyle treatment method will.be
effective for. at-riskyputh in an alternative school

setting. It,will be interesting to see if this lifestyle,
management approach coupled with an alternative education

program will, be successful in improving a variety of .
student personal and academic, outcomes.
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CHAPTER FOUR
METHODOLOGY

Overview of Research Design and Methods

The study includes 70 teenagers who attended the
Operation New Hope School from February 1998.to February
2000. Out of these 70 juveniles, 12 were still attending
the school as of February 2000.

Data were collected at the

O.N.H. School site. Surveys were administered to the O.N.H,
students at School admissions and at exit.

Data from

O.N.H. School records and files were likewise obtained and

coded for analysis.

Inclusive of questionnaire items and

official data sources, over 100 variables have been

identified for use in the research.

Strict confidentiality

has been maintained throughout this research. Data are only
reported in group form, and no individuals are identified
in this research.

This research has been reviewed and

approved by the Institutional Review Board (IRB) of

California State University, San Bernardino.

The study utilizes a Quasi-Experimental Design.

The

study uses a convenience sample because it is only able to
primarily test the students that attend the O.N.H. School;

however, comparison group norms were obtained for the SelfAttitude Inventory (SAI) instrumentation.

The situation at

the school does not make it possible to assign some
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students to a control group and some students to an

experimental group.

It would be unethical to assign some

juveniles to a control group, thereby preventing them from .
attending the school and receiving potential treatment
benefits.

In this thesis no control group is used, nor

does random sampling take place, but some comparison group
data are used in this research to improve understanding for
intake self-esteem measures. Convenience samples with pre

test and post-test designs are often used in evaluating
alternative schools (Cox & William, 1995, p. 221).

In this

research, randomization and a control group could not be
used because of ethical and practical research reasons.
Statistics

Certain types of statistics and statistical processes
are utilized in describing the characteristics of the

experimental group being studied, in constructing a risk
profile, and in the evaluation of the O.N.H. School for
providing .change in a variety of school and personal
dependent variables.

The chi-square statistic is used in cross tabulations
to test certain risk hypotheses.

It is an appropriate

statistic for ordinal and nominal level data (Fox, Levin, &

Shively, 1999; Walker, 1999; Weisburd, 1999).

It is a,

popular statistic that is useful for tabular data, it is
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easily interpreted, and there are no limits to the number
of rows or columns that can be used (Fox, Levin, & Shively,
1999; Walker, 1999; Weisburd, 1999).

Chi-square is an inferential type of test that is
concerned with making inferences from sample data to

populations through hypothesis testing (Fox, Levin, &
Shively, 1999; Walker, 1999; Weisburd, 1999).

Inferential

statistics, like chi-square, help one decide whether or not

to reject the null hypothesis and to estimate the

probability of a type one or type two error (Fox, Levin, &
Shively, 1999; Walker, 1999; Weisburd, 1999).

A type one

error is when you reject the null hypothesis when it is
true; whereas, a type two error is when you accept the null

hypothesis when it is false (Fox, Levin, & Shively, 1999;
Walker, 1999; Weisburd, 1999).

There are a number of basic assumptions with the Chi-

square statistic.

This statistic assumes that simple

random sampling has been used, that observations on all
variables are independent, that marginal values are equal,
that no one cell has an expected value less than 5, that

the underlying distribution is continuous, and that large

samples have been used (Fox, Levin, & Shively, 1999;
Walker, 1999; Weisburd, 1999). It is sensitive to sample

size in estimating probability, and so it does not work
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well with small samples (Fox, Levin, &' Shively, .19:99;
Walker, 1999,v Weisburd, 1999).

It assumes that marginal

table data will be equal., and too many , cells, especially^
empty cells, make interpretation difficult (Fox, Levin,
Shively, 1999; Walker, 1999; Weisburd, 199:9).

It is not a .

(pre) "proportional reduction in error" measure, .but Phi
and Cramer's V are PRE measures, so they will be used to

determine the strength of the relationship between nominal

variables.

Chi-square cannot be used to determine!the .

strength Of the relationship, but it is useful for

.

determining if there is a statistically significant
relationship between certain; variables.
.Kendall's Tau-B Correlation Coefficient is, also used

in the risk analysis to measure relationships between,

ordinal, level variables. ; That is, it is a non-parametric ..
measure of association for ranked variables that take ties

into account (Fox, Levin, & Shively, 1999; Walker, 1999)..
The Kendall's. Tau.-B. test result,. for example, is .positively

correlated if case.s with high values for one variable also
tend to have high values .on the other and.cases with low
values on one also tend to have lowon the other (Fox,

Levin, & Shively,. 1999; Walker, 199.9).

The sign of the

coefficient indicates the direction of the relationship,
and its absolute va.lue. indicates the strength, with larger
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absolute values indicating stronger relationships (Fox,

Levin, & Shively, 1999; Walker, 1999).

It is a

conservative statistic, and it provides some "proportionate
reduction of error" (PRE) interpretation (Fox, Levin, &
Shively, 1999; Walker, 1999).

Paired-sample t-tests are used to determine the
effectiveness of the O.N.H. School for inducing changes in
the students for a number of measures from pre-test to

post-test. The paired sample t-test (also know as a

dependent sample t-test, or related sample t-test) is an
interval-level statistical- procedure' used to compare the

means of two variables for a single group (Fox, Levin, &
Shively, 1999; Walker, 1999; Weisburd, 1999).

It computes

the differences between values of the two variables for

each case and tests whether the average differs from 0

(Fox, Levin, & Shively, 1999; Walker, 1999; Weisburd,
1999).

In contrast to the independent sample t-test, using

the paired sample t-test is advantageous because before and
after measures of a variable for a single group diminishes

problems with variability from subject to subject (Fox,
Levin, & Shively, 1999; Walker, 1999; Weisburd, 1999).

At

the same time, measuring the same group before they receive,
an intervention, and after, reduces the chance of results
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being influenced by.extraneous variables (Fox, Levin, &,

Shively, 1999; .Walker, 1999; Weisburd, 1999).

The paired

sample, t-test provides information about each variable,
such as the mean, sample si.ze, standard deviation, and

standard error of the mean/

It also provides clearly

displayed information for each pair of variables, such as
the strength: and significance level of the. correlation, the
average difference in means, the confidence interval for

mean differences, the. t-value and degrees of freedom., and .a
determination of statistical significance for the
differences between pre-test and post-test means.
A Gronbach's Alpha reliability test is used to

determine the reliability of the instruments that were

modified for use .in this research. . This procedure provides
a model for internal consistency, based on the. average .
inter-item correlation :(Fox, Levin, & Shively, 1999;
Walker, 1999; Weisburd, 1999).

The scales used in the

research were modified .partly due to arbitrary decisions
and,partly due to decisions that.were made, based on

preliminary descriptive reliability, scale resuTtsi

For

example, some items were removed from the Self-Attitude

Inventory instrument because reliability results indicated
improvement when these items were deleted.

Overall

reliability of the. instrurnents is determined by using the
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Cronbach Alpha procedure to.-test the modified instruments

with comparison groups.

This procedure attempts to

determine if the measuring instruments behaves similarly;
that, is, if the instruments yield.similar results for the

different.groups tested.

During earlier stages of the research, serious
consideration was given.to using a factor analysis, but the

decision was made to not use this type of procedure in the

thesis.

According to Walker (1999) "factor analysis

is .

., . [a] multivariate analysis procedure that can be used to

analyze the relationships, or associations, among
variables" (p. 234).

It can be used to reduce the number

of variables in an analysis, and the procedure identifies .
those variables that best demonstrate a relationship
, (Walker, 1999).

That is, it can be used to determine the

combination of variables that represent a scale measure of
a concept (Walker, 1999). - An exploratory factor analysis,
for example, is not. used in this thesis , to reduce the data,

and build a theoretical model around the findings.

In this

thesis a theoretical model has already been explained, and
this theoretical model' appears strong enough as it is.
Indeed, hypotheses have been developed based on an

integration theory that attempts to account fo,r the factors
that are associated with juvenile school failure and
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delinquency risk problems.
Although it might be possible to conduct a

confirmatory factor analysis, which attempts to confirm
relationships between variables for previously defined
hypotheses, but this type of factor analysis is not used
because the potential costs outweigh the potential
benefits.

For example, the characteristics of the data in

this thesis might not work well in a factor analysis
especially when the requirements and assumptions of a
factor analysis are considered.

Assumptions of factor

analysis are for data to be interval and normally
distributed (Walker, 1999).

There would not be a

constructive fit between a significant amount of these data
and a factor analysis.

This type of test is not used

because much of the data for this thesis are at the nominal

and ordinal level of measurements.

The factors might be

un-interpretable because the nominal level thesis variables

are not ordered and the ordinal level data might have a
non-normal nature.

To conduct an adequate factor analysis,

moreover. Hatcher (1994) suggests that sample sizes should
be at least 100, or sample sizes should be 5 times the
number of variables used in the analysis (Walker, 1999).
Therefore, use of a factor analysis is also not advisable
because the O.N.H. sample size of 70 is probably too
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insufficient to proyide enough data upon which to base
sound analysis. .
Intake. Assessment

,;

, Most data for , this study:comes from an Intake

Assessment that consists of self-reported demographic

.

measures, a Self-Attitude Inventory (SAI)> and a Delinquent
Attitudes and,Self-Esteem Scale (OASES).

As part of the

evaluation of the O.N.H. School, a matched Exit Assessment

is administered to students at graduation or whenever a

student withdraws from the school so that .progress can be

measured for key variables from pre-test to post-test, with
the O.N.H,, School being the experimental stimulus.
The initial part of the Intake Assessment captures

self-reported demographic and background variables, such as
age, race/ethnicity, gender, student employment, city of
residence, household size, parental; employment:status,
family income, parental relationship . status, student

academic, status, past school suspensions, expulsions,
weapons possessions, and violence..

.

Additional variables

capture measures of student prior substance use, arrests,
and student peer associations.

Most of these data are

self-reported, but some.of these data originate from,

official school documents and other objective sources.
Family'income data. are. captured, from official record
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sources, such as parental paycheck receipts and legal tax
forms.

Self-Attitude Inventory (SAD

,

.

The Self-Attitude Inventory (SAX) part of the.intake
survey consists of 35 questions that measure student
attitudes and self-esteem. . The scale is a paper-and-pencil
test with statements about the respondent, which he/she is
asked to mark "like.me" or "unlike me."

In the modified

version used here, the statements are worded so that, for

13 items, a "like me" response is indicative of high selfesteem and, , for 22 items, "unlike me" indicates high selfesteem.

Each SAI scale variable is coded individually at

the nominal level.

The total of these 35 questions make up

an adjusted version of the Self-Attitude Inventory (SAI), a

scale designed by Bennett, Sorensen, and Forshay (1971),
which is a modified version of the self-esteem inventory
originally developed by Coopersmith, (1967).
In terms of reliability, the. reliability estimates

that were reported by:Bennett et al. are quite adequate.

In terms of validity, Coopersmith (1967) and Bennett et al.
report high relationships between their version and ratings
of high self-esteem.

According to Brodsky and Smitherman

(1983), the .Coopersmith (1967) vers-ion has shown utility
for children and adolescents.
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The reliability is good on

the Bennett et al. version and seems to be a promising
mechanism for the area of criminal justice data gathering.
Content validity is probably satisfactory because of the
SAI's developmental relationship with the Coopersmith

,

(1967) inventory.

Coopersmith's (1967) scale contained a number of items
that referred to childhood or adolescent activities.

These

were reworded for youhg adults and yielded a test of 58

items. Eight of these were eliminated when an item analysis
indicated a low item to total correlation for them.

The

result was a.50-item test that consists of statements about

the respondent. Moreover, during, the planning stage for

this thesis, the 50-item SAI test was arbitrarily modified.
From the original 50-item test, 8 questions were removed .
because they just did not seem to fit.well in the SAX.

For

example, ambiguous questions were removed, some family
questions were removed, and redundant questions were
removed.

So the 50-item SAI was reduced to a 42-item SAI

test. , Based on item analyses conducted on findings from ,
early administrations of the SAI at the Desert Drug Court
Program, the RSAT program at Banning Correctional Facility,
and the O.N.H. School, the 42-item SAI was further reduced

to a 35-item SAI test.

For 41 individuals who completed

the 35-item SAI, test at the Desert Drug Court, a Cronbach
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Alpha ,reliability result of...6092 .was obtained.

For the, 91

clients, who completed the 35-itera SAI test , at the
Residential Substanpe Abuse .Treatment (RSAT) program at the

Banning GorreCtional Facility, a Cronbach Alpha result of
.4308 was obtained..

The .Operatibn New Hope School,group of

66.cases yielded a Cronbach Alpha of .5585. Therefore,

these data indicate from "slight to-moderate'' reliability1
with the modified 35-item SAI test.

Delinquent, Attitude and Self-Esteem -Scale
The Delinquent Attitudes and Self-Esteem Scale (DASES)

captures student base-line perceptions for- a number of key
target concepts.

It wag developed, by Osgood, E.E., Suci,

G.J., and Tannenbaum, P.M.. (1957), and it is a semantic

:

differential scale' designed to, test "the relationship
between attitudes toward f.epresentatives of. the social : 

order, and self-esteem among, non-delinquents and'

delinquents" (Rathus and: Seigel, 1973, p. 268).

That .is, .

the DASES was conceiyed in an effort to. discover whether a

sub-cultural theory of .neutralization, theory, best .explains
the behaviof,of delinquents.

The sub-cultural approach.

.

suggests .that delinquehts alienate themselves from the
.predominant social order.

This alienation process.attempts

to raise ./their' self,-esteem by rejecting the . values of the
culture' that , has labeled them'.as ,."bad.". The neutraliza'tion.:
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theory holds that delinquents have internalized and are
committed to the norms and mores of the middle class, but

tend to neutralize the sanctions against deviant behavior

by attributing the cause of their actions to mitigating
circumstances.

The original DASES used a 7-point continuum to

represent intervals between adjective pairs. Values ranged
from 0. to 6, with the lower numbers:representing positive

traits.

The respondents placed a mark at the point on the

continuum between.each adjective.pair that best represented

their feelings .for the target concept.

Respondents have

shown difficulty in understanding the "bipolar adjectives"

7-point continuum scale, consequently the BASES survey was

reconfigured.

Respondent choices were changed from a

positive/negative 7-point continuum scale to a more

familiar 4-point Likert .type scale from "strongly agree" to
"strongly disagree."

The original BASES version included.measures of youth
perceptions or attitudes for.police officers, law, work,. .

crime, education/sohool, themselves, and saving money.

In

the modified version used here, the BASES almost remains

the same, but questions about 'saving money and work were
eliminated, and seven violence questions were added.
the purpose,of testing the.reliability Of the modified
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For

DASES, it was completed by 100 inmates attending the
Residential Substance Abuse Treatment program (RSAT) at the
Banning Correctional Facility in Riverside County,
California. Thus, the modified 29-item DASES yielded a

Cronbach's Alpha of .4815. Also with the RSAT group, the 7
item violence sub-scale.yielded a Cronbach Alpha
reliability of .7404.
The DASES was also administered to the clients

attending the Riverside County Indio.Felon Desert Drug

Court Program. Based on 46 cases, a Cronbach Alpha of .7701
was obtained. For 55 Desert Drug Court cases, the violence
■sub-scale yielded a: .747 4 Cronbach Alpha level.

The 29

item DASES was administered to the Operation New Hope

School group, and for. 60 cases it yi,elded a Cronbach Alpha
of t. 5729.

The 7-item violence sub-scale

yielded a Cronbach Alpha of .8815.

for

57 Q.N.H.

cases

These data indicate

"slightly moderate" levels of reliability for the 29-item
modified DASES test; whereas, these data demonstrate
"moderate to strong" reliability with the 7-item violence
sub-scale.

Intake Behavioral Evaluation

Data were further obtained from an Intake Behavioral

Evaluation that'is completed by the teaching staff at the

school once a student, has attended for at least 35 days.
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.

The behavioral evaluation :is completed by staff based on
their knowledge of individual students that they worked
with.

The Intake Behavioral Evaluation instrument is, based

on a similar type of staff assessment instrument that is

used by the^ Riverside County . Probation Department-.

It

appears to be. a reliable method for assessing juvenile
probation client needs, 'risks, and treatment progress. .

-

An Exit Behavioral Evaluatidn form is also completed

by staff whenever a student graduates or exits from the

O.N.H. School;

This Exit Behavioral Evaluation provides

information about student O.N.H. School performance during
exit from the school.

More ^than 2Q student performance

measures are evaluated and coded using a 4-point ordinal
level of measurement from, "very poor" to "very, good".

Other data captured by this instrument consist of the
extent of association with.negative peers and substance

abuse, the level of aggressive/assaultive behavior, and an

assessment of varipus types of interpersonal/social skills.

Data were additionally drawn from.official: school,
records and Other records that were iri student files at the

O.N.H. school. . Self-reported arrest data are supplemented
by probation officer letters, documents, or other school,
letters or documents that were 'in'G.N,H. School student

files. jPrior schoor reGords' were collected along; with
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0.N.H. school,records to determine school performance and
academic achievement. Where no official sources of

information are available, self-reported intake measures

about the past are compared with student performance during
attendance at the O.N.H. School. These data are used to

examine pre-test and post-test results.
Risk Factor Assessment

The thesis develops a descriptive analysis of the
students that attend the O.N.H School, and in so doing, it
examines various combinations of aggregated school intake
variables to account'for the statistical relationships and

sequencing of the delinquency risks that the students are
experiencing.

The analysis also tests the relationships

between certain causal variables and student outcomes.

Outcomes include variables such as school grade level, use

of violence, types of social-skill measures, types of
attitudes, self-reports of past arrest and substance abuse.
A number of general theoretical research questions are

statistically examined to determine if certain factors are
related to account for delinquency or life outcome risks.
The two-tailed alternative hypotheses are as follows:

1.

There is a relationship between the quality of family

relationships and interpersonal/social skills (Table
1).
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2.

. There is a relationship between the quality of family
relationships and dealing with anger (impulse control)
(Table 2).

3.

There is a relationship between the quality of family
relationships and use of prior violence while at
school

(Table 3).

4.

There is a relationship between association with
negative peers and use of violence at school in the
past(Table 4).

5.

There is a relationship between speed use and the use
of violence at school in the past (Table 5).

6.

There is a relationship between the view that violence
is a normal part of living and use of prior violence
while at.school.(Table 6).

7.

There is a relationship between quality of family
relationships and being arrested in the past (Table
7). :

8.

There is a relationship between crack/cocaine use and .
having been arrested in the past (Table 8).

9.

There is a relationship between speed use, and having
been arrested in the past (Table 9).

10.

There is a relationship between parental divorce and
arrested in the past(Table 10).

11.

There is a relationship between past attendance at an
alternative school, special education school,
continuation school, adult education school, or
. dropout school and having been arrested in the past
, (Table 11).

12.

There is a relationship between association with
negative peers, and having been arrested in the past
. (Table 12) ..

13.

There is a relationship between association with
negative peers and substance abuse (Table 13).

14.

There is a relationship between association with
negative peers and attitude toward school (Table 14).
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Quantitative Evaluation anci ■Hypotheses

^

jThe evaluation part of this thesis■makes comparisons
betwpen attitudes and educational, attainmerit at admission

and at graduation.

The analysis determines if there are

statistically significant impfpvements made for a,variety
of measures from pfe-test to post-test, with the program

and linique features of the :,O.N.H. School being the
experimental stimulusi
|The thesis first evaluates the.effectiveness of the

G.N.H. School for changing, (improving or reducing)

student

academic achievement, such as Grade Point Averages

(G.P1A.) .

Grade point average (G.P.A.) comparisons are

made between schools attended directly prior to enrollment
at the O.N.H., School with. GPA performance while attending

the Q.N.H. School. 'Paired sample t-tests are used to
compare If there are any statistically significant, mean

grade differences.

This grade comparison method is .a way

to cbmpare.the effectiveness of the O.N.H. School with

public schools/ private .schools,.; or other special education
schools .that the juveniles may have .attended prior toattendance at the O.N.H.. School.

. .

It is also, a.method to .determine if those that did

poorly or well in school,, prior to attendance at the O.N.H.

School/ perform better or worse in school when they attend
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the O.N.H. School.

CPA comparisons will'be made for

different time periods of prior school and O.N.H, School

attendance. - The dependant variables are the grade point
averages '(GPA'S) obtained, while attending the O.N.H. ,
School.

The null hypothesis adopted here, which is always ;

assumedf proposes that there will be no statistically

significant mean grade point.average differences between
schools directly attended prior to^ attendance at the O.N.H.

School!and during attendance at the.0.N.H. School.

Below

, are the specific (.G.P.A.) comparisons that are performed

utilizing paired sample t-tests::
1.

Comparisbn of grade point average (CPA) at school. ;

. . . . .attended one semester prior to attendance at O.N.H.
■

2.

with GPA for first semester in O.N.H..School.

Gomparison of cumulative grade, point average (GPA)., at
, school attended two semesters prior to attendance at ,
O..N.H. with cumulative GpA for first two semesters in
O.N..H. School.
\

■

3.
.

Cpmparison of math.grade point average (GPA) at. school
attended one semester, prior to attendance at O.N.H.
with math GPA fdr first semester in,O.N.H. School. .

4.

Comparison of cumulative,math grade point average(GPA)
at school attended two semesters prior to attendance;
at p.N,i,H- with cumulative math GPA for first two

'

semesters in O.N.H. School.

5.

;

Comparison of English grade point average (GPA) at,
.

school attended one semester prior to attendance at
O.N.H. with English GPA for, first semester in O.N.H.
• School .■
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6.

Gomparison of cumulative English grade point average
(CPA) at school attended two semesters prior to
attendance at O.N.H. with cumulative English GPA for
first two semesters in O.N.H. School.

The thesis second compares the total school credits

obtained for different time periods prior to 0.N.H.;School
attendance and during O.N.H. School attendance.

Statistical comparisons are made utilizing paired sample
t-tests to determine if overall academic performance
improves when students, attend the O.N.H. School.

Comparing

total credits obtained in this manner will determine if

those that did poorly or well (prior to O.N.H. attendance)
perform better or worse in school when they attend the
O.N.H. School.

The dependent variables are the mean number

of school credits obtained when a student attends the
0.N.H. School.

The conjecture here, based on the null hypothesis, is
that,there will be no statistically significant differences

in academic achievement, pertaining to school credit
comparisons, between schools attended in the past and
attendance at the O.N.H. School.

Below are the credit

comparisons that are performed utilizing paired sample

• ,

t-tests:

1.

Comparison of mean school credits obtained at school
attended one semester prior to attendance at O.N.H.
School with mean school credits obtained first
semester in O.N.H. School.
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2.

Comparison of cumulative mean school credits obtained

.

at:school' attended, two semesters prior to, attendance ,
at O.N.H. School.with cumulative mean school credits
obtained for first two semesters in O.N.H. School.

.In addition, other intake (pre-test) and exit
(post-test) variables are utilized in paired sample t-tests
to. determine the effectiveness of the 0.N.H. School,

relative,.to the Strength of .. the experimental stimulus, for

reducing of improving certain perceptions, attitudes, and
behavioral forms for the O.N.H. School teenagers.
.Dependent variables -from the 2.9-item OASES test, the 35-. .

item SAI scale, other self-reported survey findings, and , .
other variables that were captured from school sources are

used in evaluating the school by statistically comparing
pre-test results with post-test results.

It is suggested that t.hos.:e who performed poorly ih'

.

school (prior to attendance at.the O.N.H. School) will not

perform better when they attend the O.N.H. School.

The

null.hypothesis;is assumed again,' vrhich is to say that,
there will be no statistically significant improvements,
between any program effectiveness intake .(pre-test).

measures and program effectiveness exit(post-test)
measures.

Below are the research hypotheses, made up ,of

matched pre-test and piost-test measures, that are

statistically tested with paired sample t-tests.
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1.

Compared to the quality of.living arrangement at
O.N.H.. School intake, there will be no mean

difference (improvement) in quality of student Living
arrangement at O.N.H. Schdol exit (Table 18).
2.

Compared to the level of association with negative .
peers at O.N.H. School intake, there will be no mean .
, difference in the measure of assodiation with

negative peers at O.N.H. School exit (Table 18).
3.

Compared to problem solving ability at O.N.H. School
intake, there will be no mean difference.

.. (improvement) in problem solving ability at O.N.H..
School exit. (Table 19).

4.

Compared to the O.N.H. School intake measure for ..
learning to talk to others, there will be no mean

difference (improvement) in the O.N.H..School exit
measure for learning to talk to others (Table 19).
5.

Compared to the O.N.H. School intake measure for
.learning, to. listen to others, there will be no mean
difference (improvement) in the O.N.H. School exit
measure for learning to listen to others (Table 19).

6.

Compared to O.N.H. School intake ability for dealing
with denial, there.will be no mean difference 1.
(improvement) in the.O.N.H. School exit ability for
dealing with, denial (Table 19).
.

7.

Compared to O.N.H. School intake ability.for dealing
with anger (impulse control), there will be. no mean
difference (improvement) in the ability for dealing
with anger (impulse control) at O.N.H. School exit
(Table 19).

8.

Compared to O.N.H School intake ability for dealing
with stress, there will be no mean difference . .

(improvement) in the ability,for dealing with stress
at O.N.H. School exit (Table 19).

9.

Compared to O.N.H. School intake level of values
clarification^ (goal direction), there will be no. mean
difference (improvement), in O.N.H. School, exit level
^ of values clarification .(goal direction) (Table .19)..
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10.

There will be no mean difference between self-

reported results for

bringing weapons to school

within 12 months of O.N.H. School admissions and

self-reported results for bringing weapons to school
during O.N.H. School attendance' (Table 20).
11.

There will be no mean' difference in self-reports of
arrest for the 12 months before attendance at the

O.N.H. School

and self-reported arrest during

attendance at the O.N.H. School (Table 20).

12.

Compared to O.N.H. School intake level for
aggressive/assaultive behavior, there will be no mean
difference in O.N.H. School results for level of

aggressive/assaultive behavior at exit (Table 20).
13.

Compared to self-reported use of alcohol, marijuana,
speed, crack/cocaine, and other drugs, within 12
months prior to O.N.H. School admissions, there will
be no mean difference (reductions) in self reported

use of alcohol, marijuana, speed, crack/cocaine, and
other drugs, during O.N.H. School attendance (Table
21).
14.

There will be no mean differences found between
O.N.H. School intake and exit results for measures of

student perceptions for
will be no improvements
test) in believing that
necessary, interesting,

education. That is, there
(between pre-test and posteducation is valuable,
and needed to get a job

(Table 22).
15.

There will be no mean differences found between
O.N.H. School intake and exit results for measures of

student perceptions for police officers. Therefore,
there will be no improvements regarding the view that
police officers are nice, fair, and smart (Table 23).
16.

There will be no mean differences found between

O.N.H. School intake and exit results for measures of

student perceptions for the law. Therefore, there
will be no improvements regarding the view that the
'

^ law is valuable and fair (Table 24).
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17. ; There will: be no mean differences found between .
O.N.H. School intake and exit results for measures of

.student perceptions for crime and victims. Therefore,

there will be no improvements in the following , views :,
that crime pays, that weak individuals commit crime/
that crime is ok if you,don't get. caught, and that
victims deserve what they get (Table 125). : . .
18.

There will be no mean differences, found between
. O.N.H.

School intake and exit results, for measures

of student violence. Therefore, there will be no

improvements in the following measures: that violence
is ok to solve problems, that violence is often
required to solve problems,. and that violence is
used when, someone is pushing me (Table 26).
.
19.

There will also be no difference found between self-

reports of violence used at, schools in the past and
violence used at the O.N.H. School (Table 26).
.
20.

There will be no mean difference, (improvement) found
between O.N.H. School 35-item Self-Attitude inventory
(SAI) high .self-esteem intake results and 3.5-item
Self-Attitude Inventory (SAI) high self-esteem exit
■ results.

Oualitative .Evaluation, of the , O.N.H. School

In addition, the thesis evaluates qualitative aspects
of the O.N.H. School.

This section of the 0,N:.H. School

evaluation originates from analysis of O.N.H. School .
documents. and records, observations of admiriistrat.ive and

school processes, .and through experiences conducting
research on the school for the last two"years. : Areas of.

analysis will,consist of the O.N.H. School setting,

administrative qperations, teacher.quality issues,

j

curriculum issues, community perceptions:, and other a.reas |
that could influence the effectiveness of this.alternative!
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school.

It is important to examine the qualitative aspects

of the O.N.H. School and organization, in addition to
quantitative student outcomes, so that.a better
understanding for the effectiveness of the school can be
obtained.
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DATA ANALYSIS

The, f.ollowing consists of characteristics of the

Operation New Hope alternative school population and
families. The fact that these youth are in the O.N.H.

School indicates that they most likely have some types of

.

academic deficiency, skill deficits, or social
dysfunctions. But the nature of the difficulties need to be:

examined to better understand the extent that they are atrisk or delinquent.

Background and Demographic Data

Most of the background, demographic., and baseline data
are based on a total of 70 students that attended the

O.N.H. School during this .research.

These data,indicate

that 65.7% (46) are white, 22.9% (16) are Hispanic, 4.3% ,
(3) are African American/, and 7.1% (5) indicate "other"

race/ethnicity.

The data also indicate that 82.9% (58) of

school admissions are male and 17.1% (12) are female. The
average age for school admissions is sixteen, and 62.9%

(44) of O.N.H. student admissions self-report being
unemployed.

Official School records indicate that 50% (35) of the
O.N.H., School students at,O.N.H. School admissions were

below grade level.

Only those juveniles that had failed
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two full semesters prior to enrollment at ,the 0.N.H. School'

were'counted as.being below in grade level.

School data

also indicate that 43.9% (29.) : of: the students attended an

alternative education school' in the past, 52'.9% (3.6) h

■

been suspended from school,'38.2%, (26) had been expelled,
and 31.9% (22) of the students brought a weapon to school
with them twelve months prior to O.N.H. School enrollment.
Self-report information reveals that 74.3% (52) of the

O.N.H. School students "agree to strongly agree" that they
used violence at school in the past.

These data reveal

evidence of moderate academic failure, school adjustment
and behavior problems, and use of past school violence.
Information About Student Families

Students self-report data indicates four to be the
average number of people in a household, and 60.3% (41) of

the O.N.H. students live in families where both parents: are

working.

Annual family income levels are confirmed by

official tax and paycheck documents for 48 of the 70

families In the database.

The results of combining income

level categories finds that 37.5% (18) of O.N.H. School

families have an income level ranging from $5,000 to,
$24,999 per year,. 23% (11) haye a range.from $25,000 to
$44,999,per year, and

39.6% (19) have a range from $45,000

to. $55,000 and above per year.
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These data also indicate

that the average annual family income level for O.N.H.
families is $39,037.

These data are surprising because

they indicate that a significant, number of students are

from families with high levels of income;.

The implications

of these data are that fa:mily incomes, are not a problem for

most, of the juveniles :t,hat attend the O.N.H, Schobl.
Relationship, Quality and Familv Structure

Self-reported information about family relationships
and family structure reveals that 41.4% (29) of the

juveniles have from "'''poor to, very poor," family
relationships,, 55.2% (37) of the students are from families
were the parents have been divorced, and, 53.7% (36) of the

juveniles live in households where there is no father

living with them.

Edwards (1996) obtained similar findings

after examining the differences between delinquents and
non-delinquents.

For example, when comparing the

characteristics of known delinquents and non-delinquents,

Edwards (199,6) found that 16% of 354 non-delinquents,
attending a public school '"were from single-parent, homes

and of these, 15% had,no father figure present" (p. 973).
Yet, with a delinquent group of 532 juveniles being
detained by county juvenile authorities, Edwards (1996)
found that "59% were from single-parent homes and of these,

65% had no father'figure present" (p. 913).
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A comparison

of the O.N.H. School juveniles and their.famiiies with the
delinquent group tested by Edwards (1996), finds that these
data are very similar.

Therefore, these data would

indicate that the O.N.H. School students have family,
structural characteristics that would place them at some ,
risk for delinquency.^
Intake School Attitudes

Findings indicate that students view school

unfavorably at O.N.H. School admissions..

For example,, at

O.N.H. School admissions, 41.4% (29) of the students

"disagree to strongly disagree" that, education is
interesting, 71.4% (50) of the students "disagree to
strongly disagree" that they always enjoyed school, 45.7%
(32) had "poor to very poor" attitudes toward school, and

37.1% (26) self-reported that they often felt upset in
school.

Criminal Justice Svstem Involvement

Data obtained from official documents found in O.N.H.

School student files provides evidence of student

involvement with probation, diversion, or the juvenile
court. .

Examples of official documents found in O.N.H.

School, student. records.. were letters from probation
officers, orders from the juvenile court, documents
requiring students to seek a diversion program, or letters
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from parents indicating that .their child had been arrested
or that the family needed a letter from the school to be

sent to a probation officer or .juvenile court judge..

These

data indicate that 30% (21) of the O.N.H. School students .

at O.N.H. School admissions had some type of official

criminal justice system involvement.

On the other hand,

self-reported, information concerning past arrests, finds

that 31.3% (21) of the studehts had been arrested during
the twelve months before O.N.H. School..admission; at the

same time, 48.4% (30) of the students self-reported being
arrested sometime in the past.

These self-report findings

of past arrest appear reliable and accurate, especially
because the results are similar to the findings based on
information captured from.official documents found dn
O.N.H. School student files.

While these finding are disturbing concerning the
percentage of criminal justice.system involvement by the

youth at the. O.N.H.. School, these data by themselves do not
necessarily, indicate significant, risk for these students.
Indeed, Greenwood et al. (1996) indicates that "'between 30

to 40 percent of all boys growing up in urban areas in the

United States will be arrested before their IB^"^ birthday.
. ., [while]- most of those arrested will not be arrested

again" (p. 11).

The more risk revealing data would be the
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,number of times;fhe:o.Nf.H. School e

..,

erxesteb -in the pastt but: these data, were not available.

The' moretimes juveniles are arrested, the probability of
involvement in careef criminality., increases,. (Greenwood et
at i, ;1996)., ,

The\ 0.N.H. School student arrest data and its

:comparison with::, ■reseafch information, ; hereby indicates that

there is only.: slight criminal justice risk: for t.he O.N.H.
School students.

Some students at the O.N.H. .School are,.;

cohsiderably at .risk for criminal justice system

'

involvement or other problems, .especially if they have .

.

multiple: risk, factors pccurring at the same.: time.
Historv of

Substance Abuse

Ge.lf^reported drug, lise for .12 months prior to
enrollment at the G.N.H. School finds; -that) 92.2%: (5.9) of

. .

the .Q ..N.H. School students , at' admissions reported use of

alcohol, 84 . 4% (54) used: marijuana, .47 .7%.. (SI) used,; speed, .
and 35..4% (23) used crack/cocaine.

Findings also reveal

that 54%: (.34). self-reported .use of other drugs in the, past

12 months, and students repo.fted using marijuena .most
within the .past year,, w^h

and 11.9% :..(7

23. 7%

(14) used alcohol most,

indicate that speed was their drug that they .

used most in. the past 12 months. :

•

Some' of these::chemical findings are not unusual for
j.uvenil.e:s in .general

■ It is . well-known that the maj ority
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of adolescents experiment with alcohol and marijuana by the
time they graduate from high school.

Yet, those that use

chemicals regularly would be at considerable risk for
reduced outcomes and delinquency.

The survey questions

that document drug use might be too limiting because they
do not capture the frequency of chemical use.

An

addiction-severity index would be a better instrument to

use in this thesis to try and determine the specific drug
usage characteristics of these alternative school students.

Nevertheless, self-reported speed, crack/cocaine, and other

drug use are problematic for the O.N.H. School juveniles,
especially in comparison to juveniles in general.

For

example, Barry R. McCaffrey (1999), the Director of the

Office of National Drug Control Policy, reports that, among
high school seniors, 9.3% have used cocaine in the past,
4.4% have used crack, and 16.4% have used stimulants

(speed) in the past (p. 1).

But again, with the O.N.H.

School 'students, 35.4% have used crack/cocaine and 47.7%

have used speed.

Therefore, these drug data would indicate

significant risk for the O.N.H. School students.

Self-Attitude Inventory
Levels of self-esteem are determined for the O.N.H.

School teenagers based on pre-test Self-Attitude Inventory
(SAX) results.

The SAX test is used to calculate levels of
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high self-esteem for the sample of O.N.H. school juveniles,

to include comparison group samples.

To measure; overall

student levels of self-esteem, then, the answers that

indicate high self-esteem, are summed into a total ,SAI score
for each individual.

These total .SAT scores are 'aggregated

for the group into mean and modal high self-esteem results.
For these 'data to be meaningful, other group scores: are
compared with Q.N.H. School group results.

Utilizing modal

scores, a percentage of low self-esteem answers is

calculated from high self-esteem answers, then they are
interpreted between 0% to 100% to determine the overall

levels of low self-esteem.

Below are SAX.comparison.norm

results and O.N.H. School findings..

Group one consisted of students who were attending an
introductory level Criminal Justice course during the
Winter quarter of 2.000 . at California State University, San
Bernardino. . A pre-test using the 35-question.SAX survey
was administered to more than 50 students in the class, and

a. total of 41 students (24 female/17 male) completed'.the
survey..

The mean age. of this group was 21 years; the

median age was 19 years; whereas, the most often found age
was 18 years..

For this group, self-reported race/ethnicity

results indicated that 36% were white, 12% were African

American, 44% were Hispanic, and 7% were Asian.
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SAX

results for this group eonsisted of a modal score pre-test
of 29.63 and a mean score pre-test of 28.34. Based on most;

results for this group,; 15.4;%:r,oflthe responses were in the
direction of low self-esteem.

These results indicate mild

problems with, low self-esteem.
Group two consisted of juveniles who were in a ■
Riverside Gounty mentor program.

Most of these juveniles

were, in this program because of,recent school problems
arid/of involvement with the police or juvenile court.

A

pre-test using the 35-question SAI was administered to 22

clients in the program during.1998..

Background data, which

were limited, ihdieated that three-fourths of the youth
were male,and Hispanic; moreover, the mean grade in school

was 8^^ and the mean .'age was 15 years.

SAI results on 22

clients revealed a modal score pre-test of 21, a mean score
pre-test, of 21.4,. and a median score pre-test of 22.

Based

on . most results for this group, .40%, of the responses were
in the direction of low self-esteem.

Therefore, these,

results indicate moderate problems with low self-esteem.

. Group three' consisted of Individuals who were in the
Residential Substance,.Abuse Treatment (RSAT): program within
the Banning Correctional facility of Riverside County,

California. , , A . pre.-test . using the 35-question SAl was

administered to 151•participants in the RSAT program.
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Self-Attitude Inventory (SAI) scores were aggregated for
twenty-five of the youngest participants out of the 151
total participants who attended the substance abuse

treatment program Within the jail.

For these twenty-five

participants, the mean age was 22 and the most often found
age was 20. Eighteen of the clients were male and 5 were

female.

Of these 25 clients, 60% (15), were white, 16% (4)

were African American, and 24% (6) were Hispanic.

The last

grade level completed in school for these 25 clients was a

mean of 11^*^ grade.;

Official criminal justice arrest

records indicate a mean number of past arrests of 4.88.

These data were collected between April of 1999 and January
of 2000. SAX results on these 25 participants revealed a
modal score pre-test, of 25.71 and a mean score pre-test of

23.46.

Based on most results for this group, 26.6% of the

responses were in the direction of low self-esteem.

Therefore, these results indicate slight to moderate
problems with low, seTf-esteem.

Group four consisted of individuals who were part.of
the Indio Felon Desert Drug Court Program of Riverside
County, California.

A pre-test using the 35-.item SAI was

administered to 70 clients over the course of the last 18

months.

Self-Attitude Inventory SAI scores were aggregated

for 43 of the 70 program clients who completed the pre
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test. The characteristics of.this population are described
below. Out of 70 participants, 72.9% are male (.51) and

27.1% are female (19).

Race/Ethnicity data indicate that

41.4% (29) are white, 12.9% (.9)tare 'African ■Sterican.,: 41. 4%
(2.9) are Hispanic, and one ciient is . Asian and .one is

Indian.

For 69 participants, the mean last grade level of

school completedwas 10.89.

Self-reported arrest data

indicate that .55 of 70 clients had an average of 9.4 9 adult

arrests in the past, and 46 had an average of 4.20 juvenile

arrests in the past. .SAX results for these 43 participants
revealed a modal score pre-test of 23.53 and a mean score
pre-test of 22.12.

Based On most results for this group,

32.8% of the responses were in the direction of low selfesteem.

Therefore, these results indicate .slight to

moderate problems with low self-esteem.

Group five consisted of high school students that were
attending a health class in a Riverside County high, school
located in the Lake Elsinore area of Southern California.
A . pre-test using: the 35-item SAI was administered to 33 ; .

students in the class during the Fall term of 1999, and a

total of .24 students completed the survey. The mean age of
this group was 17.4 years.

For this . group,. 71% were male

(17) and 29% were female (7) .^

Self-reported Race/Ethnicity

results indicated that 52% were white, 6% were African
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American, 3% were,Asian, 35% were Hispanic, and -4%
indicated no. response.

SAI results for these 24 ,

participants.revealed a modal score pre-test of 27.89 and a
mean score pre-test of 26.68.

Based on most results for

this group, 20.5% of the responses were in the direction of

low self-esteem,.

Therefore, these results indicate slight,

problems with low self-esteem.

The 3,5-item SAI pre-test was administered to the

Operation New Hope School student population• ,

Results

indicated a modal score pre-test of 23 and a mean score
pre-test of 22.3.

Based on most results for,the O.N.H. ,

School group, 34.3% of the responses were in the direction

of low self-esteem.

These results indicate slight to

moderate problems with low self-esteem.

Comparison norm results indicate that the O.N.H.
School group has levels of low self-esteem that are similar

or comparable to both the inmates in the Residential

Substance Abuse Treatment (RSAT) Program at the Banning

Correctional Facility,and the,clients that, are attending

,

the Indio Felon Desert Drug Court. , Surprisingly, the group,
of 15 year old juveniles attending,the mentor program in
Riverside County had lower levels of self-esteem than even

the O.N.H. School group..

This may be explained by the

different characteristics of the groups.
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The mentor group

were from lower socioeconomic backgrounds, niost: were
Hispanic, and they were actively involved with the juvenile
court or probation.

In fact,;the probation Officer who was

operating the. mentor.program administered the SAX survey to

this group, so testing,circumstances could of influenced
the findings. Nevertheless, Out of all the groups tested,
these data would indicate.that the mentor group suffers
from the lowest levels of self-esteem.

Findings also'indicate that the O.N.H School group has
significantly lower levels of self-esteem in comparison to

the students attending a traditional public high school in
Lake Elsinore, Gaiifornia.

It is also surprising that the.

Lake. Elsinore High School students have, slight problems
with low levels of Self-esteem. . It Seems.-that issues of

low self-esteem are relevant for juveniles in general.

regardless of the settings that they are found in.

.

But it

is important to remember that;the O.N.H. School students do
have significantly lower,levels of self-esteem than regular

high school students. . While the California State
University students reported mild levels, of.low selfesteem, the O.N.H. School group also has much lower levels

of self-esteem,than this group.
The differences found among the groups tested indicate

that the Self-Attitude, Inventory test is probably an
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accurate and reliabre measure of self-esteem.

This is an

important measure because it determines how these i

.

individuals evaluate their worth, value. Self-respect, and
acceptance of self.

Those that have low- self-esteem are

probably more at-risk for experiencing different: types of
reduced outcomes. . In fact,; one; would expect that, the more
negative that a person evaluates him-pr herself, the more

prone they will be to fail in school, take, drugs, Or engage,
in illegal or 'delinquent behavior.

Therefore, the critical

finding here is that the O.N.H. School students have slight
to moderate problems with low self-esteem.

Below:is a. summary listing.of the important results
from pre-test family and student characteristics. ; ;
1.

55%. of the parents were divorced

2. ,

54% of the students, had no. father living with, them

3.

41% of the. students had poor family relationships

4.

47% had poor problem solving ability

5.

54% had. poor impulse control in dealing with anger

6. :
I. '
8.
9.

61%
75%
52%
56%

were rated dysfunctional
viewed police as not nice
viewed police as not fair
saw police as not smart

10... .41% viewed the law as not valuable

II.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

70% perceived, the law as being not fair
38% agreed that crime pays
30%' agreed that crime was ok if did .not get. caught,
41% agreed that victims deserve what they get
.
48% Often used violence to solve problems
40% viewed violence as ok to use to solve problems

17.
18.

60% used violence, in the past
80% used violence when they were pushed

19.
20.

60% viewed violence as a normal part of living .
41% reported that education was not interesting.

21.

71% reported that they did not always enjoy school

221

45% were rated with a. poor attitude'toward school
,

19 ■ ■ ■

;

23.

The students had slight to moderate low .self-esteem

.24..

92% used alGohoi within 12 months..

25. ■ .,84%. used ..marijuana within 12 months ,
26... . 48%. used 'Speed, within 12.months
27, 35% used creck/cdcaine:,within 12 months
28.. 50% were, bel^^
level

29^.: 44% atteuded au-e^
30.

school in the past , .

53% were suspended from, school;, within i2. months: . '

311 ; :3.8% were expeftled . from school within. 12 mpnths ;
;32..

32% brought a weapon to school., within 12, moh^

.;33.^^^.,: .7

used violehce at schoor in the past

34. ■ 30% df school records;showed GJUS system involvement
35. 48%...reported .being .arrested in the past. v. ■

Assessment of Risk .. Factor 'Relationships
Statistical tests are;required tojdetermine,if.certain
'risk factors are related. ..This descriptive .exercise also
determines if the known risk factors explain certaih types

of.dependent yariables. Such as interpersonal social
skills, attitude tpward school, past arrests,jsubstance -..
abuse, and grade level in-school.

. .In examining the relationship between the;quality of ;

family relationships and interpersonal social skills, per
the .Kendall''s. Tau.-b G.orr.elation coefficient in Table 1, a
:statistically significant, relationship between these
ordihal level; variables is fbund because the significance

;levei; is ..000, which is below the alpha level of .05,

The..

;strength. of the' relationship between the variables,is
almbst;.inbderate because the correiation coefficient value,

is ...444.

Therefore, the alternative hypothesis, is accepted

and;the; null hypothesis is rejected....'

. 8.0

In examining the relationship between the quality of

family relationships and dealing with anger (impulse
control), per the Kendall's Tau-b correlation coefficient

in Table 2, a statistically significant relationship is
found because the significance level is .000.

The strength

of the relationship is about moderate because the
correlation coefficient value is .462.

In Table 3, the relationship between the quality of
family relationships and use of violence at school in the

past is statistically significant because the Kendall's

Tau-b significance level is .015.

The strength of the

relationship between the variables is slight at .254.
In Table 4, the relationship between association with

negative peers and use of violence at school in the past is
not statistically significant.
significance level is only .160.

The Kendall's Tau-b
Therefore, the

alternative hypothesis is rejected and the null hypothesis
is accepted.

In examining the relationship between speed use and
use of violence at school in the past, as shown in Table 5,

there is a statistically significant relationship found

with the chi-square test.

The Pearson significance level

is .037, which is below the alpha level of .05.

Symmetric

measures indicate a slight to moderate strength between the
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variables because Phi and Cramer's v are .349.

Therefore,

the alternative hypothesis is accepted.
In Table <6, the correlation between the view that

violence is a normal part of living and use of violence at
school in the past is statistically significant.

The

Kendall's, Tau-b significance level is .00.0, and the

'

strength of the/relationship between these variables is
moderate to strong at .604.

In.examining the relationship between quality of

family relationships and arrested in the past, as
exemplified in Table 7, there.is not a statistically
significant relationship found with the chi-sq.uare test.
The Pearson significance.level is .138, which is above the

alpha level of .05.. . Therefore,. the null hypothesis is
accepted and the alternative hypothesis is rejected.
In examining t.he relationship between. past

crack/cocaine use and arrested in the past, as exemplified
in Table 8., there is a statistically significant
relationshipfound with;the chi-square test.

The Pearson

significance level is .000, which is.below the alpha level
of .05.

Therefore, the null hypothesis is rejected and the

alternative hypothesis is accepted.

The chi-square result

is also valid because it satisfies the less than 20%.

expected minimum cell frequency requirement.
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■

According to

phi and Crafnar's y, the strerigth of,the relationship is
slight to moderate at .,,447.

Those that have used

crack/cocaine in the past are more 'likely to have been
arrested in the past.

:

\

In examining the relationship between past,speed use
and arrested, in the past, as exemplified in Table 9, there

is a.statistically significant reiationship found with the
'chi-square test.

The Pearson; significance level is :.005,

which is; below the^ alpha level of .05.

Therefore, the null

hypothesis is rejected and the alternative hypothesis is

accepted.

According to phi and Cramer's v, the strength of

the relationship is Slight to moderate at .336.

Those that

have,used,speed.in the past are more likely to have been
a,rrested in the past.,,, ,,

In examining the ,relationship between being parental
divorce and arrest, per Table, 10, there is not a

statistically significant relationship found using the Chisquare test,.

Therefore, the alternative hypothesis is

rejected ,and the null hypothesis is accepted.
;,ln exairtining the relationship, between past attendance
at an alternative school and past arrest, per Table ,11,

there is a statistically significant relationship found.

The significance level is .005, which is below the alpha
level of .05.

Therefore, the null hypothesis is rejected
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and the alternative .hypothesis,accepted.

The.strength of

the relationship is slight to moderate at .352.
In Table 12, the., correlation between association with,

negative peers and arrested in the past is not
statistically significant.

The Kendall's Tau-b,

significance level is .974, which is above the alpha level
of .05.

Therefore, the null, hypothesis is. accepted and the

research hypothesis is rejected.
In Table 13, the correlation between association with

negative peers and past substance abuse is statistically
significant. The Kendall's Tau-b significance level is
.000, while the strength of the relationship between the

variables is moderate to strong'at .505.

The alternative

hypothesis is therefore accepted.
In Table 14, the correlation between the association

with negative peers and attitude toward school is

statistically significant. The Kendall's Tau-b significance
level is .000, while the strength of the relationship is
moderate at .508.

The alternative hypothesis is therefore

accepted.

The Risk Factor Relationships

The quality, of fafnily. relationships have been .found to

be correlated,with both level of interpersonal social-

skills and ability to deal with anger (impulse control).
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But the quality of family relationships, parental diyoroe,
. and the

associatidn .with negative peers do not have a

statistically significant:relationship with being arrested
in the past.

But past substance abuse (speed and

.

crack/cocaine) are correlated; with being arrested in the
past.

In fact, there iS a, modera.tely: strong relationship

between both speed .,and crack/cocaine use ..and past arrest..
The attendance at some type of alternative school.in the
past is also associated with past arrest.

^ The.relationship between speed use and grade level in
school is almost statistically significant., and the;

relationship between parental divorce is almost associated
with school underachievement.

The association with,

negative peers is correlated with substance abuse and

attitude toward school, but. it is not directly correlated
with school violence.

Whereas, past speed ,use, attitudes

concerning violence, and the quality of family

- relationships are statistically correlated with use of

violence at school.

In fact, there is a strong

..

relationship between attitudes toward violence and use, of.

violence at school, and.there is a moderately .strbng
relationship between speed use and school violence.

The complexity of explanatory linkages, make it

difficult to determine the .correct sequence between.
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variables and. outcomes Of variable relationships and
outcomes.

There are probably spurious relationships

revealed when trying to account for related factors and .in

explaining risks and oytcomes.

Intervening vatiabTes may

confuse the time order in the delinguency causal process,
but these, results do provide meaningful insight into the
proGess related to producihg certain,-reduced life outcomes.
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EVALUATION , FINDINGS V

The evaluation of the O.N.H. School is important
because it 'determines how effective and relevant this

alternative education program is in treating juveniles that

have had personal or school problems in the past.

The

evaluation will find out how well students perform and
respond to the O.N.H. School alternative education and

lifestyle improvement.program.

The research provides

findings that are important to. the current, interest, in
improving alternative schools in California, and to the

relevance of education in reducing delinquency.

Data

analysis will determine the aspects of the O.N.H. School
that appear successful or unsuccessful.
Months in the O.N.H. School

Students attended the school an average of 10.8
months, while the median number of months in attendance was

6, but the most often found number of months attending the
school was 3,. , A further analysis of these data finds that,
out of 70 students, twelve students attended the school for

3 months, thirty-one students attended from ,1 to 6 months,
thirteen students attended from 7 to 14 months, ten
students attended from 15 to 20 months, seven students
attended from 27 to 41 months, and none students were not
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factored into these calculations because they were still

attending the school at the time data processing occurred.
These data indicate that almost half of the student were
only in the O.N.H. School for less than 6 months.

Attendance. Suspension, and Expulsion Rates
For the period from January of 1998 to December of
1998, mean calculations indicate that the school had a 91%

attendance rate.

For the period from January of 1999 to

December of 1999, mean calculations indicate that the

school had a 93% attendance rate.

For the last two years

the attendance rate at the O.N.H. School has been very
favorable.

These attendance rates are similar to rates

seen at regular public high schools and private high

schools that are tailored toward high functioning

juveniles.

Therefore, the O.N.H. School is very successful

in maintaining high levels of school attendance with these
troubled juveniles.

From January of 1998 to December of 1999 (24 months),

the school had a 0% suspension rate and a 0% expulsion

rate.

The school has reported no suspension or expulsion

incidents during the course of this research.

The O.N.H.

School suspension and expulsion rates cannot be directly
(for each student) compared to the rates at schools that

the students attended in the past because such data were
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not available, even thoagh requests were made.from: m
public schools for these data.

',

The O.N.H. School utiTlzes^

a disciplinary policy :that; is more tolerant of questionable

student behaviors. ,, The 0.N..Hi School- applies an innovative
disciplinary poTiCy and works with students and their
families to resolve behavioral issues

The different,

.disciplinary policies, and practices at the O.N.H. School

would make comparisons, with public schools diffiG.ult.i

Thei

fact that the O.N.H. School can.influence these data also .

makes performance evaluation for .these measures difficult. ,.

For these reasons,, therefore, the O.N.H. School suspension
and expulsion rates are not utilized; in this evaTuation to

determine student performance, or school effectiveness.

The

suspension and expulsion rates at the school are rejected

because they are non-comparable and probably invalid.
School Population and. Student/Staff Ratio

.Calculations 'of numbers of students attending'the

O.N.H. School from January

December of 1998,

divided by four school .quarters, finds 35 as the mean

I

number of students attending during;the first'year of
research.

Whereas,,calculations of total student numbers ■

from January of 1999 to December,,of 1999, divided by: four :
School quarters, finds 22 ; as the mean number of students v

attending during the: second year of'.reseafch.

:Sd

Combining

student numbers for two years into an average, then
dividing by the number of staff, finds that the school had
a mean student to teacher ratio of 5 to 1.

The analysis

also finds that mean student numbers drastically declined
during the second year of research from a mean of 35 to a
mean of 22.

,

Tvpe of School Exit

Table 15 provides information about the type of exit
from the O.N.H. School.

Out of 61 students who had exited

from the school by the time data collection for this

research terminated, 21.4% (15) graduated from the school

with high school diplomas; 11.4% (8) were removed by the
O.N.H. School in good academic standing but because their
parents did not pay their school tuition; furthermore,
35.7% (25) of the 61 students exited from the school in

good academic standing because they made up their deficient

school credits and transferred back to mainly local public
high schools.

And finally, 18.6% (13) dropped from the

school under negative personal circumstances.

For the 13

students, that is the 18.6% that dropped out of the school,

follow-up

data were not available to determine if they

went back to public schools or if they did not return to
any school.

They would be considered official school

dropouts if they did not return to any school upon dropping
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out of the O.N.H. School. From these data it appears that
the school has had a very high transition rate.
With so many categories of exit from the school, it is

generally difficult to determine how graduates differed
from removals and dropouts in their characteristics.

Few

variables seem to differentiate those that drppped out of
the school from those that, exited under more favorable

circumstances.

An examination of exit type by time.in

school finds that those who graduated with high school
diplomas from the O.N.H. school attended the. school for an

average of 18 months, while those.who dropped from the

school attended for an average of 6.8 months.

For.those

that graduated from the school, ' 33.3% were below, a grade
levelin school when they.began at the O.N.H. .School;
whereas, 61.5% of the dropouts from the school were below a

grade level when they began at the O.N.H. School.; There
were no noticeable, differences between graduates and

removal of dropouts..concerning gender and race/ethnicity.

Dropouts.did differ from graduates between exit type

and past criminal justice, system involvement..

For.example,

there is a statistically significant relationship found
with the chi-square test in Table ISA.h The Pearson chi-

square significance level is .000.

Because the chi-square

test has. more than 20% of the cells with an expected count
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less than the minimum, the strehgth of the relationship
between, variables is probably•reduced.

But, this result

will not be dismissed as invalid because from Table ISA one

can easily see that, there are■clear^ differences between

dropouts and graduates and other removals.

The symmetrical.measures indicate.a moderate to strong
relationship between the variables because their value, is
.608.

Other symmetric measures indicate a lower

relationship value.

.

This finding indicates that the.. Q.N.H.

School dropouts are more likely to have .evidence of

.

juvenile justice system involvement■than non-dropouts. '
According to the symmetric measures,, past juvenile justice
system involvement probably reduces the, error frOm slight
to moderately when explaining the type of exit .fromithe •
O.N.H. School. , Of the120 students who .had evidence, in

their O.N.H., School file.s of Official criminal justice
system involvement, indeed 55% (11)

of these students

dropped oUt of the 0.N.H. . School.. , These data along , with
the above^ ^academic achievement.data.indicate that the

0;,N.H. School is hot as ■suCcessf.ul: in working with some of

the more troubled juveniles, such ..as those^ that have, past
criminal justice .system involvement, personal problems, or
serious academic deficiencies.
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Academic Achievement. .

The 6 paired sample t-tests. ,.found . in Table 16 test the
null hypothesis that asserts that there will be no
statisticalTy significant.differences found between Grade

Point Averages (CPA'S) obtained prior to attendance at the
O.N.H. School with.CPA'S obtained during attendance at the
O.N.H. School.

With these CPA comparisons, to. include

before and during,school credit comparisons, the effort
seeks.to determine if the O.N.H. School is effective in.

improving academic achievement for the at-risk students
that attend the school.

This is an important evaluation,

because many of the students at the school have experienced

serious, academic problems in the past.

It,is •important to

know if alternative education provides an educational
solution tp those who have found it difficult to learn or

.succeed in the traditional school setting.
The first CPA pair in Table 16.compares CPA one/
semester prior with first semester in O.N.H., School CPA. ,
The before CPA is 1104 and the .during O.N.H. Schoo-1 CPA is

2.63. , ,These CPA differences are statistically significant
at the, .000 level.

The, second CPA pair compares combined

CPA for up to one year prior to ,O.N.H. School enrollment

with combined,CPA after a student, completes one year in the
O.N.H. School.

The,one year prior CPA is.1.25 and the one
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year O.N.H. School GPA. is 2.71.

These, GPA differences are

statistically significant at the .000 level.

The third.GPA

pair compares math GPA one semester prior to attendance at .
the O.N.H. School with math GPA after first semester in

O.N.H. School.

The one semester prior, math GPA is .98 and

the math GPA after one. semester at. the O.N.H. School is

2.72.

These GPA differences are statistically significant

at the .000 level.

The fourth GPA pair in Table 16 consists of one year
prior math GPA and math GPA after students have been in the

O.N.H. School for one year.

.The before Math GPA is .91 and

the one year O.N.H.. School math GPA/is 3.19.

These. GPA

differences are statistically,.signif.icant at the '.005

level. The fifth pair examines English GPA one semester
prior with English GPA after one semester in the O.N.H.

School.

The before 0.N.H. School English GPA is..62 and

the during O.N.H..' School English. GPA is 3.52.

These GPA

differences are statistically significant at. the .000
level,.

The six GPA pair examines, English GPA for one year

prior to attendance at the O.N.H. School, with the English.
GPA after one year in the O.N.H. School.

The prior English

GPA is .9,4 and the O.N.H. School English GPA after one year
is 2.98.

These GPA differences, are statistically

significant at. the. .000 level.
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Pair 1 in Table 1.7 statisticalTy .compares the mean

/

total school credits.obtained one semester prior .to
School enrollment with, total credits obtained after, the

first semester completed at the ;O.N.H.. School.

The mean

total school credits obtained one semester prior is 8.04;
whereas, the mean total schdol credits obtained after the

first semester at the O.N.H. Schodl;is 26.9,. There are. . .
statistically significant, differences in these before and ,

during measures at the .000.level,

The second pair.

compares total school credits obtained one- year prior to
admission to the O.N.H. School with :total schdol credits . 1

dbtaine.d: after one year in the O.N.H. ■ Schdol1. Students

obtained a mean of 21.5 tdtal. schodl credits one year

: .

prior; in contrast .they obtained 55.7 mean totaT school

credits after attending the O.N.H. School for one year.

The school credit difference'is

statistically significant

at. the .000 level.

.

At this stage of the evaluation:the :null hypothesis is

.incorrect because fhere .are; GPA.^^a

credit

differences found between acadeiriic. achievements prior to
attendance at the O.N.H. School and academic achievements

while attending the O.N.H. School.

All six paired sample

t-tests are statistically sighificant and. they.shOw drastic
improvements in . GPA's for all before and during; time
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periods measured.

The credit comparisons are also all

statistically significant in means for before and during
O.N.H. School measures.

Once students attend the O.N.H.

School their GPA'S and school credits increase

overwhelmingly.
Living'Arrangement and Negative Peers

Pair one in Table 18 indicates no statistically
significant improvement in student living arrangements from
pre-test to post-test.

The paired sample t-test

significance level is .678.

The correlation is

statistically significant at .033, which means that,the
pre-test and post-test measures are similar.

With

significant correlations, statistically significant
differences in paired sample t-test means are more likely
to not be found.

Pair two in Table 18 also shows no

statistically significant reduction in association with
negative peers from pre-test to post-test.
sample t-test significance level is .374.

The paired
Therefore, the

O.N.H. School is not effective at reducing student

association with.negative peers, nor is it able to produce
any type of improvement in student living arrangements.
Social Skill Assessment

In Table 19 various social skills are compared with

paired sample t-tests to determine if there are any
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statistically significant mean differences., or improvements

in these social skills from O.N.H. School pre-test.to posttest,. ; These data indicate statisticaTly significant mean

.

differences or improvements in problem .solving, (pk.OOO).;
learning to listen.: to others,. .(p<,00.9); dealing with. anger

(impulse control), ..(p<.002).; .dealing with stress, .:(p<;016);
and values ciarificatibh (gbai directiori), ;(p<.000).

The

table also shows other social skill measures that failed to

reach statistical significance below the alpha level of
.05. Thus, ho Statistically significant mean differences or

improvements are seen in learning to talk to others,

(.315); and in dealing with denial, (.074).
Weapons, Arrests, and Aggressive Behavior .

In Table 20 pre-test and post-test measures for school,
weapons possession, self-reported arrest,, . and ag.gressive

assaultive behavior are compared with' paired sample t-tests
to determine, if. the O.N..H. School influences any

improvements in these areas.

These data, indicate

statistically significant mean differences or improvements

in reducing school weapon possessions, (p<.044) and
aggressive assaultive behavior, (p<.000).

In contrast, .no

statistically significant differences of improvements in
.meahs were seen with arrest, (.090)..
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Substance Abuse Measures

In Table 21, substance abuse measures are examined to

determine if reductions in use of five types of drugs
occurs based on attendance and treatment modalities at the

O.N.H. School.

The results indicate overwhelming

statistically significant differences or reductions in

substance abuse from O.N.H. School pre-test to post-test.
Thus, there, are statistically significant reductions in use

of alcohol, (p<.000); marijuana, (p<.000); speed, (p<.000);

crack/cocaine, (p<.000); and other drugs, (p<.000).

The

O.N.H. School is very effective at reducing substance abuse

among juveniles that have substance abuse problems.
Attitudes Concerning Education

Table 22 shows four pairs of variables that tap into
student perceptions concerning education.

Paired sample t-

tests are,used to determine if educational perceptions

improve with enrollment and participation in the

alternative education and other programming at the O.N.H.
School.

These data indicate that there are no

statistically significant mean differences or improvements
in attitudes toward education because of attendance at.the
O.N.H. school.

The results show no statistical

significance below the alpha level of .05 in belief that

education is valuable, (.310); education is necessary.

'9-8

(.307); education is interesting, (.790); and, education is
needed to get a job, (.658).

From these results, the null

hypothesis is accepted.
Attitudes for Police Officers

Table 23 uses paired,sample t-tests to determine if

attitudes toward police improve once a student attends the
0.N.H. School. .

These data demonstrate statistically

significant mean differences or improvements in perceptions
that police are nice, (p<.00O); police are fair, (p<.000);
and police are smart, (p<.OOT).

At this point the null

hypothesis is rejected and the alternative hypothesis is
accepted.

Perceptions of the Law

In Table 24, perceptions of the law are compared using
paired sample t-tests to determine if attitudes for the law
improve from pre-test to post-test because of the treatment
intervention received at the 0.N.H. School. .

These data

show no statistically significant mean differences or

improvements in feelings that the law is valuable, (.925)or

that the law is fair,, (.452).

For measures concerning the

law, the null hypothesis is accepted and the alternative
hypothesis is rejected.
Perceptions of Crime and Victims
Table 25 tests the null hypothesis that proposes that
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there will be no statistically significant differenGes in

pre-test and post-test .. means found for perception of cpime
or. victims. .The findings .below indicate that the null
hypothesis is rejected and the alternative hypothesis is

accepted.

Thus,, statistically significant mean differences

or improvements. were fouh<i for perceptions that crime pays,

(p.006); weak individuals commit'crime,. (p<.007); crime is
okay if you don't get caughty (p<.005.).;. and victims deserve
what they get, (p<.001.)..
Perceptions and Use of Violence
.

In Table 26, perceptions of violence and use- of,

vioience are measured with paired sample t-tests to find
out if mean differences or improvements occur by the time a
juvenile exits from the O.N.H. School.

For all of these

violence measures, statistically significant improvements

are found, such as. improvements .in perceptions or
reductions in violence.

Statistically,significant

improvements were seen in the, following: with violence is .
okay to. solve problems, (p<.001); violence is often, .

required to solve problems, (.p<. GDI);. use of violence at
the 0.,N.H. School,. ,(p<.000); and use of violence when

pushed, (p<.000).. .1
Self-Esteem Measure

This section determines if student levels of self
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.

esteem improve with attendanee at the O.N.H., School.,

The

;

mean pre-.test Self-Attitude Inventory score is 22.39, while

the post-test mean SAI score is 24.60.

The paired sample

t-test of these intake and exit self-esteem measures finds ,

statistically significant differences in means (p<>001).
It appears that overall, levels of self-esteem improve when
students attend the O.N.H. School.

The correlation is

statistically significant (p<.013) suggesting that the .
pattern of pre-te.st and post-test scores are similar.

It

appears that those that had the lowest levels of self-

esteem at'pre-test improve the most at post-test,, which is .
why overall statistical significance is found. Yet the exit
mean level of self-esteem using the SAI test is still

moderately low suggesting that the statistically
significant improvements in self-esteem were not very
meaningful.

Qualitative Evaluation Findings

The research situation and many of the defining:
features of the school .are identified and described in ;.:this
section.

This information was.obtained in the course ef

doing research for this thesis for a period of more than

two years from 2/98 to 4/00.

Analysis concerning

circumstances, conditions, and practices found at the

school, originate from observations, of the physical
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conditions, the daily school processes, and the

organizational practices; moreover, this information was
obtained from conversations with O.N.H. School staff and

students, and from a review of school and organizational
documents and records, to include program materials,
descriptions, and curriculum.
This section of the evaluation focuses on a number of

areas of the school, to include school setting,

administrative operations, program quality, curriculum
standards, perceived process, program features, school
conformance with legal requirements, community perceptions',
and other areas that may influence the effectiveness of
this alternative school.
School Setting

The site for the Operation New Hope Alternative School
is at 1307 W. Sixth St., Suite 132, in Corona, California.

The central location of the school is very convenient for

students to attend from the City of Corona and surrounding

areas.

The school facility is located in a commercial

center among different types of businesses and
organizations.

The center is home to professional and

trade offices, insurance companies, and other business
service related companies.

A religious organization

occupies a space across from the school.
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The O.N.H. School

inhabits a central office unit next to the Mothers

Nutritional Center that primarily provides food, nutrition

counseling, and access to health services to low-income
families through the Women, Infants, and Children (WIC)

program.

There are automobile parking spaces in front of

the office units within this commercial complex.
Within the front entrance area of the school is a

large desk for a secretary, one primitive IBM 486 computer,
a soda/snack machine, a FO-4800 Sharp fax machine, a broken

Panasonic FP-1780 copy machine, and one Canon'BJC-4400
printer.

There are eight chairs set up against the walls ,

for students and visitors.

There is a half wall size shelf

that is full of various types of magazines.

The only

windows of the school are in this entrance area and they

display stickers that indicate that the school has
memberships in the Corona United Way, the Corona City
Chamber of Commerce, and the Better Business Bureau.

The

name of the school is on the entrance door of the school.
Both a business license and tax certificate are on the wall
in the front room of the school.

There is also a

certificate on the wall that indicates association with the

Key Club organization.
There are five classrooms, two restrooms, and two
administrative offices within the commercial unit that the
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school leases.

Each of the ciassrooms has ten student

desks and one teacher desk and chair. .The rooms all have

blackboards for instruction,.

Positive, pictures',

educational information, and examples of successful student

work are displayed on the walls within all of the
classrooms and throughout.the facility.

,

V

The Operation New

Hope Healthy Lifestyles philosophy and design of

progressive recovery is spotlighted on copyrighted posters
throughout the school and in noticeable locations within
every classroom. . Each classroom has a shelf that stores a
small number of academic tex;tbooks and related educational

materials.

The school has a very impoverished collection

of textbooks and other educational materials.

There ar.e two small administrative offices within, the

school facility.

The principle of the school occupies, the

first room with a desk and three chairs.

Indivi.dual

meetings with parents, students, and the public take place
in this room during the. day.. . This office has two windows

where . both the front and middle .areas of the school.; can be..
viewed.

Within.the second office is a desk, a primitive

Macintosh Classic computer and Style-writer printer, a
broken Panasonic FP-4080 copy rtiachine, and three chairs.
School administrative paperwork, documents, records., and
reports are generated and stored in this room.
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Location Issues

,

.

It appears that the school is to a certain extent
adversely impacted by, being located in this commercial
complex with other businesses.

This location does not seem

to fit the typical image of a school, there are no windows

in the classrooms, school space is limited, and students ; ,

are confined to this office unit.

To not disrupt the other

businesses that are in this commercial center, students

sometimes take their breaks between classes in the alley'
behind the school facility.

The school offers physical

education classes for some students, but P.E. activity

opportunities are limited.

The parking lot is the only

means of open space for students.

Like Riverside .County

Community Day Schools, students attend for only half day at
the O.N.H. School so these location concerns might be

overstated.

These concerns might not be completely

relevant to the current purpose, goals, and course,
offerings of this private, alternative school.
Classroom Environment 

Within the commercial unit that the school occupies,
the actual physical classroom environments are favorable,.

The positive classroom features have probably ameliofated

some of these general location shortfalls.

The facility

allows, for the efficient and effective management of the
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students.

For example, students are reinforced by the

positive images that are on the walls throughout the\
facility..

There has. appeared to be healthy and meaningful

interaction between the students and the teaching staff.
Staff are motivated to work with students on an individual

basis, which has,been facilitated by a low student to staff
■ratio.

The environment at the school is more relaxed and

teaching personnel are more tolerant of questionable
student behaviors.

Therefore, the positive physical

climate at the school coupled with close interaction
between students and staff, and a nurturing approach to

student discipline, appears to result in the existence of a
positive learning environment and culture for the, students.
at the school.

School Equipment Deficiencies

Most of the physical, assets of the school were
obtained through donations to the school, such.as desks,

chairs, textbooks, copiers, and a few broken computers.
One of

the five classrooms

computers.

stores disassembled and broken

There is one Hewlett Packard Desk-jet Plus

Printer in this room that is in good condition.

Almost all

of the electronic, equipment at the school is useless and
worthy of immediate disposal.

The two copiers are in bad

shape and have: only worked, intermittently over the last, two
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years.

The school has been unable to afford to purchase

replacement ink or paper for the copiers.

The school was

without a working fax machine for over one year because it
could not afford to purchase a print cartridge.

The school

has not had the means to access the internet and it has not

had email capability.

Both the IBM 486 computer and the

Macintosh Classic Computer are too limited in capability to
be used on the internet. During the last 24 months the

school has been unable to offer computers for student use.

The principle of the school has no computer to use.

Since

February 1998, there have been no improvements in the
computer and electronic equipment problems at the school.
Equipment and Financial Problems

The school has been unable to purchase adequate school

supplies, such as computers, textbooks, replacement ink,
paper, and curriculum materials that would facilitate
instruction and administrative functions.

The school has

often not had the means to pay the principle of the school

for his work.

The school currently receives no assistance

from the local Corona/Norco school district, from Riverside
County Department of Education, or the State of California

for special needs students that attend the O.N.H. School.

Marketing problems, declining student numbers, nonpayment
of tuition, and a lack of support from outside sources.
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have reduced tuition income for the school, which has

created problems for school operations and program quality.
No funds have been available to make improvements in the
school in a number of important areas.

The school has had

severe marketing problems during 1999 to the present.

The

declining student numbers and the inability of the school
to increase student numbers raises questions about the

perception of the school by the community.

There is a

concern that perhaps the community perceives the school and
the students unfavorably.

It cannot be determined at this

time if the school has been seen as a dumping ground for
problem kids with substance abuse problems.

It would be

helpful for the school to improve its association with the
local public school district and also improve the image
that it presents and the information it provides to the
community.
Organizational Deficiencies
From numerous visits to the O.N.H. School and

interactions with the management staff that operate the
school, a basis was established for making a number of

constructive suggestions to the management staff at the
O.N.H. school.

During the last two years recommendations

were made and assistance was provided to try and improve a
number of areas of the O.N.H. school that were identified
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as having problems earlier in the research.

But

unfortunately the school has not been able to make changes

that would- improve some of its operations.

The, individuals

that operate the school have good intentions and they
perform a vital, service to the community, but they

-experience an inordinate number of problems in trying to
effectively run.the school organization. Some of the

treatment benefits; of the program,at the school are '
diminished because the school organization experiences at

number of fundamental problems.
The intentions of this research have been to

-Understand the viability and effectiveness of this

alternative school in treating at-risk youth. - But in this:
research, the attempt has also, been made to offer-a

monitoring and assistance .function to the school.

Where it

would not damage the research design or reduce the
objectivity of the research,- assistance has been provided

to the school wherever possible. ,
Assistance to Improve Operations

The school was viewed more favorably during the first i
6 months of evaluation research.

During that time,

preliminary findings had mixed results but also inclu-ded
some favorable results.

Research objectivity was

maintained ht all times during this research,.-: iAfter
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■

examining in more detail the■operations of the school, it
became apparent that fundamental problems existed with the
quality of the program and in how the organization operated
the school.

In thinking that support efforts would make a
difference, valuable time and effort was spent,by citizens
from the community, by members of the thesis committee, and
by myself to try and assist the school.

Some of these

individuals provided valuable time writing various types of
marketing descriptions and grants for the O.N.H. School:
Community Development Block Grants, foundation grants, and
Corona United Way grants. Some individuals from the

community and thesis committee members provided on-site
visits and consultations to the school.

A thesis committee

member donated a copier print cartridge to the school, and
members of the university community, donated various type

of services and supplies to the O.N.H. School.
The Chairman of my thesis committee has, in fact,

donated print paper and school supplies, some' good quality
computer ::equipment, . substantial time attending meetings,,
his good reputation, and significant funds at his own
expense for the professional printing of O.N.H. iiifestyle
management curriculum for the school.
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Reliance on Community Volunteers

Based on two years worth of observation and

experience, the finding here is that the management staff
of the O.N.H. School rely too much on unpaid volunteers to

try and solve problems at the school and to take care of
school responsibilities rather than doing it for
themselves.

Employing their skills to try and help the

school, many volunteers have come and gone at the school.
There has been a revolving door of people coming into
interaction with the school but then dropping involvement

with the school after a certain period of time.

It seems

most likely that many volunteers initially feel positive
about the school and therefore provide some type of free

service to the school in good faith, but then they quickly
terminate involvement with the school once they determine
that improvements are not- able to be made at the school.

To improve the operations of the school, the school should
first not expect others to do for them what they should be
doing for themselves, and second, they should try and

improve their skills and knowledge concerning how to run a
private school and how to deliver services.
Accreditation Issue

A variety of state laws and education codes govern the
establishment and maintenance of private schools in
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California, but the California Department of Education does:
not approve, license, or accredit private ,secondary .
schools.

During the period of this, research, the O.N.H. , : ;,

School has not .been accredited by any type of agency or

private, alternative . source.

On January 10*^^, , 1996, the

school Obtained a school number from the California' State

Superintendent of Public Instruction, Educational Resources

Offree District and School vSupport: Division, California
Department of Educatioh.

A unique school.number was issued

to the: 0.N.H. School because it filed certain inforrnation

with the State Superintendent of Public Instruction, which
according to the Legal Office of the California Department
of Education, is required of .all private schools in
California.

: To improve /the perceived, credibility of _ the O.N.H.
School, to improve networking, and to receive a variety.of
services that could enhance operations, the O.N..H. School

might consider obtaining membership or accreditation .with
regional or national private or alternative agencies,or
organizations.

,

The school should .also;examine the benefits

of membership with these, organizations:,., and they should
know that some of these agencies are not accredited by the
U.S. Department of Education, although some cooperative
agreements may exist.

.
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state Curriculum Guidelines

It is not clear if the school follows state guidelines

pertaining to subject area requirements, curriculum
improvements, and use of appropriate instructional

materials.

Because of fiscal constraints, limited;

awareness, and limited activities, the school has appeared
to not approach curriculum issues with an orientation,

toward improvement.

The school might consider reviewing

their subject area offerings, graduation requirements, and
curriculum standards to determine how they could improve in
these areas, while ensuring that their operations comply

with current ;State of California Department of Education
standards.

Student Placement and Standardized Testing

,

;

Student evaluation and course placement is found to be

a problem at the school. : While it is important to note

that test scores, by- themselves, do not give,a full picture
of a student's achievement, especially with regards to

assessing special talents, leadership, or creativity;,
nevertheless, they are important in determining student

academic achievement or determining the effectiveness of
curriculum or certain alternative instruction methods.

However,, the school does, not use standardized tests to

determine student competencies, course placement, and
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academic progress.

They might consider using the T.A.B.E

test, or the Iowa Test of Basic Skills Survey Battery
(ITBS), or the Stanford

Achievement Test

Edition),

before course placement occurs.

In addition, many academic transcripts were not
obtained by the O.N.H. School in a timely manner to assist
in placing students in appropriate classes at the school.

These transcripts were supposed to be sent from mostly\

public schools that students attended in the past.
Unfortunately academic transcripts arrived for these
students after they were already enrolled and placed in
classes at the O.N.H; School.

:

Many of these late academic

transcripts arrived many weeks or months after students
were placed in courses at the O.N.H. School.

Some of these

students did not attend school in the past, which made it
even more difficult for the O.N.H. School to place students
in correct classes.

For other students, it is likely that

certain public schools ignored O.N.H. School follow-up
requests for prior academic transcripts.
For a.significant number of students there was no
objective way for the O.N.H. School to determine what

courses or subject areas were, needed for grade level . .
promotion or satisfaction of graduation requirements.

O.N.H. School unfortunately had to rely on subjective
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The

processes to determine grade level, competency level, and

student course placement. . The O.N.H. School should
consider trying to improve relations with local public

schools so that academic transcripts can be obtained in a
timely manner; at the same time, they should consider
administering standardized tests, to new admissions so that
more objective course placements ,can occur.

A legitimate

form of,standardized testing will facilitate feedback on

the effectiveness of the, instruction.

Surely it is

important for students to obtain sufficient understanding
for history, government, reading, writing, mathematics,.and
science.
Teacher Oualifications

The qualifications, experience, and training of the

teachers primarily determines.the quality of the
instruction.

Indeed, 3 Ops. Cal. Atty. Gen. 193 indicates

that private school teacher standards should be comparable
to public teacher standards based on credentials.

Ashcroft

(1999) also indicates that the California Education. Code

(para. 44865 and 44867) requires that teachers in

alternative instructiorial settings "hold regular teaching
credentials and possess a special, fitness to perform" (p. .
82).

While the. term. "■*special fitness' is undefined in the

code, [it does] communicate the tedoghition that teaching.
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in such settings is 'special' and one should become 'fit,'
however it is defined" (Ashcroft, 1999, p. 82).

The

alternative settings that require teachers to be ■

credentialed and possess a "special fitness to perform,"
include:

classes organized primarily for adults,
hospital classes
small high schools,
continuation schools, alternative schools,
opportunity schools, juvenile court schools .
. ., county community schools . . . group
homes . . ., and youth camps (Ashcroft, 1999,
p. 82).
Many teachers in alternative settings probably

experience difficulties trying to teach juveniles that have
school and behavior problems, at least the staff at the
O.N.H. school are trained in the lifestyle management

program, which also includes group .counseling.

The O.N.H.

School staff appear fit and able to help many of the atrisk juveniles with their unhealthy lifestyles and personal
problems.

Nevertheless, teacher qualifications and training are
an issue at the O.N.H. School.

This is a problem at the

school because almost all of the teaching staff are not

licensed teachers.

At a minimum, the teaching staff at the

school should be certified to teach general education, but
they are not.

Although there has been some staff■turnover

during 1999, there constantly appears to be 5 individuals
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who teach classes or work with students at the school.
Almost all of these staff members ate not credentialed to

teach general education or designated subjects.

Some staff

at the O.N.H. School have not even attended or graduated

from college.

It is assumed that,unqualified personnel

work as teacher assistants for teaching staff that do hold

a valid and appropriate California credential issued by the
Commission on Teacher Credentialing.

The only legally

credentialed teacher at the school appears to be a retired

gentleman who works at the school on a less than part-time
basis. . It is difficult for the school to attract qualified

teachers because it can only afford to pay the teaching
staff from minimum wage to eight dollars an hour.

Appropriate teacher training and credentialing is an
important issue because Title 5 of the California Code of
Regulations, Section 3062 [D] requires that teachers must
hold a valid California credential or license if they

provide education or services to children with "exceptional
needs."

While the staff appear- fit-to deal with many of

the at-risk youth that attend the school, -some juveniles
have attended the school that have had exceptional needs.

For example, some juveniles have attended the O.N.H. School

with significant physical and developmental learning
disabilities.

These youth probably would of been better
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served receiving full-time services from licensed
professionals.

The school proposes that it services

special education and special needs juveniles; therefore,

the school should carefully examine current operations in
this area to make sure that they are complying with
established California legal requirements.
There is no evidence available to indicate that the

school provides or obtains training or additional education
for staff to ensure that they are competent teachers.

As a

minimum staff should become certified to teach basic

general education.

Professional development in this area

for teaching staff does not appear to occur at the school,
such as attendance at workshops or conferences, attendance

at training institutes, consultations by experts or mentor
teachers, or obtainment of prerequisite education.
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CHAPTER SEVEN

.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS. .

This research has attempted to obtain a better

understanding for the issues concerning school failure,
dropout, youth delinquency, and violence.

It has.

investigated the delinquency causal process and related . ,
risk factors in depth, and it has proposed various

explanations for how delinquency and reduced life outcomes
are produced.

With this foundation established, the thesis

examined treatment intervention issues and methods.

It has

examined the alternative education, movement, to include the

contemporary use of alternative schools . as a method for ,,

educating and treating troubled juveniles.

A chief task

has been describing the personal and family characteristics

of the juveniles that attend the O.N.H. Alternative School.
Including an examination of the factors.that place these
■

■

■■ ■ ■ •

,

.-at ■

'

juveniles at risk, this process has

.■ .

■

' . •

■

"■

:

accounted for how

various risk factors are statistically related.

.

The principal task of this exercise has been to.
determine how effective and relevant the O.N.H. Alternative

School is in educating and treating juveniles with personal
and school; problems.

The research provides, findings that

are important to the current interest in improving
alternative schools in California, and to the relevance of
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alternative education in improving student personal and
school outcomes and in

reducing delinquency.

Summary of Variable Descriptives

Results concerning student and family characteristics
indicate that significant delinquency risks and life
outcome risks exist for many of the O.N.H. School

juveniles.

From the findings there is also evidence that

many of these juveniles have engaged in various forms of
delinquent behavior.

While the actual percentages'vary

with each variable, for a significant number of the O.N.H.
School students in general, the findings do demonstrate
evidence of family relationship problems and instability,

various types of cognitive and social-skill deficits, and
personal adjustment difficulties.

Most of the students at

the school appear to have unconventional and delinquent
values, attitudes, and beliefs, with respect to the police,
law, crime, victims, education, and violence.

While some

have had involvement with the criminal justice system,
possessed weapons at school, and used illegal drugs, most
have a history of academic deficiencies, low self-esteem,

and problems with behavior, such ag a lack of impulse
control and use of violence.
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Summary of Risk Factor Relationships

From the relationships or non-relationships between
risk factor variables, we see that the family unit
influences the extent of socialization, social skills,

school adjustment ability, and ability to resist
involvement with delinquent subcultures and peers.

Through

this process, the quality of family relationships .
influences.the behavior exhibited at school.

The

, .

association with negative peers is not found to be directly
related to school violence, but they do influence
involvement with substance abuse and the development of.
unconventional attitudes about school and violence, which

have been found to be powerfully associated with, violence

at school and. past arrest.

The substance abuse findings ..

reduce some of the error in explaining past arrest and

school problems.

Specifically, speed and crack/cocaine use

have a powerful effect independent of family influences, and
peer associations on past arrest.

Substance abuse also

.:

probably influences academic achievement and grade level in
school.

The presence of social skill deficits, .substance

abuse, negative peer associations, and unconventional
attitudes, is a mixture of factors that place these

juveniles at risk for school violence and reduced outcomes.
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such as school underachievement and criminal justice system
involvement.

These findings confirm that many of the O.N.H. School
students need to improve the quality of their family
relationships, social skills, and peers associations, and
they especially need to ,reduce their substance: abuse.and .
improve their behavior and academic achievement:.

And

finally, the assessment of explanatory linkages across
theoretical perspectives found statistically significant
relationships between variables that would confirm they/ t?!

validity of the integrated theoretical approach used in
this thesis.

.

Summarv of Quantitative Findings

Quantitative results find that the O.N.H.. School

maintains a high attendance rate, but it has a high
transition rate because half the students only remain in
the program for 6 months and mean student numbers declined
drastically during the second year of research.

The school

has a low teacher/student ratio, but suspension and

expulsion rates have comparability problems.

And finally,

dropouts of the school differed from graduates and other
removals because of greater involvement,with the criminal

justice system and. serious academic deficiencies.

The

analysis finds that the O.N,H. School is not as successful
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troubled juveniles, such as those who

■ have:;seripus; s

problems- or . involvement in the criminal 

justice::system..

In: addition, pre-test and post-test student:.variables

were,.■statistically' dompared ..utillzing, .paired sample ttests.

These comparisons were used to determine the

effectiyeness of the, O..N>H"v School for prbducing positive

Changes in the students,- . . At' progfam> exit' ho statistically
S.lgniticant, ^ changes, or improvements; were - seen in the
f ollowing pe:rf ormahce .measures: :in ' living, arrangement s and
association with :nega:tive peers; ih'd

■ le:a,rhihg to talk to:b.thers

with denial and

in arrests .and perceptions of

the law , as being valuable or . fair; and ih .attitudes

.

concernihg., education, such as it being necessary.,:.: yaluable,.
interesting, and required to. :obtai:h :efflplby^^

:. :

Oh the other; hahd, : .startisticaiiy : sighificant- mean
differences .or iinprOveraehts Were .found with the following
student performance and social adjustment. measures: Grade

Point Averages and school credits; school weapon
possessions and aggressive assaultive behavior; social

skills, such as problem solving, learning to listen,
dealing with anger, dealing with stress, and values

clarification (goal direction); moreover, perceptions of
crime, victims, and police officers improved; attitudes and
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use of violence were reduced; self-esteem was improved, and
substance abuse was reduced, such as use of alcohol,

marijuana, speed, crack/cocaine, and other drugs.
Summary of School Recommendations

The analysis finds that the O.N.H. School requires the

means to employ teachers that are qualified and certified
by the state of California to teach.

More schooling and

training is required for uncertified staff that work at the
school that do not have college degrees.

Additional

education, training, and development are required to
establish and enhance the skills, curriculum, and teaching
methods of the staff at the O.N.H. School.

The school

needs to use standardized tests to justify student academic

placements and to evaluate achievement.

The school also

needs to improve obtaining prior academic transcripts in a
timely manner, and it needs to improve interaction and
coordination with the local Corona/Norco school district

and the Riverside County Office of Education.

Management

and staff training are required in the areas of office

management, financial management, record keeping, policies
and procedures, marketing, education law, insurance, and
the use of computers.

Improvements' in marketing are also

required to make people in the community aware of the

program.

Additional efforts should be made to pursue Title
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One funds: for the students at the schdol .that would

qualify.

The school is in need, of additiohal learning I

materials and books.

Working computers and .equipment are

also required to improve administrative processes and
student instruction and skill development.'

. The analysis also finds that staff and teacher

training

may be required at the school^ with respect to

ensuring the delivery of appropriate education and
curriculum methods to special education, and needy students.
The school might consider implementing staff training to

ensure ongoing compliance with the requirements for private
schools in California that are established by the,

.California Department of Education's Legal Office.

The

school might consider, reviewing current model cufriculum:
frameworks and standards established by the California . /
State Superintendent of Public .Instruction.

They also

might consider .reviewing current.high school graduation
guidelines established by the. California Department, of,.
Education. \
Research Limitations

.

There are a number of limitations in this research.

The quasi-experimental design and a lack of cdntrpl group
in this research may somewhat reduce the ability to
determine the effectiveness of the experimental stimulus.
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,

and together with a sample size of. 70, may limit being able
to generalize the findings.

Reliability of the instruments

seems adequate., but further testing with additional groups
may be advisable.

There is no follow-up information about

juveniles once they exit or graduate from the O.N.H. School
and return to the public, school system or enter employment.
It would be important to be able to connect O.N.H. School

performance with performance once a student exits from the
school. For confidentiality and legal reasons it was not

possible to get specific attendance records, and other
information from the public school system.

These data

would of helped to better clarify student school and
behavior performance between schools attended in the past
and the O.N.H. School.

Self-reported information is often

the best available in this type of research.

It is always

possible that there may be some, problems with the selfreported information used, such as reduced or inflated
responses. With staff behavioral evaluations and student .

grade reports, staff inflations of student assessments may

have occurred.

Assessing student performance is made

difficult because no. standardized tests are used at the

O.N.H. School; as a result, the process of data,
interpretation has attempted to be very ^conservative.

The

bias throughout this research has been against the O.N.H.
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School.

Favorable statements will only be made based on

statistically significant findings that are clear,
reasonable, and convincing.
Discussion

From analysis of O.N.H. student school credit
obtained, it appears that students are receiving quarterly
academic credits for more courses than they could possibly

complete during a short four-hour day.

It is difficult to

imagine how students can receive an average of 26.9 school
credits during the first semester, or a mean of 55.7 school
credits after the first year in the school.

These are only

averages so there are other students that have received
even more school credits.

There seems to be overly-

generous discretion exercised by the staff relative to
granting credit through the self-paced curriculum at the
school.

It is unreasonable to think that these students

could legitimately obtain so many school units in such a
short period of time.

It is also outrageous to believe that students could
improve their grade point .averages as much as they do once
they attend the O.N.H. School.

On many of the CPA

comparisons in Table 78, students are going from F and D

grade point averages to B averages.

The fourth pair in

Table 78 that measures before and during English GPA,
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indeed goes from less than a D average to a B+ average.

Legitimate standardized testing does not occur at the

. ,

school, so determining academic needs, placement, and
achievements are made very difficult.
Grade inflation has most likely occurred at the

school. Comparisons of academic achievement {CPA's and
school credits obtained) between, schools attended in the .

past and the O.N.H. school are probably,invalid. . Staff ..at.
the O.N.H. School likely use easier grading standards.

It

is very likely that many of the students are being:graded .
on individual progress rather than against other students, .

in the class.

If they are compared to each other for

grading, purposes, rather than against, legitimate skill, and
knowledge standards, then performance standards for grading
purposes would be much less and easier..

If the O.N.H.

School students were graded according to the standards in

place at the schools that they came from then.their CPA'S
would most likely be drastically reduced.

Indeed the

amount of what students, need to know to. pass the classes at

the O.N.H. School is probably muchiless than at other
schools.

With time constraints, ..non-credentialed staff,

curriculum problems, and the difficulties inherent'in

working with at-risk kids, it is not surprising to find
easier performance standards.

Improvements in CPA and
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school credit obtained appeat artificial and flawed, but

some improvement are noted.

Many of these youth had

problems in the past with truancy, suspensions, and
expulsions, and some were even dropouts from school with

few past academic records. The fact that youth are
motivated to attend the sphool, as evidenced by the high
attendanee rates, means that these students were in

classrqoms, which increases the probability that some real
academic achievements were obtained.

The improvements found in attitudes for police
officers may also be artificial.

I

A staff member at the

'

school was trying to.become a police officer and students

were 'likely influenced by interest in the subject and the
I

■ ■

■

'

■

■

'

enthusiasm exhibited by the staff member.
though

Moreover, even

statistically significant improvements in self-

esteem are found, these improvements in reality do not

appear to be meaningful because, even with these
improvements, as a group the students still have slight to
moderate problems with low self-esteem at school exit.

The

improvements in self-esteem that were found are likely due,

to perceived increases in grades and lower standards, a

positive learning environment, lower teacher/student ratio,,

and a generally more supportive environment than that' which

these students experienced at schools i that they .attended in
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in violence found, are evidence of effective treatment
influence in these areas.
Conclusions

:

There is a concern that learning is less in-this

alternative school because of drastically lower educational
standards, non-credentialed teachers, easier grading, and
curriculum deficiencies.

Just because an alternative

school is innovative with methods, does not mean that
educational standards should: be ..reduced.

General ..education

should- be taught in ways that, improve.: student interest,

involvement, commitment, connection, and competency, but
the ./idea of

education should not be used as an

excuse for maintaining very low educational standards and
program quality.

It is reasonable to conclude that student

academic achievement did not improve at the school.

If it

did.improve then it was very slight at.best. . The O.N.H.
School does not appear to be innovative in the methods that

it uses.

It is just a very low quality program that is

operated by unqualified staff and incompetent management.
The educational program at the school is terrible.

The

Lifestyle., group counseling program is the only favorable
program feature at the school.

Yet, no meaningfuL improvemehts .were'found in .self
esteem,: an.d, no: positive effects were found in attitudes 
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toward school or the law.

At.the same time, no

improvements were found in learning to talk to others or in

dealing with .denial.

Youth were found to have very

Unconventional.attitudes, and as long as association with
negative peers continues, these anti-social and .

unconventional beliefs are likely to continue..

Treatment

effects at the school are too weak to meaningfully offset

harm influenced by substance abuse or deficits produced by
long-term socialization processes. .

The school produced no improvements in family

situations and it did not reduce negative peer associations
or arrests.

It is not surprising for there to be no

improvements in student living arrangements or association
with negative peers because these are areas in which the

school has limited influence.

This raises the point that

there are risk factors in families and in communities, such
as poverty, dysfunctional parents, low quality

neighborhoods, or. limited opportunities, that alternative

education programs cannot address.

These are important

issues for families, communities, and government to
address, especially because they are important components
of the delinquency causal process.

An.alternative

education program may not be an effective method for
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solving these other types of problems that do contribute to
delinquent behavior.
Low functioning students that attend the school

experience larger academic and personal improvements than
high functioning students.

Many of these youth are

regressing back to their normal mean or they are maturing
normally without any assistance from the school.

High

functioning students with less involvement with the

criminal justice system and less educational deficits are
more likely to graduate from the school.

The school is not

successful in retaining and graduating more troubled
juveniles.

The attendance rate at the school is favorable.

The supportive and positive environment at the O.N.H.
School, with a low staff/student ratio and individualized

attention probably assists in motivating students to attend
class. The transition rate at the school is not favorable,

,and the graduation rate at the school is very low.
Nevertheless, any improvements found at the O.N.H.

School are either artificial or they are probably only
short-lasting.

With half of the students attending the

school for less than 6 months, and with a low quality
program, the treatment effects from the school are only

mild.

The school has a, very low quality program that

suffers from fundamental deficiencies, such aS: very
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school credit obtained appear artificial and flawed, but
some improvement are noted.

Many of these youth had

problems in the past with truancy, suspensions, and
expulsions, and some were even dropouts from school with

few past academic records. The fact that youth are
motivated to attend the school, as evidenced by the high
attendance rates, means that these students were in

classrooms, which increases the: probability.that some real
academic achievements were obtained.

The improvements found in attitudes for police

officers may also be artificial.

A staff member at the

school was trying to become a police officer and,students

were likely influenced by interest in the subject and the
enthusiasm exhibited by the staff member.
though

Moreover, even

statistically significant improvements in self-

esteem are found, these improvements in reality do not
appear to be meaningful because, even with these

improvements, as a group the students still have slight to
moderate problems with low self-esteem at school exit.

The

improvements in self-esteem that were found are likely due
to perceived, increases in grades and lower standards, a

positive learning environment, lower teacher/student ratio,
and a generally more supportive environment than that which

these students experienced at schools that they attended in
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the past.

There were also no improvements found, in

attitude toward school or education.

The juveniles that

attend the O.N.H. School have probably had very.;negative

experiences in school in the past. . Even the relaxed
environment, easier schedule, artificial CPA,improvements;

experienced,, increased attendance., and some increased Selfesteem, the-O.N.H. School did not,improve student

perceptions for a nurnber of educational: measures.

This

alternative school did not produce .positive effects on
attitudes toward school.

The short duration of the program

for half of the students limited the positive effects.

Six

months in this type of program may not be long enough for

poor school attitudes to change.
It is also not surprising.that perceptions of
education and law did not improve especially because these

students have very unconventional attitudes and negative

experiences in traditional school classrooms and with the.
law.

Therefore,, the improvements found in attitudes for.

crime, victims, and. violence are impressive and favorable.

While self-reported arrests did not improve at program ,
exit, use of aggressive assaultive behavior,.violence at
school, and weapons possessions were reduced.

The

improvements seen in many of the social skill measures and

in all of the substance abuse measures, and the reductions
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incompetent management, unqualified counseling and teaching
staff, basic curriculum problems, and low educational
standards.

This is a terrible program that offers a very

mild treatment effect at best.

The school may indeed

produce harm to well-socialized kids when these youth come
in contact with more delinquent peers with unconventional
attitudes," behavior, and substance abuse problems.

The

very low educational and behavioral standards at the school

coupled with artificial increases in student expectations,
may set juveniles up for experiencing serious harm,
especially when these youth return to public schools and
attempt to compete under more realistic educational
standards.

When students return to traditional public

schools they will likely experience worse problems, such as
increased anti-social behavior, substance abuse, and school
failure.

The Lifestyle Management program appears somewhat
effective in reducing short-term student substance abuse,
in improving some student social skills and attitudes, and

in reducing student violence.

Substance abuse was found to

be a key risk factor that was associated with school
failure and criminal justice system involvement., so these
improvements are favorable.

Alternative schools that
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incorporate social skills training can probably be; useful
in producing positive changes in some juveniles.
In the future it will.be important to conduct a

longitudinal study-that determines if positive effects are
long-lasting once students return to regular public
schools..

In accounting for program quality and treatment

effects, future research should consider examining
qualitative features of an alternative school,, such as

school setting,, organizational structures, educational
methods and standards, teacher qualifications,, and
management issues.
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APPENDIX A

TABLE 1.
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TABLE 2.
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Correlation is significant at the .01 level(2-taiIed).
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TABLE 3.

'use of
violence af
school in

the past
Correlation Coeffident
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.015
70
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*. Correlation is significant atthe.05 level(2-tailed).

■ . TABLE A
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TABLE 4.

use of
violence at
school in

the past
Correlation Coeillcient

-.149

association with negative
Sig.(2-tailed)

peers

.160

N

Kendall's

70

tau_b
1.000

Correlation Coefficient
use of violence at school

in the past

Sig.(2-tailed)

.

70

N

TABLE 5. Speed use by use ofviolence at school in the past
Count

speed use
YES

use of

NO

Total

STRONGLY AGREE

11

10

21

AGREE

18

13

31

1

7

8

2

8

10

32

38

70

violence at
school in

DISAGREE

the past

STRONGLY
DISAGREE

Total

TABLE 5.(continued.)

Value

Asymp.
Sig.
(2-sided)

df

Pearson Chi-Square

8.502

3

.037

Likelihood Ratio

9.260

3

.026

4.922

1

.027

Linear-hy-Linear
Association
N of Valid Cases

70
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TABLE 5.(continued.)

yalue'
Nominalby:

,

^Nominal'

^ Cramer's V

Nof Valid Casesv
-■

N

Phi

N

'\

n\

^ Sig.

.349

.037

.349

.037

70

^

\

a. Not assuming the null hypothesis.

b. Using the asymptotic standard error assmning thenullhypothesis.
TABLE 6.
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70
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/

.604*

X

.000

^

70

TABLE 6.

-.^\ uselofA
viofence at

\school in \

Jhe past^ N
"Correlation Coefficient
violence IS a normal

V

.604*

^

pptofliving

Sig.X2:^talIed);

.000

^Kdndall'slf-A

70

CCorfeiation <CoefIicletatX^~

1.000

use ofviolence at school

Wtl.ep.as».;i,,,X,?:l»
^

^

^

.t

. .. . <

xN

^

■

.'

;

70

Correlation is significant at the.01 level(2*tailed).

TABLE 7.

qualifyof> .
:Vyx^faihily^^^
relationships
Correlation Coefficient
■' /

^^

quality of family
relationships

1.000

,
Sig. (2-tailed) .

■

70

KendalFs

tau__b '
hrrested in the past
^

^

.

Correlation Coefficient

.166

Sig. (2-tailed)

.138

N

^

^.

70

TABLE 7.

arrested in

the past

quality offamily
relationships

Correlation Coefficient

.166

Sig.(2-tailed)

.138
70

N

Kendall's

tau_b
1.000

Correlation Coefficient

arrested in the past

Sig.(2-tailed)

.

70

N

TABLE 8. Past crack/cocaine use by arrested in the past
Count

I HAVE USED
CRACK/COCAINE
IN PAST
YES
BEEN ARRESTED

YES

SOMETIME IN PAST

NO

Total

Total

NO
18

13

31

6

33

39

24

46

70

TABLE 8. (continued.)

Value

Asymp.
Sig.
(2-sided)

df

Pearson Chi-Square

13.964^

1

.000

Continuity Correction®

12.134

1

.000

14.355

1

.000

13.764

1

.000

Likelihood Ratio
Fisher's Exact Test

Linear-by-Linear
Association
N of Valid Cases

70
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TABLE 8. (continued.)

Exact Sig.
(2-sided)

Exact Sig.
(1-sided)

Pearson Chi-Square

Continuity Correction*
Likelihood Ratio
Fisher's Exact Test

.000

.000

Linear-by-Linear
Association
N of Valid Cases

a. Computed only for a 2x2 table

b.0cells(.0%)have expected count less than 5.The minimum expected count is 10.63.

TABLE 8.(continued.)

Value

Approx.
Sig.

Nominal by

Phi

.447

.000

Nominal

Cramer's V

.447

.000

N of Valid Cases

70

a. Not assuming the null hypothesis.

b. Using the asymptotic standard error assuming the null hypothesis.

TABLE 9. Speed use by arrested in the past
Count

speed use
YES

NO

Total

arrested in

YES

20

11

31

the past

NO

12

27

39

32

38

70

Total
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TABLE 9.(continued.)

Value

Asymp.
Sig.
(2-sided)

df

Pearson Chi-Square

7.926

1

.005

Continuity Correction ,

6.625

1

.010

Likelihood Ratio

8.057

1

.005

7.813

1

.005

• Fisher's Exact'Test

-y

Linear-by-Linear
Association

70

N of Valid Cases

TABLE 9.(continued.)

Exact Sig.

Exact Sig.
(1-sided)

Pearson ChirSquare
Continuity Correction
Likelihood Ratio

Fisher's Exact Test

.008

.005

Linear-by-Linear
Association

N of Valid Chses

TABLE 9.(continued.)
Approx.„l„
Value

Nominal by ;

,Phi

Nominal

,Cramer's V'

;'N'6fyaUd'Ciasesy<

ly

y

1?Vyy-y'

Sig.

.336

.005

.336

.005

70

a. Not assuming the null hypothesis.

b. Using the asymptotic standard error assuming the null hypothesis.
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TABLE 10.Parents divorced by arrested in the past
Count

parents divorced
NO

YES

Total

arrested in

YES

19

11

30

the past

NO

18

19

37

37

30

67

Total

TABLE 10.(continued.)

Value

Pearson Chi-Square
Continuity Correction
Likelihood Ratio

Asymp.
Sig.
(2-sided)

df

1.445

1

.229

.912

1

.340

1.454

1

.228

1.423

1

.233

Fisher's Exact Test

Linear-by-Linear
Association
N of Valid Cases

67

TABLE 10.(continued.)

Exact Sig.
(2-sided)

Exact Sig.
(1-sided)

Pearson Chi-Square

Continuity Correction
Likelihood Ratio
Fisher's Exact Test

.323

.170

Linear-by-Linear
Association
N of Valid Cases
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TABLE 10.(coritinuedi)
Approx.
^Value, ' Sig.

Nominal by

.Phi' -//'/

Nominal ^

y'

Cramer's V

N ofValid Cases /

,

.147

.229

.147

.229

,

67

TABLE 11.

- "^,beert '
s
arrSested in

the past
^ X

1.000

Correlation Coefficient
^

s.

^

\

N

s

been arrested in the'past

Kendall's

tan b

^

Sig.(2-tailed)

■

■ ;' 70

\

.
.352*

Correlation Coefficient

V ^

attended a continuation
\

V

\

sclioob^^\^N \\

^^Sig.X2-ta"Ued)\'^^^'.^x
-N"'

.146 

.005



66

TABLE 11.

xva'tfeldtiS-aii'H
XXX

CQntmuation

\ ^
\

\

Correlation Coefficient

.352*

Sig.(2-tailed)

.005

N

been arrested in^he past"

N

Kendall's
^

tau_b
N

X

X

^

^

66

-

\

X ^^ ^
V.
Correlation Coefficient

1.000

\

\

^ \

\

. ?

attended a continuation x"
school

,

X

^

^

Sig.(2-tailed)

,

N ^ . X

— '

.

\

X '
^

66

**. Correlation is significant atthe.01 level(2-tailed).

TABLE.12

/arrested,in.
, , the past
Correlation Coefficient

"''''/i' -Vw ■ ..'A^ ''/', ^ ^■''.^K'''''//, ' ' , ^

arrested in the past

Sig:(2-tailed)

i.OOO

?

-', -•-' J'-''^' '^7 -'''x',V'1 '':''' A ' />''-'f'''''''A'^^t'^^'"^^:

Kendall's taVb

;C6rryatto
>iassociatioh w

■

'

A^ ^ ^

^

'r

/(

.

70
.004

^legativef;
'

. Sig. (2-tailed)/ % /

W:':^MM'0£:M-^I
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.J

.974
70

TABLE.12

association
with

negative
.peers

arrested in the;past

Correlation Coefficient

.004

Sig.(2-tailed)

.974

n; ,

.

70

KendalFs tau_b
1.000

Correlation Coefficient

association with negative
Sig.(2-tailed)

peers

.

70

N

TABLE 13.

association
with

. negative
peers

Correlation Coefficient

1.000

association with negative
peers

Sig.(2-tailed)

N

kendairs

\

.

70

tau_b
substance abuse

Correlation Coefficient

.505*

Sig.(2-tailed)

.000

N

148

\

.

70

TABLE 13.

substance

, abiise ,
Correlation Coefficient

.505*

:^ig.(2-tailed)

.000

association with negative
peers

N

KendalFs

^

C

-

. ^

70

Correlation Coefficient

1.000

tau_b.
substance abuse

Sig.(2-tailed)

.

70

**. Correlation is significant at the .01 level(2-tailed).

TABLE 14.

association
with'

negative
peers

Correlation Coefficient

1.000

association with negative
peers

Sig.(2-tailed)
N

Kendall^s

.

70

tau_b
attitude toward school

Correlation Coefficient

.508*

Sig.(2-tailed)

.000

N

149

70

TABLE 14.

attitude
toward
school

Correlation Coefficient

.508-^

Sig.(2rtailed)

.000

association with negative
peers

N'

Kendall^s

:

'' / .

70

tau__b
Correlation Coefficient
attitude toward school

Sig.(2-tailed)

.

N/ , —

70

**. Correlation is significant atthe .01 level(2-tailed).

TABLE 15.Type ofexit from the O.N.H.School

Frequency"
HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATION

Percent"

15

21.4

8

11.4

25

35.7

13

18.6

9

12.9

70

100.0

REMOVED BY ONflIN GOOD
ACADEMIC STANDING BUT
TUITION NONPAY

REMOVED BY SELF iN GOOD
STANDING: MADE UP

UNITS/TRANSFERED
DROPPED BY SELF UNDER NEG
PERS CIRCUMSTANCES

(As OF 2/2000)STILL ATTENDING

^oiyH scHpb)L ^ ^

'

Total

^ \

,> :,
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1.000

TABLE 15. Type ofexit from the O.N.H.School

HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATION

Valid

Cumulative

Percent

Percent

21.4

21.4

11.4

32.9

35.7

68.6

18.6

87.1

12.9

100.0

REMOVED BY ONH IN GOOD
ACADEMIC STANDING BUT
TUITION NONPAY
REMOVED BY SELF IN GOOD
STANDING: MADE UP
UNITS/TRANSFERED
DROPPED BY SELF UNDER NEG
PERS CIRCUMSTANCES

(AS OF 2/2000)STILL ATTENDING
ONH SCHOOL

100.0

Total

TABLE 15A.Exit type by criminal justice system involvement
Count

EVIDENCE IN
O.N.H. RECORDS

OF PROBATION,
DIVERSION,OR
JUVENILE COURT

INVOLVEMENT AT
INTAKE

YES
HIGH SCHOOL

NO
5

GRADUATION

Total
10

15

8

8

4

21

25

11

2

13

1

8

9

21

49

70

REMOVED BY ONH IN

GOOD ACADEMIC
STANDING BUT
TUITION NONPAY
TYPE OF

REMOVED BY SELF IN

EXIT

GOOD STANDING:

FROM

MADE UP

PROGRAM

UNITS/TRANSFERED
DROPPED BY SELF
UNDER NEG PERS
CIRCUMSTANCES

(AS OF 2/2000)STILL
ATTENDING ONH
SCHOOL
Total
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TABLE 16.Past grade point averages by GPA in the O.N.H.School
0

V'/V

Std.
Mean
GPA ONE SEMESTER

k- 'Deviation

Std. Error
, Mean

1.0402

52

.8204

.1138

2.6396

52

.7468

.1036

1.2554

24

.6533

.1334

2.7188

24

.6143

.1254

.9870

46

1.1904

.1755

2.7250

46

.9079

.1339

.9167

6

.9704

.3962

3.1950

6

.5245

.2141

.6200

47

.9559

.1394

3.5277

47

4.4579

.6503

.9414

14

1.0179

.2720

2.9800

14

.8152

.2179

;vPair'l""" PRIOR

(ISLl^EMlN ONH'GPA;'^
ClJlVl GPA TWO SEM
PRIOR

Pair2>
2ND SEM IN ONH CUM

.CPA

, ;"

1 SEM priormath gpa,/
1ST SEM ONH MATH

CUM MATH GPA FOR
TWO SEM PRIOR
Pair 4
2SEM ONH CUM

MATH GPA
GPA FOR ENG 1 SEM

"PairS;./

PRIOR

1ST ONH SEM GPA

FOEENG', V ^
CUM ENG GPA 2SEM

"

PRIOR

Pair 6.^
2ND SEM ONH CUM
ENG GPA
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TABLE 16.(continued.)
Correlatioo

Sig.

GPA ONE SEMESTER
Pair 1

PRIOR & 1ST SEM IN

52

.155

.271

24

.248

.242

46

-.150

.318

6

-.146

.782

47

.387

.007

14

-.025

.933

ONH GPA

CUM GPA TWO SEM
Pair 2

PRIOR & 2ND SEM IN

OPpI CUM GPA
1 SEM prior math gpa &
Pairs

1ST SEM ONH MATH
GPA

CUM MATH GPA FOR
Pair 4

TWO SEM PRIOR & 2

SEM OM CUM MATH
GPA
GPAFORENGl SEM

Pair 5

PRIOR & 1ST ONH

SEM GPA FOR ENG

.

CUM ENG GPA 2SEM
Pair6

PRIOR & 2ND SEM

ONH CUM ENG GPA
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TABLE 16. (continued.)
''

Paired Differences

;

•

'

''

•i
V,

Confidence
Intervalofthe

'"'Std.

■-'.-Std.
Mean

GPAONE

Differenee

'''W

Error

Deviation

"■jdean,:';:

Lower

Upper .

;V

SEMESTER

Paivi

PRIOR-1ST

-LS994

1.0200

.1414

-1.8833

-1.3154

-11.3

-1.4633

.7778

.1588

-1.7918

-1.1349

-9.22

-1.7380

1.6020

.2362

-2.2138 -1.2623

-7.36

-2.2783

1.1687

.4771

-3.5048

-1.0519

-4.78

-2.9077

4.1819

.6100

-4.1355

-1.6798

-4.77

-2.0386

1.3199

.3527

-2.8006 -1.2765

-5.78

SEMINONH

GPA

CUM CPA

TWdSEM
Paicl PRIOR
SEMINONH

1SEM prior
. math gpa - 1ST
SEMOI^
MATH GPA

CUM MATH
:^

GPA FOR

Pair 4

PRIOR-2

two SEM

-.SEM'.OivfHCUM MATH

^cpa'
GPA FOR

;ENG1SEM '
Fair 5

PRIOR-1ST
ONH SEM

:GPATdB''%.rl'
;TNG
CUM ENG
GPA 2 SEM

Pair 6

"

PmO]R-2ND
SEM ONH

.Cum ENG'
„ , • GPA..-'".
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TABLE 16. (continued.)

df

Sig.
(2-tailed)

5i

MO

2J

MO

45

MO

5

M5

46

MO

13

MO

GPAONE

Pair i

SEMESTER
PRIOR-1ST
SEM IN ONH
GPA
CUM GPA
TWO SEM

Pair 2

PRIOR-2ND
SEM IN ONH

CUM GPA

1 SEM prior
Pair 31

math gpa - 1ST
SEM ONH

MATH GPA

CUM MATH
GPA FOR
TWO SEM
Pair 4

-

PRIOR-2
SEM ONH

CUM MATH
GPA

GF'A FOR
ENG 1 SEM
Pairs

PRiOR-lSf
ONH SEM
GPA FOR

ENG

^

^

CUM ENG

GPA 2SEM
PRIOR-2ND
Pair 6

SEMOlSlH
CUlVf^ENG
OPA
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TABLE 17.School units earned in the past by school units earned at the O.N.H.
School

Std. Error

Mean

.^N -

TOT UNITS EARNED 1
8.0481

52

7.1334

.9892

26.9135

52

5.7860

.8024

21.5000

25

14.0067

2.8013

55.7600

25

7.5099

1.5020

SEMPRIOR

Pafr
1

TOT UNITS FORTST
ONHSEM

.Mean

Deviation

TOT UNITS EARNED
1ST AND 2ND SEM
Pair

PRIOR COMBINED
2SEM IN ONH TOT #

UNITS

~

.

TABLE 17.(continued.)
Correlation >

Sig.

TOT UNITS EARNED I

SEM PRIOR & TOT

Pair

i

iUMTS'JEbRfsK.O
SEM

^

^

52

.234

.095

25

-.028

.893

^

TOT UNITS EARNED

Pair

-2;;^V\'

ViStAnD 2Nd'sem; \:i'
Prior combined^2
SEM IN ONH TOT#
units. ~

'
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TABLE 17.(continued.)

Paired Differences
95%
Confidence

Interval ofthe
Sfd.

Std. Error

Deviation?

Meaii

Difference

Upper

MB

1.1183 -21.110

-16.620

-17

-40.897

-27.623

-11

TOT UNITS
EARNED I

Pair

SEM PRIOR

1

TOT UNITS

-18.87

8.0642

-34.26

16.0793

FORISTONH

SEM ^
TOT UNITS
EARNED 1ST
AND 2ND SEM
Pair
2

PRIOR
COMBINED 2SEM IN ONH

\

TOT# UNITS
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3.2159

TABLE 17.(continued.)

-.sig: "
df

(2-tailed)

51

.000

24

.000

TOT UNITS
EARNED 1

Pair . SEM PRIOR 
TOT UNITS

1

FOR 1ST ONH
~ SEM
TOT UNITS
EAIINEDIST
Pair
2

'aNI)2ND SEM^
PRIOR
COMBINED 

2SEM IN ONH
TOT# UNITS

TABLE 18.Paired sample family and peer association variables

Mean

Std.

Std. Error?

Deviation

Mean

living arrangement

2.21

61

.76

9.67E-02

living arrangement2

2.26

61

.77

9.89E-02

2.08

61

.71

9.14E-02

2.20

61

.77

9.87E-02

Pair 1

association with negative
peers

Pair 2

association with negative
peers2

TABLE 18.(continued.)
. n:- :

Correlation

Sig.

Pair 1

living arrangement&
living arrangement2

61

.274

.033

Pair 2

association with negative
peers & association with
negative peers2 ,

61

.091

.484
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TABLE 18.(continued.)

Paired Differences
95% Confidence
Std.
Mean

Std.

Error

Deviation

Mean

Interval ofthe
Difference

Lower

Upper .

t

living
arrangement -

Pair
1

^

living
arrangement!

-.05

.92

.12

-.28

.19

-.42

-.11

1.00

.13

-.37

.14

-.89

association

with negative

peers

Pair

'2

^

, ^

-association

with negative

peers!

V

TABLE 18.(continued.)

df

Sig.
(2-tailed)

60

.678

60

.374

living
Pair

arrangement -

1

living
arrangement!
association

with negative
Pair

peers

!^

-association ;

with negative
peers!

^
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TABLE 19.Paired sample social skill measures
Std.
Mean

problem.solving
Pair 1

s

PROBLEM SOLVING

AT SCHOOL EXIT

learning to listen to others

n"^

Std. Error

Deviation

Mean.

2.52

61

.74

9.53E-02

3.10

61

■ .75

9.55E-02

2.62

60

.80

.10

2.97

60

.86

.11

2.48

60

.9!

.12

3.00

60

.84

.11

2.57

61

.83

.11

2.93

61

.85

•11

2.43

60

.79

.10

3.07

60

.82

.11

2.74

61

.85

.11

2.89

61

.84

.11

2.61

61

.92

.12

2.89

61

.86

•11

Pair 2

LEARNING TO LISTEN
TO OTIffiRS AT EXIT

dealing with anger
(impulse control)
Pair 3

DEALING W/ANGER

(IMPULSE CONTROL)
AT EXIT

dealing with stress
Pair 4

DEALING WITH

STRESS AT SCHOOL

EXIT^ .
VALUES
\

.

.

.

^

CLARIFICATION

(GOAL DIRECTION)
Pair 5

VALUES
CLARIFICATION

(GOAL DIRECTION)
"ATEXIT

learning to talk to others
Pair6

LEARNING TO TALK

TO OTHERS AT
SCHOOL EXIT

dealing with denial
Pair? .DEALING WITH

,
..

DENIAL AT EXIT

1:60

TABLE 19.(continued.)
.:n'
' Corrielation

'i;;Sig.'i-';,:;

problem solving &,
Pair 1

PfedfiTEM SOLVING

61

.236

.067

60

.274

.034

60

.044

.738

61

.078

.551

60

.164

.210

61

.097

.458

61

.090

.491

AT SCHOOL EXIT

learning to listen to others
Pair 2

& LEARNING TO

LISTEN TO OTHERS

AT-ExiT-/:- ^
dealing?with anger '
'
'
(impiibe control)&' ,
^Pair;3:'- DEALING W/ ANGER
(IMPULSE-CONTROL)
AT EXIT

deaUng with stress'&
DEALING WITH
Pair 4

STRESS AT SCHOOL

Exit
•VALUES

,

,•

clarification

(GOAL DIRECTION)&
Pair 5

'VALUES

•'

CLARIFICATION

(GOAL DIRECTION)

•AT EXIT

l'.

,learning to talk to others ^
Pair 6

& LEARNING TO
TALK TO OTHERS AT
SCHOOL EXIT

dealing with deniaP&
,Pair 7

DEALING WITH

DENIAL AT EXIT
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TABLE 19.(continued.)
N

Sig.

Correlation

problem solving &
Pair 1

PROBLEM SOLVir^G

.236

61

.067

AT SCHOOL EXIT

learning to listen to others
& LEARNING TO
Pair 2

AT EXIT' ' ■ -

.034

60

LISTEN TO OTHERS

'•

dealing with anger
(impulse control)&
Pair 3'

DEALING W/ ANGER

■

60

.044

61

.078

.551

60

.164

.210

61

.097

.458

61

.090

.491

.738

(IMPULSE COPITROL)
AT EXIT

dealing with stress &
Pair 4

DEALING WITH
STRESS AT SCHOOL
EXIT

:VALUES, ,

- , .

CLARIFICATION

(GOAL DIRECTION)&
Pair 5

VALUES

'

■'

CLARIFICATION

(GOAL DIRECTION)

"at,exit

/ ,■ :

learning to talk to others
Pair 6

& Learning TO
talk to others at
SCHOOL EXIT

dealing with denial &
Pair 7

DEALING WITH

.

DENIAL AT EXIT
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TABLE 19.(continued.)

Paired Differences

95% Confidence

Mean

Std.',

Std.

Deviatio ,

Error

Difference

Mean

n

problem
solving- ^

Lower

Upper

t

r

Pair , PROBLEM
1

,Interval ofthe

-.57

.92

.12

-.81

-.34

-4.86

-.35

1.01

.13

-.61

-.09

-2.70

-.52

1.21

.16

-.83

-.20

-3.30

-.36

1.14

.15

-.65

-.07 -2.47

-.63

1.04

.13

-.90

-.36

SOLVING AT
SCHOOL
EXIT

learning to
listen to others

- LEARNING

Pair
■

TO LISTEN,
TOOTHERS

AT EXIT

dealing with

anger(impulse
control)- ~
Pair
3^ -

DEALING W/
ANGER

(IMPULSE
CONTROL)
AT EXIT

dealing with

^.stress - 
Pair

DEALING
WITH

4
STRESS AT
SCHOOL

^EXiL;

,

values
CLARIFICAT

Pair ;

'5
'V

ION(GOAL
DIRECTION)
rVALUES
CLARIFICAT

ION(GOAL
DIRECTION)

^ATEXIT"^- ^ :
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-4.71

TABLE 19.(continued.)

Paired Differences

.95% Confidence

Std. ,
Deviatio
Mean

,

Error

Interval ofthe
Difference

Upper

Mean

n

t

learning to talk
to others LEARNING
Pair

TO TALK TO
6

-.15

1.14

.15

-.44

-.28

1.20

.15

-.59

.14 -1.01

OTHERS AT
SCHOOL
EXIT

dealing with
denial Fair

'7' ■

DEALING
WITH

DENIAL AT

'EXIT',; • .
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3.E-02

-1.82

TABLE 19.(continued.)

df

Sig.
(2-tailed)

problem
solving Pair.

PROBLEM

1

SOLVING AT

60

.000

59

.009

59

.002

60

.016

59

.000

SCHOOL

EXIT

learning to
listen to others
Pair

- LEARNING

2

TO LISTEN

TO OTHERS
\

AT EXIT

dealing with
anger(impulse
control)
P|iir

DEALING W/

3

ANGER

aMPULSE
CONTROL)
AT EXIT

dealing with
stress

Pair

4^

DEALING
WITH
STRESS AT
SCHOOL

EXIT -;
Walues^
CLARIFICAT

Pair

ION(GOAL
DIRECTION)
- VALUES

.5
CLARIFICAT

ION(GOAL

DIRECTION)
AT EXIT
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TABLE 19.(continued.)

:
df

sig.
(2-tailed)

learning to talk
to others 

Pair
6

LEARNING
TO TALK TO

60

.315

60

.074

OTHERS AT
SCHOOL

EXIT

.

dealing with
denial 
Fair

DEALING

7

WITH

;

DENIAL AT
EXIT

TABLE 20.Paired sample criminaljustice measures

. Mean

N

Std.

Std;Error

Deviation

Mean

BROUGHT WEAPON TO
SCHOOL WITHIN 12

MONTHS OF ONH
Pair
1

;

1.69

49

.47

6.65E-02

1.86

49

.35

5.05E-02

.41

49

.89

.13

1.88

49

.33

4.73E-02

2.43

61

.83

.11

3.18

61

.87

.11

ADMISSION

FROM ONH INTAKE TO

POSTTEST,DID YOU
EVER BRING A WEAPON
TO SCHOOL

NUMBER OF ARRESTS IN
PAST 12 MONTHS
Pair

2 ^

FROM ONH INTAKE TO

POSTTEST HAVE YOU
BEEN ARRESTED

AGGRESSIVE/ASSAULTIV
Pair

3.

E BEHAVIOR

 AGGRESSIVE/ASSAULTIV
E BEHAVIOR AT EXIT
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TABLE 20.(continued.)
N ,,

BROUGHT WEAPON TO
SCHOOU WITHIN 12
MONTHS OF ONH
Pair ,
ADMISSION & FROM ONH
1

Correlation

Sig.

49

.108

.458

49

.103

.483

61

.031

.815

INTAKE TO POSTTEST,
DID YOU EVER BRING A
WEAPON TO SCHOOL
NUMBER OF ARRESTS IN

Pair
2

PAST 12 MONTHS&
FROM ONH INTAKE TO

POSTTEST HAVE YOU
BEEN ARRESTED

AGGRESSIVE/ASSAULTIV
Pair

E BEHAVIOR &

3

AGGRESSIVE/ASSAULTIV
E BEHAVIOR AT EXIT
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TABLE 20.(continued.)

Paired Differeoces
95% Confidence
Std.
Mean

Std.

Error

Deviation

Mean

Interval ofthe,
Difference
Lower

Upper

BROUGHT \
WEAPONTO
SCHOOL WITHIN
12 MONTHS OF
ONH ADMISSION
Pair

r FROM ONH

1

INTAKE TO .

-.16

.55

7.9E-02

-.32

-4.E-03

-2.1

-1.47

.92

.13

-1.73

-1.21

-11

.75

1.18

.15

-1.06

-.45

-5.0

POSTTEST,DID
YOU EVER
BRING A

WEAPON TO
SCHOOL

NUMBER OF ,

Pair

ARRESTS IN
PAST 12 MONTHS
- FROM ONH

2

INTAKE TO

X

POSTTEST HAVE

YOU BEEN
ARRESTED

AGGRESSIVE/AS
SAULTIVE
Pair
3

BEHAVIOR

AGGRESSIVE/AS
SAULTIVE
BEHAVIOR AT

EXIT

:
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TABLE 20.(continued.)

df

Sig,
(2-tailed)

BROUGHT
WEAPON TO
SCHOOL WITHIN
12 MONTHS OF
ONH ADMISSION
Pair

- FROM ONH

1

INTAKE TO

48

.044

48

.000

60

.000

POSTTEST,DID
YOU EVER
BRING A
WEAPON TO
SCHOOL

NUMBER OF
ARRESTS IN
PAST 12 MONTHS
Pair
-2 •

- FROM ONH
INTAKE TO
POSTTEST HAVE

YOU BEEN
ARRESTED

AGGRESSIVE/AS
SAULTIVE
Pair
3

BEHAVIOR 

AGGRESSIVE/AS
SAULTIVE

BEHAVIOR AT
EXIT
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TABLE 21.Paired sample substance abuse measures
'

Mean
'V

/

HAVE YOUUSED
ALCOHOL IN THE

'

;.

'past

Pair

"

Std. Error
1
N; ,'•■p^viatioA??
Mean

1.07

59

.25

3.30E-02

1.44

59

.50

6.52E-02

1.14

59

.35

4.50E-02

1.42

59

.50

6.49E-02

1.53

59

.50

6.56E-02

1.81

59

.39

5.11E-02

1.68

59

.47

6.14E-02

1.93

59

.25

3.30E-02

1.49

59

.50

6.56E-02

1.93

59

.25

3.30E-02

". V

FROM ONHINTAKE

TOPOSTTEST,DID
YOU USE ALCOHOL
IHAVE USED
MARIJUANA IN THE

^pAst

Pair
2

FROM ONHINTAKE

^

TO POSTTEST, DID

/A "
—11,

'' 1.'

YOU USE POT
———? . . .

IHAVE USED SPEED
IN THE PAST

' / '^ ,

Pair

FROM ONHINTAKE

3'-' 7
/ '

^0"

fi

TO POSTTEST,HAVE
AOUSED SPEED

/' £/y;' ihAveused

,-'Paii:'.v

'4 '.'J"

CRACK/COCAINE IN /
PAST;:- '.!
?'
FROMINTAKE TO
POSTTEST HAVE YOU

ItrsED
'

.

■

1."

■■A,Ra'<siScqcAine???'1
IHAVE USED OTHER

/' "

^/

A.

i^RUissiNMiri;:;;iif:t^

rpair;v

.5'' '.
7; '111???

FROMINTAKE TO

POSTTEST,HAVE YOU

Used'otHer drugs
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TABLE 21.(continued.)
Correlation

^ > N

Sig.

HAVE YOU USED
ALCOHOL IN THE
Pair

1,

PAST & FROM ONH
INTAKE TO

59

.032

.809

59

.061

.646

.242

.065

59

.247

.059

59

-.005

.973

POSTTEST,DID YOU
USE ALCOHOL

ihAveused
Pair

MARIJUANA IN THE
PAST & FROM ONH

2

INTAKE TO

POSTTEST,DID YOU .
USE POT

I HAVE USED SPEED
Pair

IN THE PAST & FRbM
ONHINTAKE TO

59

■ ■:

POSTTEST,HAVE YOU
SED SPEED
I HAVE USED

CRACK/COCAINE IN
Pair

pXst «&from intake

4.

TO POSTTEST HAVE
YOU USED

CRACK/COCAINE

Pair
5

I HAVE USED OTHER
DRUGS IN PAST &
FROM INTAKE TO

POSTTEST,HAVE YOU
USED OTHER DRUGS
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TABLE 21.(continued.)

Paired Differences
95% Confidence
Std.
Mean

Std.

Error

Deviation

Mean

Interval ofthe
Difference
Lower

Upper

t

HAVE YOU
ALCOHOL IN

THE PAST-

Pair

iBll

FROMONH

-.37

.55

7.21E-02

-.52

-.23

-5.17

-.29

.59

7.66E-02

-.44

-.13

-3.76

-.29

.56

7.27E-02

-.43

-.14

-3.96

liiiiiiliiiiii
DID YOU USE
ALCOHOL
I HAVE USED
MARIJUANA

IN THE PAST 

FROM ONH
INTAKE TO

POSTTEST,
DID YOU USE

WWiiiiiii
SPEED IN THE
Pair

3'"7 ^

PAST- FROM

ONH INTAKE
TO POSTTEST,
HAVE YOU^
SED SPEED
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TABLE 21.(coiitinued.)

Paired Differences
95% Confidence
'-

Std.
Std.
Mean

Deviation

Error

Interval ofthe
Difference

, Mean' Lower

Upper

t

I HAVE USED

CE^(iK/COCAi
NEINPAST
Pair
4

FROM INTAKE
TO POSTTEST

.48 6.21E-02

-.38

-.13

-4.10

.57;; 7.36E-02

-.59

-.29

-5.99

HAVE YOU
USED
CRACK/COCAI

NE,

I HAVE USED

OTHER DRUiGS
IN PAST 

Pair

FROM INTAKE

5

TO POSTTEST,

-.44

HAVE YOU
USED OTHER
DRUGS
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TABLE 21.(continued.)

Sig.
df

(2-tailed)

HAVE YOU
USED

Pair

ALCOHOL IN
THE PAST 
FROMONH

58

.000

58

.000

58

.000

INTAKE to

sMIIiillli®
DID YOU USE
ALCOHOL
I HAVE USED
MARIJUANA
IN THE PAST 
Pair;

FROM ONH

INTAKE TO

POSTTEST,
DID YOU USE

■POT ' , ' ,;>■ ;,■■
IHAVE USED
SPEED IN the
Pair
3

PAST^FRGiM
ONH INTAKE

TO POSTTEST,
HAVE YOU
SED SPEED
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TABLE 21.(continued.)

df

Sig.
(2-tailed)/

I HAVE USED

CRACK/COCAI

,NEINPAST
Pair
4

FROM INTAKE

TO POSTTEST

58

.000

58

.000

HAVE YOU
USED

craCk/cOcai
NE

I HAVE USED

OTHER DRUGS
IN PAST

Pair

FROM INTAKE

5

TO POSTTEST,

haVeyou
USED OTHER
DRUGS
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TABLE 22.Paired sample measures ofeducational target concepts

Mean

N,

Std.

Std. Error

Deviation

Mean

I FEEL AN
EDUCATION IS

1.43

47

.58

8.46E-02

1.57

47

.62

8.99E-02

1.37

49

.60

8.60E-02

1.61

49

.70

.10

2.37

49

.88

•13

2.59

49

.81

.12

1.47

49

.58

8.30E-02

1.76

49

.90

.13

VALUABLE
Pair

i:-,,;

I FEEL AN

EDUCATION IS
VALUABLE

(POSTTEST)
I FEEL AN

EDUCATION IS
NECESSARY
Pair
'2

I FEEL AN

EDUCATION IS
NECESSARY

I FEEL THAT

EDUCATION IS
INTERESTING
Pair
3

I FEEL THAT

EDUCATION IS
INTERESTING

(POSTTEST)
YOU NEED AN

EDUCATION TO GET A
Pair
4

JOB

YOU NEED AN

EDUCATION TO GET A

JOB(POSTTEST)
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TABLE 22.(continued.)
N

Correlation

Sig.7

I FEEL AN
Pair
1

EDUCATION IS
VALUABLE & I FEEL
AN EDUCATION IS
VALUABLE

47

-.151

.310

49

-.149

.307

49

.039

.790

49

.065

.658

(POSTTEST)
I FEEL AN
Pair
2

EDUCATION IS
NECESSARY & IFEEL
AN EDUCATION IS
NECESSARY

(POSTTEST)
I FEEL THAT
EDUCATION IS
Pair
3 '
'

INTERESTING & I
FEEL THAT
EDUCATION IS

INTERESTING

(POSTTEST)
YOU NEED AN
Pair
4

EDUCATION TO GET A
JOB & YOU NEED AN

EDUCATION TO GET A

JOB(POSTTEST)
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TABLE 22.(continued.)

Paired Differences
95% Confidence
Std.
Mean

Std.
Deviation

Error
Mean

Interval ofthe
Differenee
Lower

Upper

t

I FEEL AN

EDUCATION IS

^air
1

^:

VALUABLE -1

FEEL AN

.

-.15

.91

.13

-.42

.12 -1.12

-.24

.99

.14

-.53

4.0E-02 -1.73

-.22

1.18

.17

-.56

-.29

1.04

.15

-.58

EDUCATION IS
VALUABLE

(POSTTEST)
I FEEL AN

EDUCATION IS
Pair
2 •

NECESSARY -1
FEEL AN ^

EDUCATION IS
NECESSARY

(POSTTEST)
I FEEL THAT
EDUCATION IS
Fair
3

INTERESTING -1
FEEL THAT

.11

-1.33

EDUCATION IS

INTERESTING

(POSTTEST)
YOU NEED AN

Pair
4

EDUCATION TO
GET A JOB - YOU
NEED AN

■

EDUCATION TO
GET A JOB

(POSTTEST)
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1.3E-02 -1.92

TABLE 22.(continued.)

df

Sig.
(2-tailed)

I FEEL AN

EDUCATION IS
Pair

1

VALUABLE -1

FEEL AN

. , ,

46

.267

48

.090

48

.188

48

.061

EDUCATION IS
VALUABLE

(POSTTEST)
I FEEL AN
EDUCATION IS
Pair

NECESSARY -1

FEEL AN

2

EDUCATION IS
NECESSARY

(POSTTEST)
I FEEL THAT
EDUCATION IS
Pair

INTERESTING -1
FEEL THAT

WSii. EDUCATION IS
INTERESTING

(POSTTEST)
YOU NEED AN

EDUCATION TO
Pair

4

GETAJOB-YOU

•■ •NEEDANV
''
EDUCATION TO
GET A JOB

(POSTTEST)
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TABLE 23.Paired sample measures of attitudes for police officers
Std.

I FEEL POLICE

OFFICERS ARE NICE

Std. Error

Deviation

Mean

-

Mean

3.15

47

.88

.13

2.49

47

.72

.10

3.28

47

.88

.13

2.70

47

.59

8.56E'02

2.96

49

1.04

.15

2.39

49

.70

.10

Pair
I FEEL POLICE

1

OFFICERS ARE NICE

(POSTTEST)
I FEEL POLICE
OFFICERS ARE FAIR
Pair

, I FEEL POLICE

2 ,

OFFICERS ARE FAIR

(POSTTEST)
I FEEL POLICE
OFFICERS ARE
Pair

SMART

3

I FEEL POLICE

,

OFFICERS ARE

SMART(POSTTEST)

TABLE 23.(continued.)
Correlation

Sig.

I FEEL POLICE
Pair
1

OFFICERS ARE NICE
& I FEEL POLICE

47

.259

.078

47

.121

.417

49

.251

.083

OFFICERS ARE NICE

(POSTTEST)
I FEEL POLICE
Pair
2

OFFICERS ARE FAIR
& I FEEL POLICE

OFFICERS ARE FAIR

(POSTTEST)
I FEEL POLICE

OFFICERS ARE
Pair

SMART & I FEEL

3

POLICE OFFICERS

ARE SMART

(POSTTEST)
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TABLE 23.(continued.)

Paired Differences ,
95% Confidence

Std.
Mean

Std.

Error

Deviation

Mean

Interval ofthe

Difference
Lower

Upper

t

I FEEL POLICE
OFFICERS ARE
Pair

1

NICE -1 FEEL

, POLICE

.66

.98

.14

.37

.95

4.59

.57

.99

.15

.28

.87

3.96

.57

1.10

.16

.26

.89

3.64

OFFICERS ARE

NICE(POSTTEST)
I FEEL POLICE

OFFICERS ARE
Pair . FAIR-I FEEL

'2 , ,

POLICE
OFFICERS ARE

FAIR(POSTTEST)
I FEEL POLICE
OFFICERS ARE
SMART -1 FEEL

Pair

POLICE
3

^

OFFICERS ARE
SMART

(POSTTEST)
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TABLE 23.(continued.)

(2-tailed)
I FEEL POLICE

OFFICERS ARE
Pair . NICE-IFEEL
POLICE

1

46

MO

46

MO

48

Ml

OFFICERS ARE

NICE(POSTTEST)
I FEEL POLICE
OFFICERS ARE
Pair

FAIR-IFEEL

2

POLICE
OFFICERS ARE

FAIR(POSTTEST)
IFEEL POLICE

OFFICERS,ARE ,
Pair

SMART -1 FEEL
POLICE

3

'
OFFICERS ARE

SMART

(POSTTEST)

TABLE 24.Paired sample perceptions ofthe law
;Std., 1
IFEEL THE LAW IS

valuabIe

J Std.Errbr

Deviation ,

Mean

Meanx

2.55

49

.84

.12

2.61

49

4.49

.64

3.08

49

.91

.13

2.96

49

.76

.11

Pair

I FEEL THE LAW IS
VALUABLE

(POSTTEST)
I FEEL THE LAW IS
Pair

FAIR

2

I FEEL THE LAW IS
FAIR
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TABLE 24.(continued.)
.

Correlation

N-

I FEEL THE LAW IS
VALUABLE & rFEEL
Pair 1

THE LAW IS

49

.063

.667

49

.095

.516

VALUABLE

(POSTTEST)
I FEEL THE LAW IS
Fair 2

FAIR & I FEEL JHE
LAW IS FAIR

TABLE 24.(continued.)

Paired Differences

95% Confidence

IllSB
Mean

Std.

Error

Deviation

Mean

Interval ofthe
Difference
Lower

Upper -

t

I FEEL THE
LAW IS
Pair,,

VALUABLE -1
-6.E-02

4.52

.65

-1.36

.12

1.13

.16

-.20

FEEL THE LAW

1.24 -.095

IS VALUABLE

(POSTTEST)
I FEEL THE
Pair

LAW IS FAIR-I

2' ,

FEEL THE LAW
IS FAIR
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.45

.759

TABLE 24.(continued.)

iiiiiiiiii
(2-tailed)
I FEEL THE

LAW IS
Pair

VALUABLE -1

1;\'  FEEL THE LAW

48

.925

48

.452

IS VALUABLE

(POSTTEST)
I FEEL THE

Pair

LAWISFAIR-I

iim

FEEL THE LAW
IS FAIR

TABLE 25.Paired sample perceptions ofcrime and victims

Me^n
I FEEL CRIME PAYS
Pair 1

N

Std. Error
Mean

2.83

48

1.02

.15

3.35

48

.60

8.68E-02

2.74

46

1.04

.15

3.26

46

.85

.13

2.90

49

.94

.13

3.39

49

.73

.10

2.63

49

1.17

.17

3.37

49

.83

.12

I FEEL CRIME PAYS

(POSTTEST)

Std.
Deviation

WEAK INDIVIDUALS

COMMIT CRIME
Pair 2

WEAK INDIVIDUALS
COMMIT CRIME

(POSTTEST)
CRIME IS OKAY IF
YOU DON'T GET
Pair 3

CAUGHT
CRIME IS OK IF YOU
DON'T GET CAUGHT

VICTIMS OF CRIME
DESERVE WHAT
THEY GET
Pair 4

VICTIMS OF CRIME
DESERVE WHAT
THEY GET

(POSTTEST)
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TABLE 25.(continued.)
V 1 :NV; : ■ Correlation

- . Sig. •

I FEEL CRIME PAYS &
Pair 1

I FEEL CRIMEPAYS

48

-.145

.326

46

.128

.397

49

.059

.688

49

.035

.814

(POSTTEST)
WEAK INDIVIDUALS
COMMIT CRIME &

Pair 2

WEAKINDIVIDUALS
COMMIT CRIME

(POSTTEST)
CRIME IS OKAY IF
YOU DON'T GET
Pair 3

CAUGHT & CRIME IS
OK IF YOU DON'T GET
CAUGHT
VICTIMS OF CRIME

DESERVE WHAT
THEY GET & VICTIMS
Pair 4

OF CRIME DESERVE
WHAT THEY GET

(POSTTEST)
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TABLE 25.(continued.)

Paired Differences

, ,

Inteiwal of the
Std.

Mean/; Deviation

Error
Mean

Difference
Lower

Upper;

'■t

IFEEL CRIME
Pair

PAYS -1FEEL

1

CRIME PAYS

-.52

1.25

.18

-.89

-.16

-2.88

-.52

1.26

.19

-.90

-.15

-2.81

-.49

1.16

.17

-.82

-.16

-2.96

-.73

1.41

.20

-1.14

-.33

-3.65

(POSTTEST)

INDIVIDUALS /
COMMIT CRIME

Pair

-WEAK

2

INDIVIDUALS

COMMIT CRIME

(POSTTEST)
CRIME IS OKAY
IF YOU DON'T
Pair

3

GET CAUGHT -

>

CRIME IS OK IF
YOUDON'T GET
CAUGHT

VICTIMS OF

,

CRIME
DESERVE WHAT
Pair

THEY GET 

VICTIMS OF
CRIME
DESERVE WHAT

THEY GET

(POSTTEST)
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TABLE 25.(continued.)

df

Sig.^,,,.
(2-tailed)

I FEEL CRIME
Pair

PAYS-1 FEEL

1

CRIME PAYS

47

.006

45

.007

48

.005

48

.001

(POSTTEST)
WEAK
INDIVIDUALS
COMMIT CRIME
Pair

llliii

-WEAK
INDIVIDUALS
COMMIT CRIME

(POSTTEST)
CRIME IS OKAY
IF YOU DON'T
Pair

GET CAUGHT 

3'

CRIME IS OK IF
YOU DON'T GET
CAUGHT

VICTIMS OF
CRIME

DESERVE WHAT
Pair

iUU

THEY GET 
VICTIMS OF
CRIME
DESERVE WHAT
THEY GET

(POSTTEST)
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TABLE 26.Paired sample perceptions of violence

Mean

liUll

Std.

Std. Error

Deviation

Mean

VIOLENCE IS OK TO

USE TO SOLVE

2.77

47

.87

.13

3.21

47

.75

.11

2.59

49

.96

.14

3.10

49

.85

.12

2.00

49

.96

.14

3.20

49

.79

.11

1.84

49

.90

.13

2.61

49

.86

.12

PROBLEMS
Pair

lifH

VIOLENCE IS OK TO

USE TO SOLVE
PROBLEMS

CPOSTTEST)
VIOLENCE IS OFTEN

REQUIRED TO SOLVE
PROBLEMS
Fair

filiil

VIOLENCE IS OFTEN

REQUIRED TO SOLVE
PROBLEMS

(POSTTEST)
IN THE PAST,IHAVE
USED VIOLENCE AT
SCHOOL
Pair
3

FROM INTAKETO

POSTTEST,I HAVE
USED VIOLENCE AT
THE ONH SCHOOL

I USE VIOLENCE
WHEN SOMEONE IS
PUSHING ME
Pair

Hii®

I USE VIOLENCE .
WHEN SOMEONG IS

PUSHING ME

(POSTTEST)
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TABLE 26.(continued.)
N

-

Correlation

Sig.

VIOLENCE IS OK TO
USE TO SOLVE
Pair
1

PROBLEMS &

VIOLENCE IS OK TO
USE TO SOLVE

47

.447

.002

49

.387

.006

49

.386

.006

49

.428

.002

PROBLEMS

(POSTTEST)
VIOLENCE IS OFTEN

REQUIRED TO SOLVE
Fair

2,

PROBLEMS &

VIOLENCE IS OFTEN

REQUIRED TO SOLVE
PROBLEMS

(POSTTEST)
IN THE PAST,I HAVE
USED VIOLENCE AT
Pair

SCHOOL & FROM
INTAKE TO

BBS POSTTEST,IHAVE
USED VIOLENCE AT

THE ONH SCHOOL
I USE VIOLENCE
WHEN SOMEONE IS
Pair
4

PUSHING ME & I USE
VIOLENCE WHEN
SOMEONG IS
PUSHING ME

(POSTTEST)
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TABLE 26.(continued.)

Paired Differences

Std.

Mean,

Std.

Error

Deviation

Mean

95% Confidence
Interval ofthe
Difference
Lower

Upper.

VIOLENCE IS OK
TO USE TO SOLVE
Pair
1

PROBLEMS 

VIOLENCE IS OK

-.45

.85

.12

-.70

-.20

-.51

1.00

■14

-.80

-.22

-1.20

.98

.14

-1.49

-.92

-.78

.94

.13

-1.05

-.51

TO USE TO SOLVE
PROBLEMS

(POSTTEST)
VIOLENCE IS

OFTEN REQUIRED
TO SOLVE
Fair
2

PROBLEMS 

VIOLENCE IS

OFTEN REQUIRED
TO SOLVE
PROBLEMS

(POSTTEST)
IN THE PAST,I
HAVE USED
VIOLENCE AT
Pair
3

SCHOOL-FROM
INTAKE TO

POSTTEST,IHAVE
USED VIOLENCE
ATTHEONH
SCHOOL
IUSE VIOLENCE

Pair,
4

WHEN SOMEONE
IS PUSHING ME -1
USE VIOLENCE
WHENSOMEONG
IS PUSHING ME

(POSTTEST)
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TABLE 26.(continued.)
\

\

V

^

-N \

^

V

\

\
.

\

\

\

^

V

; sig.
(2-taiIed)

.df
VIOLENCE IS OK

-

TO USE TO SOLVE
PROBLEMS -

Pair
\

\

^

VIOLENCE is OK

1

V \

^

\

-3.6

46

.001

-3.6

48

.001

;-8.6

48

.000

48

.000

TO USE TO SOLVE
PROBLEMS

(POSTTEST)
^^VlOLENCE K
OFTEI^REQUIRED

\

r

TO SOLVE

\

PROBLEMS-

\

Pair

VIQLENCEIS

OFTEN MqUIRED
TP SOLVE
PROBLEMS

X\

\

V

X

\

(POSTTEST)
IN THE PAST,I

\ ^ \S>

HAVEUSED^ . ^
VIOLENCE At
SCHOOL-from

Pair
•3

INTAkE.TO :

N N

POSTTEST,iHAVE i
USED VIOLENCE

\

At THE.ONH

V

SCHOOL

:\

I USE VIOLENCE
N

.WHENSOMEONE X

TSPUSHiNGME-I>

Pair^
A
^ ^ USE VIOLENCE X
\

^

X

-5.8

WHENSOMEONG
IS PUSfflPIG ME
^

(POSTTEST)
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APPENDIX B

Data Collection Instruments

1.

A. Background and Demographic Questions
B, Self-Attitude Inventoiy(SAl)
c.- ■
2. ]

3.

A. Exit Questions

B. Self-Attitude Inventory(SAI)
'.a
4.
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1.

WORIVIATION FROM THK INTAKE ASSESSKffil^T Wto

RESEARCH PURPOSES. THERE MENO

KNOWN RISKSINVOLVED. ALL INFORMATION OBTAINED FROM THIS SURVEY WILL BE REPORTED ONLY IN

GROUP FORM. ATNO TIME m,LANYNAMES BEREPORTED MTHRESPONSES. YOUR RESPONSES ARE
CONFIDENTIALAF® WILL BEreported WITHOUTIDENTRYING YOU m ANY WAY. PARTICIPATION IN THIS

RESEARCH IS TOTALLY VOLUNTARY. PARENTS AND/ORSTUDENTS AREFREE TO WITHDRAW CONSENT AND

TO DISCONTINUE PARTIClPATIONIN TlIIS RESEARCH AT ANYTIME. IF YOUDISCONTINUE PARTICIPATION THIS

A.

CLIENT NUMBER

DATE GGMPLETED:

CITY OFRESIDENCE-

ETHNIC/RACE: HISPANIC:
ASIAN: :
INDIAN:
GRADE IN SCHOOL(CIRCLE ONE):

DATE OF BIRTH:

WHITE:
AFRICAN AMERICAN:
OTHER(specify):
7TH

8TII

ACADEMIC STATUS:

9TH

lOTH

IITH

12iTH

HOW manyPEOPLE LIVE IN YOUR

(From Official Transcripts)

HOUSEHOLD?

1=AT OR ABOVE GRADE LEVEL ^
2-BELOW GRADE LEVEL

3=UNKN0WN

DO BOTH YOUR PARENTS LIVE WITH YOU?

YES

ARE YOUR PARENTS DIVORCED?

YES

NO

ARE YOUR PAREN I S SEPARATED?

YES

NO

DOES YOUR FATHER LIVE WITH YOU?

YES

NO

ARE BOTH YOURPARENTS WORKING?

YES

1=FATHER
2-MOTHER
3=GRANDPARENTS
4-UNCLE OR AUNT

5=OTHER(SPECIFY)
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NO

NO

LIVES WITH:
]=FAMILY
2=FR1ENDS

3==ALO]p:;;::
4=OTHER

(SPECIFY)
HAVE YOU DONE TIME

1-YES^rv

HALL?

IF YES,HOW MANY DAYS TOTAL?

2-NO

UNEMPLOYED

(WORRSoTO7HOims A WEEK) ,
FULL TIME

PART TIME

(8 TO 34 HRS PER WK)

^

.

(35 OR MORE IIRS PER WK)

■EMPLOYED:-"^^:V' ' - '

SCHOOL OR TRAINING

_______

EMPLOYMENT

.

SCHOOL OR 1RAINING
ANNUAL FAMILY INCOME?

(From Official W2 andPaycheck Forms)
1=$5,000 TO $9,999

>

2=$10,000 TO Si4,999

>

3=$15,000 TO $19,000

>

4=$20,000 TO $24,999

>

5=$25,000 TO $29,999

->

6=$30,000 TO $34,999

->

7=$35,000 TO $39,999

->

8=$40,000 AND ABOVE

->

IN THE SPACE BELOW, PLEASE LIST THE LAST SCHOOL THAT YOU ATTENDED BEFORE
YOU BEGAN AT THE OPERA TION NEW HOPE SCHOOL.

CONTINUATION SCHOOL, ALTERNATIVE SCHOOL, ADULT EDUCATION SCHOOL, OR
DROPOUT SCHOOL?

I"YES

If Yes, Please indicate type of school

.2=NO
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HAVE YOU EVER BEEN ARRESTED
WITHIN THEPAST 12 MONTHS?
1=YES

2= NO

HAVE YOU EVER BEEN ARRESTED IN THE PAST? 1-YES

2=^N0

1-YES

2=N0:, ;

1-YES

^.2^0 ,■
IN THE PAST,HAVE YOU EVER BEEN SUSPENDED FROM SCHOOL?

2=N0
IN THE PAST,HAVE YOU EVER BEEN EXPELLED FROM SCHOOL?
T=YES.. ^ V

hope school,did you ever BRING A WEAPON TO SCHOOL WITH YOU?

1=YES '

\

IF yes,PLEASEINDICATE THE

TYPE OF WEAPON
■2^0..

r^:

AT ANY TIMEIN THE PAST, HAVE YOUEVER TAKEN A WEAPON TO
SCHOOL WITH YOU?

1=YES

IF YES, PLEASE INDICATE THE

TYPE OF WEAPON
2=N0
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1=ALC0H0L

2HVIARIJUANA :
3=SPEED

4=GRAGK/GOCAINE
S^HEROIN
6=0THER

l=ALGOHOL

2=]VE^JUANA

,.3=SPEED

■

4-GRAGK/GOGAINE
5=HER0IN

6-OTHER

IN THE SPAGE PROVIDED,MARK ONLY ONE ANSWER FOR EAGH
QUESTipN. BRIEFLY WRITE YOUR ANS^VTER iN ONLY IF THE"OTHER"
RESPONSE APPLIES TO YOU.

:0==NEVER

1=LESS THAN ONGE A WEEK
2=0NGE OR TWICE A WEEK
■3=T ■

4=ALM0ST EVERYDAY

,o==never:;\/v;;
l=^LESS THAN ONGE A WEEK
2=0NGEOR TWICE A WEEK
3=1

■

4=ALM0ST EVERYDAY
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Please mark each statementin the following way: Ifthe statement describes how you
usuallyfeel,put an "X"or

statement does not describe how you usually feel, put an"X"or some form ofmark in
the column "UNLIKE

./■

, UM.IKE::ME , . ■

1. I'mpretty sure ofmyself

2. Ioften wishIwere someone else
3; Inever worry about an^hing

_____

_____:

4. There are lots of things I'd change
aboutmyself ifIcould

5. Icanni^e up my mind Withoiit too
inuchtrouble ■
6. ralways tell the truth

v^;
■ ■ ■ ■ ■', ;■

7. Someone always has to tellme
■ vvhatto-dp^'
8: It takes me a long time to get used to;
■ ' anythingnew'.

- --

'

..

9. I'm often sorry for the thingsIdo
10. I'mpopular withpeopleItotiow

___

Tl..'I.give'xip-easily

■'

;

12. Icanusually take care ofmyself

13. I'musually proud ofwh^ Jam doing
14. Ilike everyoneIknOw

".

■;

15. Iunderstandmyself

:

__1_1

16. It's pretty tough to be me
17. Things are all mixedup inmy life

■
:

18. Ihave a low opinion ofmyself ■
19. Idon't like to be with other people
20. Ioften feel upset in school
21. IfIhave something to say,
.; ■ ■ Iusually say it



____
______

''

22. Idon't care what happens to me
23.; I'm a-failure
24. Tm usually a lot of fun to be with

_l_^
_______

^

; ■■'

' V- :

25. Most people are better liked than T^^
26. Ialways know what to say to people

_____

27. Ican't be depended on
28. Igefupset easily when dealing with
others, especially with those close
to me

'■vV'

29. Most persons my age seem to

;

do things better thanI

_____

30. Ihaye bad feelings about my
home life

31. Others see me as not good
32. Ioften worry about things
33. Ifeel hopefhl about the future
34. Ifind it hard to work under strict rules

and regulations

35. Ifeel like it is better to not trust anyone
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ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS
36. My parents and I used to have a lot

LIKE ME

UNLIKE ME

offun together
37.
parents expecttoo niuch ofme
38. Younger people usually follow

- ■ ■■ ■' - ' ■

,■

myideas
39. My parehts understand me

pretty well
40. There are many times when I'd
like to leave home
41. Certain people in the home make
me feel like I'm not good enough
42. I usually feel as ifmy parents are
pushing me
43. I get upset easily when I'm put

down about something

44.; iani afraid to speak up at home
45. I often feel nervous or afraid because

ofceftain other family members
C, DELINQUENT ATTITUDE AND SELF-ESTEEM SCALE(DASES)

The following list contains different(target)concepts followed by a rating scale. Rate each ofthe target
concepts by placing an "X"or some form ofmark at the point in each row which best describes YOUR
feelings for that concept.
STRONGLY
AGREE

AGREE

DISAGREE

STRONGLY
DISAGREE

How l feel about myself...

■

I see myselfas a nice person
I see myselfas a fair person
I see myselfas a smart person
Isee myselfas a strong person

^

How I feel about police officers...

Ifeel police officers are nice
I feel police officers are fair
Ifeelpolice officers are smart

_____

' ■

'

HowIfeel about the law . . .

Ifeel the law is valuable
Ifeel the law is fair
HowIfeel about work. . .

Ienjoy working
Icangetanyjoblwant

'

Ifeel qualified for thejobIwant
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■ ■-■-■■ ■ ■ ■ ■

_____

STRONGLY

AGREE

AGREE

DISAGREE

STRONGLY

DISAGREE

How I feel about

education/school...

I feel an education is valuable
-.
I feel an education is necessary
_____
You need an education to get ajob

_____
_____
_____

I feel my education is good

enough to get ajob
_____
I feel that education is interesting
■ .

_____

I always enjoyed school

____

.

How I feel about crime ...

Ifeel crime pays
_____
Weak individuals commit crime
Crime is ok ifyou don't get caught ____
Victims ofcrime deserve what

they get
How I feel about violence ...

Violence is often required to
solve problems
Violence is ok to use to

solve problems
I used a lot of violence

in the past
I use violence when someone

is pushing me
I use violence when I feel too
stressed out

In the past 12 months,I have
used violence at school

Violence is a normal part
ofliving
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2.

PRE-TEST BEHAVIORAL ASSESSMENT

(Completed by G.N.H.School staffafter $tudenthas attended for at least 30 days)
Circle only One number for each topic below;High numbers mean best performance: use the best
information or estimates available
LIVING ARRANGEMENT:

3. Stable,supportive relationships withfamily/living group
2. Occasional,moderate inte^ersonal problems within living group
■1.

■" '"

■

'■■■

■■ ■

ASSOCIATION WITHNEGATIVE PEEKS:
■3.
2.
I.

interpersonal/social SKILLS:
3.

2, Moderately dysftmctibhal
1. SEVERELY dysfunctional

SUBSTANCE ABUSE (CURRENT):
3. None in evidence

2. Occasional substance abuse: some disruption of functioning
1. FREQUENT substance abuse: serious disruption of functioning
PROGRAM PERFORMANCE AND SIOClAL SKILL MEASURES:
RATE FROM 1 TO 4, WITH 4 BEING THE CREATES 1" OR HIGHEST IMPROVEMENT
VERY POOR

POOR

ACCEPTING THE PROGRAM

1

■ ' . ■2- ■,

PROBLEM-SOLVING

1

FAMILY RELATIONSHIPS
LEARNING TO TALK TO OTHERS

1
I

■■2- '

, 3-

LEARNING TO LISTEN TO OTHERS
DEALING WITH DENIAL
DEALING WITH ANGER

1
I

2

■■/v.; 3 '
0' - •

GOOD

VERY GOOD

24 2.. : .

■.v > 3,
.■ 3
■

4 :
4 ^ ;

:■

4 V,

3

2:4-y:; 2
4

. ' ■4'- '}2-y.2'

(IMPULSE CONTROL)

1

2:

DEALING WITH SELF-PITY

1

2

DEALING WITH STRESS

1

242y ' ■ :
2,- ■/I 222 .,, 24': '{22: :

1
1

-2 : ■

3

(DAILY COPING SKILLS)

1

2, ' - :
' /'■-\3

SELF-CENTEREDNESS

I

1I

A T tXTri WTTti
Wliri TT^TTTIJA
IKU

'

'3

4 V /



SELF concept/esteem

0: ':^.'22\-^
4

VALUES CLARIFICATION

(GOAL CLARIFICATION)

I

AGGRESSIVE ASSAULTIVE BEHAVIOR

I

2

PHYSICAL HEALTH

1

2

LESS ACTIVITY WITH NEGATIVE PEERS
ATTITUDE TOWARD WORK
ATTITUDE TOWARD SCHOOL

I
I
1
I
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,r;:-

3

4 '2.
2

■2.

■

■■ -'2

.422i

2 '■ 2,2v '2'2 '■AS'22"2

'■ ■■'

CHANCE OF SUCCESS IN THE

SCHOOL/PROGRAM

i- \2-:/:2^ 24 2- '\" 2
3
24"' [■ '

:-\0
.\4- '^''2:2' 

3.

OPERATION NEW HOPE SCHOOL EXIT ASSESSMENT

INFORMATION FROM THISINTAKE ASSESSMENT WILL BE USED FOR RESEARCH PURPOSES. THERE ARE NO
KNOWN RISKSINVOLVED. ALLINFORMATION OBTAINED FROM THIS SURVEY WILL BE REPORTED ONLY IN
GROUP FORM. AT NO TIME WILL any NAMES BE REPORTED WITH RESPONSES. YOUR RESPONSES ARE

CONFIDENTIAL AND WILL BE REPORTED WITHOUTIDENTIFYING YOU IN ANY WAY. PARTICIPATION IN THIS
RESEARCH IS TOTALLY VOLUNTARY. PARENTS AND/OR STUDENTS ARE FREE TO WITHDRAW CONSENT AND
TO DISCONTINUE PARTICIPATION IN THIS RESEARCH AT ANY TIME. IF YOU DISCONTINUE PARTICIPATION THIS

WILL NOT PENALIZE YOU IN ANY WAY OR CHANGE YOUR STATUSIN ANY WAY IN THE SCHOOL.

A. EXIT QUESTIONS

EXIT DATE FROM THE OPERATION NEW HOPE SCHOOL:
DATE COMPLETED:

HAVE YOU DONE TIME IN JUVENILE HALL?

1=YES ______

2=NO. _____

IF YES,HOW MANY DAYS TOTAL?

'■

CURRENT EMPLOYMENT/ACTIVITY STATUS (CHECK ONLY ONE):
UNEMPLOYED

(WORKS O TO 7 HOURS A WEEK)
FULLTIME

PART TIME

(8T0 34HRS PERWK)

(35 OR MOREHRS PER WK)

EMPLOYED

SCHOOL OR TRAINING
EMPLOYMENT
SCHOOL OR TRAINING

FROM O.N.H. SCHOOL INTAKE TO EXIT WERE YOU EVER ARRESTED?

I=YES

2=NO _____

FROM O.N.H. SCHOOL INTAKE TO EXIT,DID YOUEVER BRING A WEAPON TO SCHOOL
WITHYOU?

1=YES

IF YES, PLEASE indicate THE
TYPE OF WEAPON

2=NO

WHICH DRUGS DID YOUUSE DURING THE TIME THAT YOU ATTENDED THE O.N.H.

SCHOOL? (YOU CANMARK MORETHAN ONE ANSWER ON THIS QUESTION)
I=ALCOHOL
_____
2=MARIJUANA

3=SPEED
4=CRACK/COCAINE
5-HEROIN

_____
_____

6=OTHER
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CIRGLE THE SPECIFIC DRUG THAT YOU HAVE USED THE MOST
DURING THE TIME THAT YOU ATTENDED THE O.N.H.SCHOOL.
(CIRCLE ONLY ONE ANSWER FOR THIS QUESTION)

l=ALCOHOL
2=MARIJUANA

3=SPEED
4=CRACK/COCAINE
5=HER0IN

,

____
_____
______

6=OTHER

.

■

IN THE SPACE PROVIDED,MARK ONLY ONE ANSWER FOR EACH QUESTION. BRIEFLY
WRITE YOUR ANSWER ESr ONLY IF THE"OTHER"RESPONSE APPLIES TO YOU.

HOW Often do you see yourclosefriends after school?
0=NEVER

1=LESS THAN ONCE A WEEK
2=ONCE OR TWICE A WEEK
3=THREE OR FOUR TIMES A WEEK

4=ALMOST EVERYDAY
HOW OFTEN DO YOU GO OUT AT NIGHT?
0=NEVER

1=LESS THAN ONCE A WEEK

,

2=ONCE OR TWICE A WEEK
3=THREE OR FOUR TIMES A WEEK
4=ALMOST EVERYDAY

20:2

B. SELF-ATTITUDEINVENTORY(SAI)

Please mark each statementin the following way: Ifthe statement describes how you usually feel,put an
"X"or some form ofmark in the column"LIKE ME". Ifthe statement does not describe how you
usually feel,put an"X" or some form ofmark in the coluron"UNLIKE ME".
LIKE ME

1.
2.
3.
4.

I'm pretty sure ofmyself
I often wish I were someone else
I never wony about anything
There are lots ofthings Fd change
about myselfifI could

UNLIKE ME

______
.


______

_______

5. I can make up my mind without too

much trouble
6. I always tell the truth

_____

7. Someone always has to tell me

what to do
8. It takes me a long time to get used to
anything new

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

_____ _

'
■

,

I'm often sorry for the things I do
______
I'm popular'with people I know
I give up easily
: ■
I can usually take care ofmyself
________
I'm usually proud ofwhatI am doing ■ "
I like everyone Iknow
______
I understand myself
■
. ■ ■ .. .
It's pretty tough to be me
Things are all mixed up in my life
I have a low opinion ofmyself
■ ,
I don't like to be with other people
'
I often feel irpset in school

'
.
_____
____
____^
i
. .

_____
,
_____
_____

21. IfI have something to say,

22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.

I usually say it
_______
I don't care what happensto me
_______
I'm a failure
Fm usually a lot offtm to be with
''
Most people are better liked than I am
I always know whatto say to people
■
I can't be depended on

______
______
.
. .
_____

28. I get upset easily when dealing with
others,especially with those close
to me

•.

.

29. Most persons my age seem to

do things better than I
30. I have bad feelings about my

home life
31. Others see me as not good
32. I often worry about things
33. I feel hopeful aboutthe future

_____

.
.,
______
.

' .

_____
______
. .
_____

34. I find it hard to work under strict rules

and regulations
______
35. Ifeel like it is better to not trust anyone
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______

ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS
36. My parents and I used to have a lot

LIKE ME

offtm together
37. My parents expecttoo much ofme

______
______

UNLIKE ME

38. Younger people usually follow

my ideas

______

39. My parents understand me

pretty well

.

______

40. There are many times when Td

like to leave home

______

41. Certain people in the home make

me feel like I'm not good enough

________

______

42. I usually feel as ifmy parents are
pushing me
43. I get upset easily when I'm put

..

down about something
44. I am afraid to speak up at home
45. I often feel nervous or afraid because

ofcertain other family members

______

______

C. DELINQUENT ATTITUDE AND SELFtESTEEM SCALE(BASES)

The following list contains different(target)concepts followed by a rating scale. Rate each ofthe target
concepts by placing an"X"or some form ofmark at the point in each row which best describes YOUR
feelings for that concept,
STRONGLY
AGREE

AGREE

DISAGREE

STRONGLY
DISAGREE

How I feel about myself...

I see myselfas a nice person

.

I see myselfas a fair person
I see myselfas a smart person

^

.

,

•
,

I see myselfas a strong person

.

'

_____

How I feel about police officers...

I feel police officers are nice
I feel police officers are fair
I feel pohce officers are smart

■
_______

______

_______
.
_____

How I feel about the law ...

I feel the law is valuable
I feel the law is fair

_____
.

.

■

.
_____

How I feel about work...

I enjoy working
Icangetanyjoblwant
I feel qualified for thejob I want

_______

______

'
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_____
'
_____

______
'
______

STRONGLY
AGREE

AGREE

DISAGREE

STRONGLY
DISAGREE

Howlfeel about
education/school...

I feel an education is valuable

.

______

I feel an education is necessary
____
You need an education to get a job

.

_____
_____

.

I feel my education is good

enough to get ajob
_____
I feel that education is interesting
I always enjoyed school

.
_____

_____

•

Ifeel crime pays
______
Weak individuals commit crime _____
Crimeis ok ifyou don't get caught

_____
.

_____
_____
-

How I feelabout crime...

Victims ofcrime deserve what

they get

.

How I feel about violence...

Violence is often required to
solve problems
Violence is ok to use to

solve problems
I used a lot ofviolence

in the past
I use violence when someone

is pushing me
I use violence whenI feel too
stressed out
I have used violence at the
O.N.H. School

Violence is a normal part
ofliving
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_____
■

..
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